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Introduction 

Seismic refraction experiments were successfully carried out 

on the Moon by Apollo astronauts during missions 14, 16, and 17 

as part of an integrated set of geophysical experiments called 

ALSEP (Apollo lunar surface experiments package). This final 

report summarizes, through a collection of published papers, the 

seismic data pertinent to the near surface of the Moon. 

The principal objective of the lunar seismic refraction 

experiments was to determine the near-surface elastic properties 

of the Moon. Several specific questions were addressed. What 

was the depth of the fragmental layer, the regolith, which covers 

much of the lunar surface? What is the structure of the regolith 

(is it layered? Is it laterally homogeneous?). How does the 

seismic velocity increase with depth in the upper 5 km of the 

Moon - smoothly or stepwise? 

The principal conclusions from the lunar active seismic 

experiments can be summarized as follows. Seismic velocities of 

104, 108, 92, 114 and 100 m/s were inferred for the lunar regolith 

at the Apollo 12, 14, 15, 16 and 17 landing sites, respectively. 

These data indicate that the process of fragmentation and commi

ution by meteoroid impacts has produced a layer of remarkably 

uniform seismic properties moonwide. Brecciation and high porosity 

are the probable causes of the very low velocities observed in the 

lunar regolith. 

Apollo 17 seismic data revealed that the seismic velocity 

increases very rapidly with depth in the near-lunar surface in

creasing to 4.7 km/sec at a depth of 1.4 km. These data are not 

compatible with the idea that a cold rock powder extends to a 

depth of 1 km or so in the Moon. The observed magnitude of this 

velocity change with depth and the inplied steep velocity-depth 

gradient of > 2 km/sec/km are much larger than have been observed 

on laboratory experiments on granular materials. Such a large 

velocity change is more suggestive of compositional and textural 
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changes and in view of geologic observations is compatible with 

a model of fractured basaltic flows overlying the presumably 

anorthositic breccias that form the lunar highlands. "Thermal" 

moonquakes were also detected at the Apollo 17 site, becoming 

increasingly frequent after surise and reaching a maximum at 

sunset. The source mechanism of these moonquakes remains an enigma 

but land sliding can be the source without a complete degradation 

of all lunar slopes. 

Robert L. Kovach 
Joel S. Watkins 
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A Seismic Refraction System for Lunar Use 

BRUCE D. McALLISTER, :MEMBER, IEEE, JAMES KERR, JOHN ZIMMER 
ROBERT L. KOVACH, AND JOEL WATKINS ' 

Abstract-A miniaturized seismic refraction system has been 
constructed for possible use on early manned lunar landings. The 
detection system consists of three geophones, a three-channel 
amplifier, a geophone calibrator, and a logarithmic compressor sys
tem. A grenade launching device and an astronaut-held thumper 
staff are used as the sources of seismic energy. Seismic energy from 
the explosive sources is detected, amplified, logarithmically com
pressed, converted to digital form, and formatted for real-time trans
mission to earth. Total weight of the seismic detection system and 
ancillary electronics, exclusive of the explosive sources, is 6.25 lb. 

INTRODUCTION 

A SEISMIC. refraction system has been. ~evelope.d 
~ for possible use on manned lunar landtngs. This 

system, called the Active Seismic Experimen t 
CASE), is part of the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments 
Package (ALSEP) planned to be deployed by astro
nauts during their exploration of the moon. 

A main objective of a seismic refraction experiment 
on the moon is to determine its near-surface elastic 
properties. The primordial lunar surface may be buried 
to an extent not observable to the astronaut and a 
seismic refraction experiment may provide the only data 
to enable the characteristics of the near surface layers 
of the moon to be properly interpreted [1]: 

During a traverse on the lunar surface one of the 
astronauts will emplace three seismometers at 150 foot 
intervals from the ALSEP. After emplacement of the 
distant detector he will walk back along the line of de
tectors inducing seismic energy into the ground with a 
hand-held thumper staff. A launching device, capable of 
launching four explosive grenades to ranges of 500,1000, 
3000, and 5000 feet is then emplaced near the ALSEP.. 
The grenades are launched by command from earth 
after departure of the astronauts. The three miniature 
seismometers and associated electronics comprise the 
lunar seismic detection system. 

Ranging of the grenades is accomplished by measur
ing the parameters of an assumed ideal ballistic trajec
tory. The launching device contains electronics to mea
sure the time of flight, angle of launch and initial veloc
ity of the grenades: The range is calculated to within 

iVlanu;;cript received October 2+, 1968; revised December 16 
19?8. ThIS 'ror~ was S,upported by NASA u.nder Contract NAS 
9-;,632. FabricatIOn of. fi!g.ht hnrdware was supported by the Bendix 
.'~erospace. Sy~tel11s DIvISIOn under COlltract N'AS 9-5829. Evalua
tion of thIS system for post-Apollo use is supported under :\f -\") 
GrantNGL 05-020-2,12.· - . " .. , 

B. D. ;\lcAliister and R. L. Kovach are with the Department of 
Geophysics .. St~lJford Universi,ty, Stanford, Calif. 9·1305, 

J. K~rr I~ \\·It.hGe,otech, a 1.eledyne COlllpn.ny, Garland. Tex. 
J. Zlll!mer IS With BendIX :\erospace Systems Division Ann 

Arbor, i\TICh. ' 
r J. \\'atki,ns is with th~ Department of Geology, University of 

North Carohl1<l. Chapel 1'1111, 0;. C. 

± 5 percent and time of detonation is known to within 
± 0.1 ms. 

Seismic energy from the explosive sources is detected, 
amplified, logarithmically compressed, converted to digi
tal form, and formatted for real-time transmission to 
earth. This paper describes the seismic refraction system 
which has been developed for use OIl the moon. 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Geophones 

The miniature seismometers, or geophones, developed 
for lunar use are of the moving coil-magnet type. The 
coil is the inertial mass suspended by springs in the 
magnetic field. Above the resonant frequency of such a 
device the output is proportional to ground velocity; 
below the resonant or natural frequency the output 
drops off at 12 dB per octave. 

Existing commercial geophone designs were not suit~ 
able for lunar use. First, spring parameters needed to 
be changed to be compatible with tunar gravity. 
Second, it was apparent that significant increases:: in 
sensitivity could be achieved while still reducing weight 
and size by use of better magnet materials and more 
efficient coil windings. Other considerations such as 
various methods by "'hich the astronaut could implant 
the device and the need to protect the springs from the 
vibration and shock levels encountered in testing and 
transit also suggested a new design. A significant in
crease in available signal power with some savings in 
size and weight were realized while satisfying the other 
design objectives including matching the coil resistance 
to the optimum amplifier source impedance. 

The design goal for the overall system response was 
that it be flat to ground velocity dO\\'I1 to 3 Hz. For 
geophones of small size and weight the minimum reso
nant frequency for reliable operation can be expected 
to be somewhat higher than 3 Hz, particularly with the 
springs used for operation at lunar gravity. Preempha
sis in. the succeeding electronics was llsedto give the 
desired response at frequencies belo\\' geophone reso
nance. 

For astnte-of-the-art junction transistor in art ap
propriate configuration, the power spectral density of 
the eq~livalent input noise is very nearly (,"onstantdown 
to about 20 Hz. Belo\\' this frequency it increases with 
a slope of1.'1'. Thus preemphasis at frequencies lower 
tl1[tn. resonance amplifies the ilf noise decreasing the 
signal-lo-noise ratio [or signals at higher frequencies. 
Thi~ effect is a strOll!?: incentive to make the geophonc's 
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(,(,jl IIHI 'P' illC:- I )j.lllll'II" ~l" ph"", i I.:; I j'll hh. I· ig. 2. ·lIt,I\\.IY vic\\' of .1 'cophone III It." Iter C.l-C. Thi, j, Ihc 
'eophonc I,hich inlllJ(ll'" th temperdturc, '''bor . 

n,llllr,tl rrl'qtll'tll'~ til(' I()\\( st p()""il,k C(ltlst, t('llt \\ itll 
sm,tll "i/(,' .tnc! \\ l'i~ht ,lnd ,Ideqll,ile Ille('h,lnic.tl rllgg 'o
nes!'. I hL'''!' ('oll"tr,lillt" ktl lU.t c1.oin' of i .:' 11/ for the 
IUll,lr ~l'ophone'" tldtur,tl fn:quL'Il(':. 

The optiIlluJlI SOUll(' illlpl'd,lIH L f(JI 10\\' tloi"e opera
tion of ,I jUIlt'lioll trall'il'itor .lnlpitfIcr I~ di>OUt 2000 to 
5000 Ohlll'i, J t C,lll he illl re,,!'ed or de, re,I'ied by effec
ti\'el) COIlIH', tillg 'ie,'er,t! tr,lIl"i'itor!' in IMrallc1 or series 
at the il1put. All ,1I11pIJlH r \\ iti! ,t ,"fferl'ntial input was 
used and the source re~istdll( e \\a" determined to he at 
a broad optimuIll at al)(Jllt bOO() OhIlIS. 

Fig. 1 slH)\\s three gel)phOlle" ill "driolts 'it.lgt's of 
assellll,h. III thl' toregroulld the Il1tel nal ,Issl'mbl) of ,I 
geophone is dis,I'i'it'llll,kd ill to i b three 111,ljor co III po
nents; the t\\O h,l1\-(,,, of the 111,1glHt (,lip ,md the coil 
\\ ith sprillg'i att,\( hltl. 1 ~,I('h h.t1[ (If the magnet cup i 
iden til ,t! a Ild i ncl udc" 111.1gl1l'l i, pole pie( ('5 alld polc 
caps ,IS ,,1](1\\11. F.t!Jricdt('d 01 .\L\J()-9, the)' are 
charged ,,0 that th(' fIelds illl.',\( h h,III 0PI)()'it' e.teh other, 
making <l ('I()~l'd tIll\. p.Ith for (·.teh half of the cup, The 
average I1l1x in the g,lp for ("tCh !I,tlf r,lIlgE:'S frolll 1 C) 000 
to 2000(, 111,1)o.\\cll". ' I hI.' IIllit 011 thl' right f-holl'i the 
magnct (liP "ss('ml,I('(I: the one ill till' h,l( kgroulld sholl's 
the cOll1pleted geopholle in ib l'>..tl'rn.iI (,I'i(' \\ ith Illass 
lock hllttoJl (Ill thl.' lOp. 

TIIe ('oil is II l't \\ oUlJd lI'ii!lg Shell EI'() \ X2,' on ,I 

m.lndrel I'l't\\-('('Il "IHI pie( 1.'::- also Cdst IrO!ll CJ'()~ ,'28 , 
with Ilwkel "ih er thre,ld '0 inserts ('IH".lpsulated In 
thcll!. 13600 turn;; ,,1110. +3 type \IL copper lllagncL 
wirl.' ,I re user!. The 'i( n'\\ s th,lt secure the "prings to the 
coil. alld thl sprillgs thelll,,('I\'('s, o,('r I.' .I~ conductors 

from till' (oil. 
Fil!;. 2 is.t t·ut,I\\.I\, \ iell 01 till' d,.;selllhkd gcopllolH'. 

Thc po::-ttion of th(, «(It! 111 the 111,1,'lletic tI:l \. ). !: ;" 
sho\\ n. Thc tntl'rl1,d d,..seml"~ i.., SUPI)(I'~l'd \\ ItilllJ tile 
outer C,ISI' by p,lrts Ill,\( hillt'd !.Illll I ~ P()\ -~2<' for 
therm"I allcl l11c('h"l1i( ,t1 'it.tI,illtl. \\ III Il til(' !llast., lock 
blltlol1 .It til<' top Ilt th, ''''''(' i ... hl'ld ill the clepressed 
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Fi .3. Relative response cur\'e~ for the Illnar geophone II ith .1 con
stant velocity input and dalllpin 10 percent and 10- penellt of 
critical. 

po it ion, three nickel silver lillgers extendin insidt'thl' 
inn' r C,t e ,ISSCl11bly ( the magnet cup) hold the loil 
fi r m ly against the 10\\ er stops. This lllabS lock insures 
that the unit can survivc the hock ,lnd \'ih~,ltion en
countered in environmental testing ano transit to tlh' 
11100n. The spring loadeo mass lock lJUttons ,Ire relea ('d 
automatically \\ hen th gcophones are rt.'1Il0 VCU frolll 
a carr ~ ing fixLure cllld deployed hy the "stron,wts. 

The sensi ti v i ry .t Ild f req llcnc~ rC'iponse ch,lract{'ris
tics of thc r suiting g opholle an' e:-,cl'lIent. I'i '.3 shO\\ 
typic.t! da 111 peel and u nda III ped 'eophollc response to ,t 

con Lant v elocity input. An open (in'uit gCllerator 
constant of about 235 \ . (Ill, s) \\,<1 .tChie\'ed uf-ill r ,I 

coi l re i!:>tLlnce I' 6200 ohm'i. Opell cinuit d,ll1lpin' is 
about 5 pen"llt of criti(,t1, For COlllj,dli"OIl, a stalld,lnJ 
4 .5 11 / II . -1 ! l.di ~e.tr~ gt:ophone ha~.1 'ell 'roltor con
SUllt of abollt 24 \ . (111 s) \\ith a ((Iii re ist,\IHe of 21.; 
ohllls alld open circuit cl,lIl1pill ' of ,t\Jout 2 Pl'r(l'llt of 
cri t ic,t1 .. djuslill ' for the diffl'ring <oil resistillH eb ,Ino 
ignoring diffncncl'!' ill OpLIl (irl uit dcllllpin " the ,l \·,til
al)I, sigllal p"\\er fmm thl' IUIl.tr gl'ophont: t!' ahout 

I') I 
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thre,' tiIlH'~ 'r('.lt('r thall th .lt Ir()1ll th(· (1I1lJ(1I('rl'i,d 
gl'opholl' Th' 11l , 1~1Il'li(' (,lip ,1~~('lllllh of 1111' (Ollllllt'r
(i,d unIt nH',I~lIll'~ I " , IIHhl'''' high 11\ 102 in,h(,> in 
di,lIlletl'I , \\ 'el 0111 I~ ,d,out () , ~ 01 I:qlll\ ,d('111 ~P('( illl'''
tion", for the lunal ~I.'opholl· ,lit' I ,{)l)~ indll'''' di,llllI ·t('r, 
1,2.'i ill('he" higlt, ,llId -1- ,16 01 ( ·()lllpll't· II ilh Ollll'r (,I"e 
the Ulllt II ei ,It.., 6 . 2~ 0/ , 

'1 I.' , ting of Ihl.' 11111,11 l1lodel gl'OphOIH'''' 1)11 (·.Il1h pn· ... -
en (s a pro h Ie III .I ~ I h c i lll'l Ii, d 111.1 ... ., IT" Ion IllI' 1011 t' r 
tops in the 1',lrl h'.., gr,1\ i t.llIon .d lIeld , .\ dn It ( ' II ,I" 

de\elolWd IIhil'lt inllOdllu·d " tI( 'IIrn'1I1 Inll) Iltl ' g"o
phon·'~«()d jU~11.11 'l'l'1l0Ilgh loofbl·t ,dHIlII.'i Oil, tho 
\\I.'i 'ht of thl.' illl'rli , dlll.l"~ ,II ,·.Irlh gl.l\ il\, I'hl." ,dill' 
01 (,lin 1.'111 lOllld Il(' I ,tI( 111.111'(\ ,\l '('lIl.lll'h 101' ,. \l h '10-
phon(' Irolll il" 11ll',I'illred ,'('nl'r,llOr ('1)11'-1.1111 .111 .1 II ol" 

1I01l111l,dh' n,i4 111 .\ , Iligh \ oIL I ' I' l'.Il1l·li, ·", .: ' I!l .I I.II ~ I' 

d i 'ppillg n'"i:-.I ,IIH" \\l' II' u.,('d \(I ol,t.lin ,I '1l1i, ' ( '"111' lIt 
source, 1..11"" ( ,IP,II ·iIOI.., ill:-'\'Ill·d ill l it ,' ,llI lplilil'r illPlI1 
!)10l ked .lIl\ dl (IITT('1I1 IrOll1 Iltl' .lIl1plilil'l' , 

.\ .,ecolld ('1)(1\ ('rll \\,\., \I'ri ~ing 11 ,1' lill(·.1I1I\ of lit" 
'('ophonl' .11 Iltl' \ 1'1 \ lOll "lglI.d .I ll1plitud, '", (. pI" lId , 

Th(' ~\ ~tl.'l1l ~"Il"'111\ il \ i.., "'lId l . h 10 . .,1\ I' ( 1(',, 1 h tli ... -
(crnihll.' ~igll .lb (0 gro ll lld IIlotion 01 I III J..I I('ro -to pI.' Ik 
at 10 II I, I'I.'.,ting IIlIIH'..,I, II' \I!", beloll 1I00111.d h.1l1 
grollnd 'i ·i.,llIic lIoi,,( ' 1(·\ ('I., on I Irth. lequirt 'd U"l' of , I 

quiet sill: .111<1 .III i..,ol.llll ln <11,\ (. ,,\..,11 '111 10 ""' il(' Ihl' 
g 'OphOIl('S , 

Lc)\\ -It'\ 1'1 te"t.., \ll're .II' ()1I1pll'-lwd ill ,I .'i() · lo()t <lI't'P 
c,\sl·d holl.' .It 11ll' (,l'ot '( h, (,arl.llld, I I" . I \I i1il\ , ' I he 
opl.'rating 1I1l'( h.llli,.,111 froll l ,I John",oll :\l.ltllI' ... OIl " 'rli 
ca l ~t'iSIIlOllll'I('f lIa.., lI ... ed ,I" lhl' l"'Ol.lti()1I dli\l' UI1II , 
T hi" Ul1il h . l~ . 1 lI .llllr,d fn'qlll' llI ~ I)f n" 11/ ,.\ ~ign , d 

gCllerator \\ ,1" lh(' tlli\ IlI g "()lIn (' "Ild ..,i\.?,II .' I Il·\el.., rl' 
quirl'<I for ,I gin'lI di"pl.lITIIII·1l1 \\ l'n' l .. d,ul .ltt'd usillg 
the I.lrgl· seiSIllOllletl' r ' s 1'.t1ihr.ltecl :' l' lIerollor IOlht,lllt. 
The thn'\' gl.'opholles \I l'n' Illlllllltl.'d dire('lh 011 thc 1.'
kg 1Il,ISS 01 thl' J:\I "eislllOlIlI'I('r oIl1d Itdl ,lr gr.l\·il\ \\<lS 
5ill ll.I.I'e<l IIsillg Ihe qlliet lllireill "o ur('c de~l'Iill('d pre
viollsh' , Ih t 'stillg \ ' ('1" ttl(' .It lIi:hl good dol\.1 \\ ,1" 
oht,lilled <lCJ\\ II to di"pl,ICl ' llll' llh of I IIIJ..I PI',lk - l{)-pe,lk 
a t 10 III , Thert' \\ere 110 1I11',ISlIr,lhk tI(·\ i,llioll!; fmlll 
lillearity at thl'St· 10\\ ,1I11plitu<lt·'i, 

Durillg the rather l ell~th~ storol~l' tillll.' of I h • s~ Stl' lIl 
0 11 the 11100n (lip to olle \'l',lr ) , th . po . ..,ihilil \ l''(i"ts Ih ,11 
50111' g'opholll' parolllll' ter" Illight drill. ,\ I'.tllhr,ltor 
y tt'1l1 i illciudl'd in lhl' ..,111 (l'{'dillg I' ll'ctrollics for 

testill' for this drift. I )lIr ill~ 1Il,IIlULll ' tUI'l'. ,til lhl' 
pertinent ~t'oph()ne p,lr , \llll ' ler~, lIatur,d fn''IlIl'lll ' \, 
open circuit d ,llllpill ,'. <1l1d ~('Ill'J'<llor IOIlSlolll1 ,Ire I'al 
ibrated for (' ,ll'h IIl1il. Th e I' ,"ibroltor hoi,., d'll1olls1r,lll'd 
the ('apahi l il~ of 1lH'"sllrillg Ihl.':-"· p, lr,lIlIl'll'r~ to \I ithill 
10 percl'llt of thc \ .tlller. dtll'rlllilled 11\ 10\\ -le\ \'1 , llltl 

oth or tests ill thl.' 1,lhor,llon', 
Th e geopllOlIl' ("lh le ,I 'it' lllbh is I'olbtrucll'd of fOllr 

twi s led p,li r, shie lded , poh imide ill . lI!.tted rabies , Thn'(' 
p,lirs 1'01l1lC(, c,ll' h geophollc to its respe, ·tin· ;lIllp lilier 
illput ,lnd th e fOllrth co nll , ('\s a IClllper,ltllrt' . el1so r ill 
the III'M g-c'opholl(' to the prop, ' r d ,ll ,1 (irl' lIitn', Th l' 

tlIIl'C g"o p l'" I"'''' III' "'1',1" d II I-PilI I III ,, \ .tI ... O il til(' 
l.""l' .1111'"111111 ,tlh 1'111'. "I I( hI Plfll" I ""' I' ,l rd l ioll 
dllrill \.?, til pl ll\ 11"'111 1,\ lilt' ,1"111111 III' 1111' I ,II1 tl \\ h il,· 
Ill .lrkt'r,.. O il Ih l" 11,1" oil" II"" d III IlId" Ill' lit l litll lllp ' r 
Iii illg plllllh I i". I ~hlll\ ... 111\\ 1\ I' ""1' '"11.'., "1I"pelld('d 
h~ the ( .d ,l, .t It' illl p l.tllI , 'd I" Ih , ' ,I tl 1111.111 1. . [ h, ,1" lro
n"111 r,li..,( ,.., IIII' " "Op llOll" lo.t \ "rll •. d PO.,illflll \\ ilh h i ... 
10' .Inti 1111'11 1011 1'" IIII' "'llIkl' illll) lilt' 1IIII, Ir ., lI r l.I, ·(', 

. 11ll/>II,fiI'l, ( ',dlf,ru/or. ,(lid 1,0' (,IIII/r. or 

.\ thrl'l ' I hoi 11 11 ,,1 'tlll p lll ll' l' I <llI d lllflll" 11, .' " 'opholll' 
sig-Ilab PIIOI til " "'i , 111 11\ "1 ... 11111 11I 1t) d d l"i l.d 1111111 ,11. 
Sillct' ,I " ' i"' llI i, I hlllll PI'1 d, '\ II I \I III I" II" 'd lor "llOrl 
r ,lllgl' sho,,- (o f 111 1' Old , I "I Ill't, ('1"'1111' ... i" I1 ,"'" lOll 
tainillg (' 111'1 '\ II 1II 'l\lII'III!.'" II I I! II I 11 /.tll d h i .. h l·r 1" 111 
he g 'lll'r,III'd \.,\ ... 1,'111 l illll' 1I · ... " llI l io ll " I _ I illS \\01 ... 
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Fig, 6. The geophone preamplifier and calibrator circuits for a typical channel. 

of the preamplifier and an active filter section. The pur
pose of the calibrator circuitry is to provide a means of 
checking for any changes in the parameters of the geo
phones during lunar operation. 

Fig. 6 is a schematic drawing of the geophone pre
amplifier and calibrator circuits. The values for the 
resistances R201 and R202 are selected to yield 115 
percent of critical damping of the geophone. A 2.25-
volt de calibration pulse applies a current pulse to the 
geophones through resistance R102. Because of. the 
changed circuit configuration, specifically insertion of 
series capacitors C10l and C102, the impedance seen 
by the geophone is increased to essentially the 301··H2 
value of R102 and the geophone is now underdamped. 
The resultant ringing frequency and rate of decay are 
the means used to measure the natural frequency and 
generator constant of the geophones on the moon. 

Fig. 7 is a schematic of the filter section of the active 
seismic detection system. This section consists of 5 ac-

tive stages utilizing field-effect transistors in a source 
follower configuration together with an operational am" 
plifier output stage. The first stage supplies the low
frequency preemphasis required to compensate for 
the low-frequency roll off of the geophone's response. 
The last four stages form a low pass filter with a roll off 
of 48 dB per octave above 250 Hz. The capacitively 
coupled operational amplifier supplies more than 
enough gain to offset insertion loss due to the previous 
stages and also adds an additional roll off of about 6 dB 
per octave above 300 Hz. 

The wide dynamic range of signals expected, the over
all timing resolution desired, and telemetry bit rate 
constraints made some form o£data compression before 
telemet(;ring to earth desirable, For example, the 
dynarnic range of the linear systerfi is nominally 80 dB. 
The maximum bit rate available to the ASE was 10.6 
Kbit-S. With a minimum sampling frequency of 500 Hz; 
uniform sampling in time, and three channels of seismic 
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data required, a maximum of only 5 bits per geophone 
data subword are available. In a linear digitization sys
tem this would have led to unacceptably poor resolution 
at the very low signal levels expected from the distant 
grenade shots. Since signal levels were expected to be 
distributed throughout the system's dynamic range, 
the most desirable compression scheme was one that 
gave signal resolution as some constant fraction of signal 
amplitude. This is the principle characteristic of log
arithmic compression and thus this form of data com
pression was chosen. 

tive function of temperature these diodes are maintalrted 
at a constant temperature of 105°C byan oven over 
the electronic environmental temperature range of -20 
to +85°C. 

The logarithmic compressor circuitis shown in Fig. 8. 
The logarithmic relationship of voltage and curr.ent in 
the base emitter diodes of Q401 and Q402 are used to 
generate this function. One diode is used for each signal 
polarity. Since this logarithmic relationship is a sensi-

We can express the log(l,rithmic transfer function for 
the compressor and amplifier system as 

(1) 

The constant Kl determines the slope of the log transfer 
function whereas K2 is specified by the de offset of the 
compressor output and the system noise level. Nominal 
values of these constants for input signals of each polar
it yare 

Vout = 0.2687 in Iv ill+ I + 4.1473; 

Fout = - 0.2687 In jVin-1 + 0.2927; 

VIn> 0 

Yin < O. 
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Fig. 9. Tradngs of seismograms from a thumper ~!lOt at 20 feet for 
the lunar geophone compared with a commercial geophone. Note 
differences in >;ensitivity. Bottom trace accurately depicts the 
actual output from the logarithmic compressor. 

For actual flight hardware the values of these constants 
are calibrated for each channel. Log compression ac
curacy is specified at ± 10 percent referred to the linear 
input of the system. However, the accuracies typically 
achieved have been ±3 to 5 percent. 

The linear portion of the system has a minimum dy
namic range of 80 dB. The constants in the log transfer 
function are chosen such that an input dynamic; range 
of 80 dB is compressed to a maximum voltage of 5.0 
volts peak-to-peak centered at the output about a zero 
reference voltage of 2.42 volts. These constants also 
adjust the system noise level 'So that the first quantiza
tion level in the succeeding analog-to-digital converter 
is down in the noise, nominally at the rms noise level. 
Fig. 9 gives a typical seismogram as recorded at the 
output of the linear portion of the system and the out
put of the log compressor. 

The. principal effect of log compression of data on 
resolution can be most easily evidenced by substituting 
in the log transfer function, Vin = Trin±fl Vin and 
Vout = Vout±fl Vout• fl Viu and fl Vout are the equivalent 
incremental changes in voltage at the compressor input 
and output, respectively. An expression for 6. Vout as a 
function of Vin and fl Fin can easily be derived; 

( 
flVin) ± flVout = Kiln 1 ± -.- . 
l'in 

(2) 

One can see that log compression of data in a digital 
system yields signal resolution to some constant fraction 
of signal amplitude over the system's dynamic range, as 
opposed to some fraction of the full scale value ina 
linear system. For this system, where 5 bits including 
the sign bitare available, the fractional amplitude reso
lution is ± 2.67 dB, or +36 percent and -27 percent of 
signal amplitude. 

Calibration of each log compressor is accomplished as 
a part of fligh t acceptance tests and separate functions 
are derived for positive and negative signals. The tech
niques used are straightforward. 'resting of the calibra
tor's operation is somewhat less straightforward since 
the data are only seen after log compression. A key re-
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Fig. 10. Tracing of actual ultraviolet recording showing response 
of the system to the C' ,,:brafe pulse as seen at the output of the 
logarithmic compressor. 

quirement is that use of the calibrator permit measuring 
the geophone's natural frequency, generator constant, 
and damping factor to an accuracy of 10 percent, rela
tive to the calibrated values. 

Fig. 10 is a recording of the analog waveform at the 
output of the log l~Ol1lpressor resulting from operation 
of the calibrator. Several characteristics of this process 
are pertinent. First, the nature of the log transfer func
tion is such thclt the system noise appears greatly am
plified making determination of an ac zero reference line 
from the recording difficlll t. Second, use of the calibrator 
itself introduces a smail dc step in voltage due to bias 
changes and upon which the ac ring dO\YI1 of the geo
phone is superimposed. Last, the nature of the log trans
fer function is such that the exponential decay of the 
ring down becomes linear at the log compressor output; 
because of the de shift the successive positive and suc
cessive negative peaks have different slopes. The tech
nique descrihed below circumvents these problems. We 
can write 

G = 2S0fobt V/(111/5) (3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where 

bt=resonant system damping factor, expressed as 
a fraction of the critical damping value, 

jo=geophone undamped natural frequency in Hz, 
G=geophone generator constant relating output 

voltage to ground velocity in V /(m/s), 
m = a positive even integer, 
n=apositive integer, 

1m = the period of m/2 cycles of the system response 
to the calibrate pulse, 

V/l = zero~to-peak value of the nth half cycle of the 
uncompressed system response to the cali~ 
brate pulse, and 

rr,,+m =zero-to-peak value of the n+mth half cycle of 
the uncompressed system response to the 
calibrate pulse. 

Equation (5) relates successive peaks in a damped 
linear resonant system to the damping factor. Recalling 
from (1) that 

[9 ] 
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where 

En =zero to peak value of the 1~th 
half cycle of the compressed sys· 
tern response to the calibrate 
pulse 

we can define 

where 

flEm = the difference in zero-to-peak 
values of m successive half cycles 
of the compressed system re
sponse to the calibrate pulse. 

Vve can then solve for an expression relating the 
damping constant bt to the amplitude decrement of 
succeeding peaks in the system response at the log 
compressor's output 

(7) 

Furthermore, the difference in the slopes of the nega
tive and positive peaks can be compensated for by 
averaging the two slopes: 

(8) 

Equations (8), (7), (4), and (3) are used to calculate 
the geophone parameters bt , fo, and G from the analog 
data recorded at the log compressor output. A 10 per
cent accuracy relative to the more precise laboratory 
calibrations is easily attainable. 

Digita.l Port·ions of the System 

A 16-channel commutator, an 8-bit analog-to-dig-ital 
converter, and logic circuitry associated with data for
matting and command functions comprise the bulk of 
the remaiIlingASEelectronics.Fig.l1is a block dia
gram of this portion of the system. 

The 16-channel commutator switches analog voltages 
from the three seismic data channels and 13 channels of 
engineering and housekeeping data to the eight bit 
converter. For the seismic data only the five most sig
nificant bits are used. Engineering data formatted in
clude the 1ll0rtar box attitude (2 axes), temperatures in 
the mortar box and electronics package, and calibration 
voltage levels for the geophones and the converter. 
Since operation of theASE uses all the telemetry capac
ity, five channels are provided for housekeeping da.ta 
from the rest of ALSEP. 

The general outline of the data format used is shown 
in Fig. 12. A data frame consists of thirty-hYo 20-bit 
words, each of 'which is normally broken dO'wn into 
four 5-bit subwords. Subwords 2-4 in each word are 
usually the 3 seismic data sub\vords, while the first sub
word is used for 0;;;gineering data. Engineering data is 
quantified in 8 bits, and each parameter is transmitted 
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Fig. 11. Block diagram of the 'active seismic experiment. 
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START OF END OF 
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Fig. 12. The active seismic experiment data format. 

in two parts. An exception to the above is the 10 bits 
of synchronization required in each data frame, trans
mitted in bits 1-10 of the first, or control, ''lord of each 
frame. The 5 bits of geophone data so displaced are de
layed and transmitted in the first subword of the follow
ing word. 

I t is crucial tha t the time of occurrence of certain 
events be transmitted with greater resolution than that 
normally afforded by the system. These events an'! 
those associated with launch and impact of the grenades 
and the firing of the thumper staff. A real-Ume event 
(RTE) feature of the telemetry format provides the 
capability of time resolution to ±0.1 ms. This feature 
uses the firstsubword in words 29-31 in each data frame. 
If a RTE has occurred in the previous data fnune a dis
tinctive code 00100 appears in this subword. The sub
words in words 30 and 31 give the time within the pre
viousframe that the RTE occurred to the nearest 
0.1 ms. 

A command system provides for nine commands 
associated with the ASK Two commands turn the ASE 
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TABLE r 
TYPICAL ASE PgJ{FOR~IANCE FIGURES 

Sensitivity: 21.0 dB rms signal-to-rms noise ratio for a displacement 
of 1 mil 0 to peak at 10 liz. (Amplifier input noise voltage for 
a 6·kn source is 0.72 Il V nns). 

Dynamic Range: 74 dB f,Of the linear system. All channels are within 
6 dB. 

Logarithmic Compression tlccuraC)': \\"or5t case referred to the com
pressor input is ±4 percent. 

Ql~alltfzer Resolution: Engineering data- ±O.20 percent of full scale. 
SeIsmIc data-+36 and -27 p0rCetlt of signal amplitude. 

Ouantizer Accuracy: Peak nns error through the A/D converter and 
the multiple;"er. is better than: engineering data-±0.33 percent of 
full scale; seismic data-+6.0 and -5.6 percent of signal amplitude. 

Calibrator AeCllracy: ±10 percent of laboratory calibration values. 

Crosstalk; Less than 70 dB at 100 Hz. 

COlllmon l.fodc Rejection:-50 dB 

on and off and place the ALSEP data processor in the 
high bit rate (10.6 kbit-s) mode. Five commands are 
associated with firing grenades; [our commands are 
used to fire each grenade individually, and one is an 
alternative automatic sequential command. One com
mand arms the grenade rocket motors and firing circui ts 
in each grenade. It must be activated prior to a "FI RE" 
command. Finally, one command initiates the 1-second 
geophone calibrate pulse. 

\Nhen the ASE experiment is tUrI1<:d on thp. [ull out
put format with RTE capability is operational even i[ 
the "ARM" and "FIRE" commands are not activated. 
Itis in this mode that the thumper staff is operated. This 
also provides a passive listening capability!)y which the 
experiment can periodically monitor the lunar seismic 
background noise. 

\iVhen the ASE experiment is turned off, certain en
gineering parameters are made available through the 
ALSEP telemetry format for monitoring the experi
ment's condition and its environment. These data are 
the temperature of thene(lr geophone, the mortar box, 

TABLE rr 
AS[~ PjlYSICAI. DI~IR:-;SIOSS AND POWgR REQUIIu·;m·;;,/TS 

Item 

Geophone 

Cables 

Amplifier, calibrator, 
filter, and compressor 
package 
Electronics package 
(includes amplifier, 
etc., above) 
"Tortar box: (includes 
grenades) 

Thumper 

=========::;:::;.-~-.-.-
Dimensions 

Length 1.<)-1 inches 
Diameter 1.54 inches 
Overall length in· 
cluding spike 4.81 
Length 16.5 ft, 166.5 
ft., and 316.5 ft 

Weight 

6.25 oz max:. each 
without temp. sensor 
6.40 oz max:. with 
temp. sensor 
2,0 lb 

Length 5.25 inches 12.0 oz 
Width 3.06 inches 
Height 1.00 inch 
Length 6.77 inches 
Width 6.18 inches 
Height 2.75 inches 
Length 15.6 inches 
Width 6.2 inche~ 
Height 9.5 inches 

3.071b 

14.961b 

Length (folded) 14.5 4.0t Jb 
inches 
Length (deployed) 
44.5 inches 

TOTAL 25.221b 

Power Requirel/lwts 
Operationil . 8.0 watts 
Thermal control (standby) t. 75 watts 

and the electronics package. :\Ionitoring these data are 
helpful [or selecting the appropriate time during lunar 
twilight to (lctivate the grenade launching phase of the 
experiment. A time will be chosen such that the declin
ing surface temperatures have cooled the geophones and 
cables thus minimizing noise [rom these sources. The 
mortar box and electronics, with their longer thermal 
time constants, will also be well within their optimum 
operating temperature range. 

A SUIllIl1(lry o[ the performance specifications, physi
cal dimensions, and power requirements of the lunar 
seismic' refraction system are given in Tables T and II. 
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ABSTRACT 

A Lunar Engineering 
Seisn1ic SysterTI 

An engineering seismic system is planned for one of the Apollo manned 
landings on the surface of the moon. The system is expected to provide 
data regarding elastic and inelastic parameters to depths of 75 feet. 

Supporting research conducted on earth indicates that the seismic data 
can be interpreted in terms of porosity and extent offracturing and layering 
in the lunar soil and substrate. Results of the supporting research have 
been applied to terrestrial groundwater investigations and cavity detection. 

An engineering seismic experiment is now planned for the fourth 
manned lunar landing in the National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration's Apollo series of lunar missions. The experiment is 
designed to (1) determine the depth of the fragrnentallayer which 
appears to cover much of the lunar surface, (2) investigate the struc
ture of the fragmental layer (is it layered? is it laterally homogene
ous?), (3) determine the porosity of the fragmental and subjacent 
layer and (4) estimate the extent of fracturing in the subjacent rock. 
Similar experiments conducted during following missions may be use
ful for locating and delineating near-surface cavities but this capa
bility will not be intentionally used during the initial experiment. 
Data from the initial experiment will contribute to studies of bearing 
strength, traffic ability and excavatability required for follow-on 
missions. 

This paper describes the system designed to accomplish these ob
jectives and reviews results of research conducted in support of the 
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experiment. Differences between this instrumentation and instru
mentation designed to accomplish the same objectives on earth are 
reviewed. Some of the new instrumentation, the authors believe, 
merits consideration for use on earth. A substantial body of research 
has been accomplished in support of the experiment. Results of some 
of this research have already been applied to terrestrial problems. 
Other results suggest methods which may be eventually refined to the 
point that they are sufficiently precise and indicative to be used as 
terrestrial tools. 

THE SYSTEM 

The Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Packages (ALSEP) includ.e 
three seismic systems. One system is analogous to a conventional 

. station seismograph in that it continuously records low frequency 
seismic signals generated by moonquakes and by medium to large 
meteorite impacts. A second unit is analogous to a seismic refraction 
system with a spread length of approximately one mile. This system 
records seismic waves generated by explosives. Data from this system 
provide information about the structure of the lunar near-surface to 
maximum depths of 1,000-2,000 feet. The system is capable of pro
cessing reflections, although our knowledge of lunar structure sug
gests that reflections are unlikely. The third system is the engineering 
seismic system capable of investigating the structure of the lunar near
surface in some detail to a depth of about 75 feet. 

These systems, along with other ALSEP scientific experiments, 
share common power and data transmission modules. In addition, 
the long-range refraction system and the engineering seismic systems 
use common geophones, amplifiers and data compression devices but 
have different command networks and seismic fources. The two sys
tems are designed to operate as an integral unit and .are collectively 
designated as the ALSEP Active Seismic Experiment (ASE). Kovach 
(1967) describes overall objectives and operation of the ASE and 
McAllister et al. (1969) describes the instrumentation of the ASE. 

Once on the moon the astronauts will deploy the engineering seis
mic system as shown in Figure 1. The "Thumper" serves as a holder 
for the geophones, geophone cable, and Thumper cable during flight 
when it is folded into a compact unit approximately 13 x 8 x 7 inches. 
Upon landing, the Thumper is unfolded and functions as a reel from, 
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which geophones and cCibles are deployed. After deployment of 
cables a.nd geophones, the astronaut returns along the geophone line 
and sequentially fires 21 Apollo Standard Initiators (ASI's) located 
in the base of the Thumper to provide the seismic energ;,'. The ASI's 
are similar to squibs and small pressure cartridges. ASI's are found 
throughout the spacecraft where they are used to separate modular 
components, help sever umbilical cords, etc. Each ASI contains about 
100 milligrams of explosive and generates seismic energy slightly less 
than the seismic energy output of a blasting cap. ASI's fire directly 
into a coupling plate which distributes the seisoic energy over a 
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FIGURE 1. Sketch of the active seismic experiment deployed in the 
engineering seismic mode 

wider area than that of the ASI alone. The Thumper, cables, and geo
phones weigh 7.1 lb. ; the electronics weigh 3.1 lb. 

The astronaut selects an ASI by turning the selector on top of the 
Thumper. He then charges the capacitor for about 5 seconds by turn
ing the fire control knob a quarter turh. Pushing in on the fire control 
knob discharges the capacitor into the selected AS!. 

The l'~dioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG) provides the cur
rent to charge the capacitor as well as powerto operate telemetry and 
command systems. The current is conducted to the Thumper through 
the cable connecting the Thumper to the Central Station Electronics 
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(CSE). This cable also transmits a signal to the CSE at the instant the 
ASI fires. This signal is generated by a pressure transducer located in 
th.e Thumper base and actuated by the pressure of the exploding gases 
filling the volume between the ASI mounting and the coupling plate. 

'Ihe seismic energy generated by the ASI travels through the 
ground and is picked up by three geophones deployed along a 300-
foot line. The geophones are similar to terrestrial geophones except 
for a weaker spring used to compensate for lower lunar gravity. 

The seismic signals are transmitted to the CSE for processing and 
transmission to the telemetry antenna. In the CSE. the signals are 
amplified, logarithmically compressed, digitized, and multiplexed for 
the telemetering to earth. 

The engineering seismic system data stream requires a telemetry 
bit rate mode of 10,600 bps activated only during the Thumper oper:a
tion. The 10.6 kbps data are transmitted to earth in real time. A por
tion of the data is demultiplexed immediately upon receipt on earth 
in order to verify proper functioning of the system. Complete de
multiplexing and exponentiation occurs a few days after the lunar 
operation, when the data tapes are received at the University of 
North Carolina. 

LOGARITHMIC DATA COMPRESSION 

Engineering objectives of the experiment are the detennination of 
thickness, structure, porosity, and extent of fracturing of the frag
mental layer. Standard seismic refraction analysis will tell us what 
the thickness of the fragmental layer is, something about the structure 
of the fragmental layer and provide us with an estimate of the poros
ity of the fragmental layer. Attenuation of seismic energy tells us 
about the extent of fracturing (essentially, the more fracturing in a 
rock, the more seismic energy the rock will "soak up "). Surface wave 
dispersion analysis will confirm the structure deduced from refraction 
analysis. Surface wave analysis has the further advantage that surface 
wave characteristics are sensitive to elastic properties of the rock or 
soil to which refraction data are insensitive. Specifically, ice-filled 
pores, low velocity layers and cavities are often identifiable from sur
face wave analysis but are seldom identifiable from refraction 
analysis. 

Analysis of refraction data, attenuation of seismic energy, and sur
face wave dispersion requires a considerable quantity of data---'such 
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a quantity, in fact, that multiple recordings at different amplification 
levels are required using most terrestrial seismic instruments. In 
addition, several trial explosions are usually required on earth to 
determine initial amplitude settings. Trials and multiple recordings 
are not feasible on the surface of the moon; therefore, lunar instru
mentation must accurately record arrival times and waveforms of 
waves with a wide range of amplitudes. The problem is further com,; 
plicated by lunar data transmission limitations. If lunar telemetry 
could transmit 100,000 bps, there would be no serious problem, but 
lunar telemetry has a maximum transmission rate of 10,600 bps, 

To overcome this problem, we transmit the logarithm of the ampli
tude rather than transmitting the actual amplitude. The data are then 
exponentiated by computer and original amplitudes are plotted on a. 
Calcomp plotter. One difficulty remains. The effective amplitude' 
resolution of the plotting techniques we use is about one part in 102 , 

Since the lunar data have a maximum amplitude resolution of almost 
one part in 10\ multiple computer plots will probably be required to 
analyze the data! The reader is referred to McAllister et al. (1969) for 
details of logarithmic compression and data transmission. 

ENERGY COUPLING 

The second major change in design relative to terrestrial instru
mentation was in the energy coupling mechanism. A series of experi
ments conducted at atmospheric pressure showed that seismic 
energy, generated by detonation of small explosives mounted in 
1.25-in .. diameter cylinders closed at one end and in contact with the 
ground at the open end, was optimal in tubes attached to inverted 
cones which distributed the gas pressure over the ground surface 
(Watkins and Whitcomb, 1968). When the experiments were re
peated at low ambient pressures, the seismic pressure pulse at the 
mouth of the tube decreased with decreasing ambient pressure (Fig. 
2). Further experimentation at low pressures (Fig. 3) showed that the 
efficiency of energy transfer varied as the distance from the pyro
technic to. the body in which the seismic energy was to be induced. 
Maximum efficiency occurred when the pyrotechnic was fired directly 
into the body with no intervening space(Watk:ins and Whitcomb, 
1968). 
. When the design of the Thumper was modified so that the ASI's 
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fired directly into a base plate or coupling plate, it was found that 
small fragments of burning pyrotechnic and the metal end plate 
enclosure of the ASI were ejected laterally from the Thumper base, 
some with energies sufficient to damage the astronaut suit material. 
The final design incorporates a skirt fitted over the upturned edge of 
the coupling plate to prevent ejection of these fragments. 
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FIGURE 2. Peak pressure observed at firing device aperture 
as a function of ambient pressure 
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SUPPORTING RESEARCH 

Supporting research has been most successful in (1) relating in 
situ compressional wave velocities and porosities, (2) relating head
wave attenuation and degree of fracturing, (3) cavity detection, and 
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(4) shear wave detection. Results of these investigations are briefly 
reviewed in the remainder of this report. 

Compressionaiwave velocities in dry porous rocks. In situ compres
sional wave velocities and porosities from nonsaturated rocks of 15 
areas in Arizona, California, and New Mexico will be reported by 
Watkins and Walters (in preparation). Sites were selected to provide 
maximum variation in porosity. Lithologies include granite, sand
stone, quartzite, limestone, andesite, basalt, rhyolite, and diatomite. 
Porosities range from 2 to 84 percent. 

Data collected by Watkins and Walters are shown in Figure 4. An 
empirical least squares fit yields 

cp = 0.52ln a-1.81 (1) 

where cp is total porosity (expressed in decimal fractions, e.g., 0.1, 0.2; 
etc.) and a is t:he compressional wave velocity (km-sec-1). The root
mean-square error of the data relative to (1) is 20 percent. Data in 
Figure 4 in and of themselves do not preclude discontinuities or 
characteristics other than a smooth curve in the region 1.0 ~ a ~ 2.0 
km-sec-1 • Abundant data from measurements made on saturated 
rocks clearly suggest a smooth curve in this region. Therefore, a 
smooth curve is drawn through the data points. Additional data 
should be collected in the region 1.0:::; a:::; 2.0 km-sec-t, however. 
These data permit estimation of porosities in porous lunar rock and 
soil from compressional wave velocity data . 
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badlY fractured roctl 
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FIGURE 4. In situ measurements of compressional seismic 
wave velocities a as a function of fractional porosity cp 

The immediate application of these results has been in ground
water exploration (Eaton and Watkins, in press; Watkins and 
Spieker, in press) where determination ofJrock or soil porosity is a 
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primary objective. Data in Figure 4 together with data from a 
number of other sources were used by the senior author (J.S.W.) to 
obtain an empirical equation relating compressional wave velocity a 

to grain density p, porosity 1>, and pressure P (Watkins, in prepara
tion). The equation is as follows: 

a ;= (2.3p+0.023p[lnP]-0.72-0.1[lnp])po.o6P-1 t/l-5.2 (2) 

Details of the derivation are lengthy and will not be reviewed herein. 
Headwave attenuation. Attenuation of compressional headwaves 

has been discussed by DeBremaecker et al. (1966) and Godson et al. 
(1965). Results of these investigations have not produced a quantita
tive relation between attenuation and fracturing as was the case for 
compressional wave velocities and porosities. However, it is possible 
to qualitatively relate the product of two seismic parameters, Q and 
0;, to the degree of fracturing in the rock units investigated. 

The parameters, Q and a, were used by DeBremaecker et al. (1966) 
in their formulation of a headwave attenuation function, as: 

A = Nd- 2 exp (-7T dQ-l /u- 1 ), (3) 

where A is the amplitude, d the distance, Q the attenuation constant, 
/the frequency, 0; the compressional wave velocity, and N a constant, 
is consistent with field observations. 

Godson et al. (1965) examined the variations of Q and Qa as a 
function of a measured in situ in 10 rocks. They found that data from 
individual rock units tended to cluster in relatively well-defined 
groups. The Qo; vs. a groupings were closely related to the extent of 
fracturing present in the rock units. In Figure 5, Kana-a lava flow 
second layer, which was shown by drilling to be relatively unfrac
tured, had a higher Qa product than rocks of comparable compres
sional wave velocities occurring in the Southern Coulee second layer 
and S.P. andesite lava :flow, both of which are extensively fractured. 
Figure 5 shows that badly fractured rocks, including cinders and 
blocky lava, have Qa products less than 3.5 x 10- 3 , moderately frac
tured rocks have Qa products between 3.5 x 10- 3 and 9.0 x 10-3 and 
unfractured rocks have Qa products greater than 9.0 x 10- 3 m-sec- 1

• 

The Qa-fiacturing relationship may not be practical on earth 
where drilling and excavation are relatively uncomplicatedproce-' 
dures but on the surface of the moon, where even 3 m are difficult to 
drill, the seismic data provide the best estimate of the degree of 
fracturing in the rock substrate beneath the lunar soil. 
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Cavity investigations. Watkins et al. (1967) investigated the seismic 
response of two lava tunnels and one cavity formed by an under
ground nuclear explosion. They found that it was possible to gen
erate resonant vibrations in the cavities. Fundamental modes of the 
vibrations had frequencies near those predicted by theory. 

The probability of the single seismic spread proposed for the 
Apollo program partially overlapping a near-surface lunar cavity is 
very small, but seismic cavity location may be attempted in later 
missions. Cavities, and in particular lava tunnels, can provide shelter 
for astronauts and their. equipment during meteor showers but con
stitute a hazard to astronauts traversing the lunar surface. 

Godson. and Watkins (1968) attempted to locate a cavity in the 
Anchor Reservoir, Wyoming. Resonance was observed in an area 
where a previous gravity survey had identified a gravity minimum. 
An open crack located to one side of the area of the gravity low 
tended to support the inference of a subsurface cavity,but the cavity 
has not been located by drilling. 

Shear wave detection. The detection of shear headwaves has been 
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the object of numerous investigations during the past two decades. 
The need for such a technique is obvious since, given the density, 
shear wave velocity, and compressional wave velocity of a rock or 
other elastic medium, we can immediately calculate the elastic moduli 
of the medium. Compressional wave velocities are relatively easy to 
measure, and it has been previously shown that porosities (and there
fore bulk densities) can be deduced from compressional wave velo
cities. 

Measurement of shear wave velocities is difficult because shear 
wave velocities are always lower than compressional wave velocities 
and therefore arrive at the same time as the wave train following the 
compressional headwave and subsequent compressional waves. 

It was hoped that a satisfactory shear wave detection technique 
could be developed and incorporated into the engineering seismic 
experiment, but it was not until after the general nature of the engin
eering seismic instrumentation was defined that Whitcomb (1966 and 
in press) reported results of his investigations of the shear wave detec
tion problem. He found that, for short distances from an ordinary 
explosive source, shear waves could be detected by angular acceler
ometers because of the rotational component in shear waves which 
is absent in compressional waves. 

The shear wave detection technique developed by Whitcomb may 
be incorporated into later Apollo missions. Application of the 
technique on earth is limited by the high cost and imperfect response 
of currently available angular accelerometers. 

SUMMARY 

The engineering seismic system is planned as part of the Apollo 
program on the fourth manned landing on the moon. It will provide 
information on the thickness and porosity of the lunar soil and on the 
porosity and extent of fracturing of the underlying rock substrate. 

Instrumentation is similar to that used on earth but with important 
modifications which yield a large dynamic range and improve trans
mission of seismi0 'energy from the lunar energy source to the lunar 
soil. 

Supporting research included investigation of the porosity-com
pressional wave velocity relationship, cavity detection, and shear 
wave detection. Results of these investigations will be used to inter-
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pret data returned from the moon and to design future lunar instru~ 
mentation. The results of SOII).e of these investigations have been 
applied to some terrestrial engineering problems and have suggested 
novel solutions to other terrestrial engineering problems. 
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The Activ~~ Seismic Experiment 

J. R. McDOWELL Determining the existence or nonexistence of c lunar crnst, the origins and 
internal strnctures 0/ the lunar maria and the lunar highlands. and the origin 
of the lunar soil is fundamental to an understanding of the origin and evolu
tion of the mooll. the earth, and the terrestrial planets. As a stGp in this 
direction. a seismic refraction system has been developed for use on manned 
IUilar landings to provide information concemlng the lunar-subsurface 
geologic structure to depths of 75 to 500 feet. The system, known as the 
Active Seismic Experiment (ASE). is a part of the Apollo Lunar Surface 
Experiments Package (ALSEP); it has been deployed on Apollo 14 and is 
scheduled for deployment again on Apollo 16. The experiment involves the 
generation and monitoring of artifiCial seismic waves ranging in frequency 
from 3 to 250 hert~ in the lUnar surface and near-subsurface. The seismic 
waves are artificially produced by two different explosive devices and are 
detected by miniature seismometers or geophones. The data that result are 
telemetered to earth for study and interpretatioll. ' 

INTRODUCTION 

The scientific objective of the Active Seismic 
Experiment (ASE) is to determine the physical 
properties of lunar near-surface materials. Seismic 
energy is artificially produced by two different 
explosive d'cvices, transmitted through the lunar sur
face materials, and detected by miniature seismom
eters (geophones); the resulting wave trains (in the 
3- to 2S0-hertz range) are telemetered to earth for 
interpretation. The ASE is also used, for short periods 
of time, to monitor natural lunar seismic waves in the 
same frequency range. Penetration of seismic energy 
to varying depths (down to approximately 500 feet) 
is achieved,and wave velQcities through several layers 
of near-surface materials are investigated, by varying 
the eXplosion-to-detector distance and the size of the 
explosive charge. The velocities of the compressional 
seismic waves, their frequency spectra, and their 
attenuations are all functions of t.he physical con
stants of the lunar near-surface rocks. Interpretation 
of these data permits rock type and character, as well 
as degree of induration and lunar-material bearing 
strength, to be inferred. 

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 

During a lunar mission on which the Active Seismic 
Experiment is carried, the astronauts deploy a line of 

The basic scientific requiremel1ts for the Active Seismic Experiment 
were developed under the direction of Principal Investigator R. L. 
Kovach (Department of Geophysics, Stanford University) and Co
Principal Investigator J. Watkins (Department of Geology, University of 
North Carolina). 

40 

geophones at intervals of 10, 160, and 310 feet from 
the ALSEP Central Station. These three geophones 
nre used to detect seismic waves induced in the lUnar 
sul)surface both while the astronauts are on the moon 
and after their departure. 

In the first instance, the astronaut walks back 
along the deployed geophone line, using a "thump
ing" device to induce seismic energy into the lunar 
soil. The thumper contains 21 Apollo standard initia
tors (ASI's), which are f'rred by the astronaut at 
IS-foot intervals marked along the 300 feet of geo
phone cable. Since the thumper is used to stow and 
deploy the geophones and cabling, the assembly is 
referred to as the thumper/geophone assembly. 

In the second instance, the set mic energy is pro
duced by a launching device, capable of launching 
four rocket-propelled, explosive grenades to lunar 
ranges of 500, 1000, 3000, and 5000 feet. The 
grenad~s contain 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, and 1.0 pound of high 
explosive, respectively. The device, known as the 
mortar package assembly, is emplaced by the astro
naut so that its firing line is aligned to be 180 degrees 
from the deployed geophonc line. The grenades are 
launched by earth command after the departure of 
the astronauts, for a period of up to one year follow
ing lUnar deployment. 

If the distance between the geophones and the 
energy source is known, the velocity of the seismic 
waves can be determined by analysis of the time 
interval between. the energy (explosion) instant and 
the detection of the seismic-wave arl'ivals. In the 
thumper mode, tile range determination is based ona 
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knowledge of the marked interval on the geopllone 
cable at which the astronaut fires the AS!. The 
instant of ASI initiation is detected by a pressure 
switch and telemetered as a real-time event (RTE). ]n 
the grenade mode, the range determination is based 
on the parameters of a ballistic trajectory assumed to 
be ideal. The launch angle of the grenade is de
termined from measurements made of the pitch and 
roll angles of the mortar package prior to each 
launch. Initial velocity data are provided by range-line 
breakwire circuits, which are broken at the beginning 
and at the end of a 25-foot interval of line deployed 
at launch, the breaks being telemetered as real-time 
events. Time of flight is furnished by a transmitter in 
each grenade which is activated at launch and de
stroyed upon explosive impact; loss of the transmitter 
signal occurs at the instant of explosion and is also 
telemetered as a real-time event. Using these param
eters (launch angle, velocity, and time of flight), 
grenade range can be determined to within ±5per
cent. The time of thumper ASI initiation and the 
time of grenade detonation are known to within ±O.l 
millisecond. 

The seismic detectors are three identical geo
phones-electromagneti-:: transducers that translate 
high-frequency seismic energy into electric signals. 
The outputs of the three geophones are applied to 
separate logarithmic compression amplifiers to obtain 
maximum dynamic range and maximum sensitivity. 

The Active Seismic Experiment uses seven com
mands transmitted from the Manned Space Flight 
Network to arm and fire the grenades and to effect 
geophone calibration. Other commands are used to 
effect power distribution to the ASE from the 
ALSEP data subsystem and to place the data sub
system in the active seismic mode. The three channels 
of ~l:ismic data generated by the ASE, along with 13 
channels ofengineering data, are converted to digital 
form within the experiment for transmission to earth. 
A 20-bit digital word format and a IO,600-bit-per
second data rate are used in the ASE to ensure accu
rate encoding and transmission of critical real-time
event data and to provide a relatively high frequency 
seismic-data"handling capability. The higher bit rate 
and the longer word length are incompatible with the 
normal ALSEP format and preclude the usual data 
collection from other experiments during the time 
the ASE is activated. Five significant measurements 
from the ALSEP electric power subsystem are 
included in theASE telemetry format as engineering 
data. The experiment formats the seismic and engi
neering data and applies them to the data-subsystem 
modulator for modulation and downlink trans
missIon. 

EXPERIMENT DESIGN 

The Active Seismic Experiment, the components 
of which are shown in Figure 1, is made up of three 
major subsystems: the thumper/geophone assembly, 
the mortar package assembly, and the Central Station 
electronics. The experiment weighs 34.66 pounds. 
Size and weight data for each of the SUbsystems are 
presented in Table I; system power requirements are 
listed in Table II. 

Thumper/Geophone Assembly 

The thumper/geophone assembly is constructed 
almost entirely of magnesium alloy and is so designed 
that it folds into three sections for stowage. It is 
electrically connected to the ALSEP Central Station 
by 318 feet of flat, four-conductor, H-film cable, 
which is stowed on a split spool on the upper end of 
the thumper handle and unwound by the astronaut 
during deployment. Also stowed on the thumper 
until deployment are the three geophones, the geo
phone cabling, and an aluminum-alloy geophone flag. 
The geophone cabling is wound on a reel at the lower 
end of the thumper. The geophones are mounted in 
individual stowage sockets in the reel assembly and 
held in by removable clips. The geophone flag is 
similarly stowed in a socket in the reel assemoly and 
is deployed at the second geophone emplacement to 
aid the astronaut in the visual alignment of the geo
phones. The thumper is held horizontally during 
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Table I Active Seismic Exper iment Subsystem Parameters 

Subsystem or 
Parameter Value 

Component 

I hum per <;eophunc I ~ngtil ( I )Ided I 14 .5 Jnl.'he, 
""cmbl} Il ell?hl 7.5 '1 pound, 

I humpcr Length (uep lo} cd) 44 5 mlhe, 
WeIgh I 

(mdudm!! cable, and m illalll r<l 4 .64 pound, 
I 
I • Ceophon.." I lelght (lndudtng I"ke) 4 XO mche~ 

Diameter 1.6 mdle, 
1\ clgh t 

(three gcophone, wllh cables) 2 95 pound, 

IlnrlM PJLkage L nvelopc Height 11.5 Inche, 
I n,elope Illdt h 6.0 ml'he; 
1 n, dope Length IS.25mche, 
Wetght 17.00 pound, 

• \I ortar Ho\ Height 11.5 mche, 

\ "embl}, "Id lh 6.0 HH.:he ... 
Length 15 .25 mche, 
1\ e ight 

(mclllum!) antellna Jnu cab lc~) 6.39 pound; 

• Grenade Launch Illdth 9.0 mche, 
A,~cmbl} Length \3.7 lIH.:hc\ 

J)epth 6 .2'1 mche, 
\\ eight (mdudlr.g grenade,) I (I.ilk pound, 

• Grcnaue\ (n)', ~Cl tlon 2.7 tncile, 
Length 4-6 Jnl...hc\ 

1\~lghta H.Ok pound, 

CcnuJI-t Ie\, tronh'" Height 2.75 mche, 

" \ern bl} Illdth 6 .18 Inche, 
leng th 6.77 mellc, 
Ilc lgilt :1.22 pound, 

\1 0 ft ;jr-iJl kagc II ".!th 24.11 mdH.." 
PJ\let ' "cmbl, I ~ngth 26 .0 lnt:hc\ 

Il elgh t (, .MS pound, 

0Grenaue, 1,2,:1, anu 4 weigh 2.67, 2. 19,1.70, anu 1.52 pound" 
re'pel't1ve\) . 

Table /I System Power Requirements 

Type Amount 

Voltage 
ASt -A' tlVJtl'd +29,+ 15, 12, and +5 volt, d.':. 
ASt -DeaLtlvated + 29 volt, d.c. 

Power 
Operational H.O wat l\ (maxllnurn) 

6.0 "'3th (nomIllJ\) 
I henna l Cont ro l « 'andb) ) 3.00 watl\ 

uep loymen t , as shown in Figure ~, and rotating 
hane 'ies o n the staff as~el1lbly allow both the power
and th e geophl-'''e-eabie reels 10 rOl<lte freely for cable 
deploYlllen t. 

The thumper co ntain s::' I Apollo ~tandard initia-
10rs (AS I'.;;), rated a t I ampere "no-fire" and 3 
am pere'> " all-fire." The ASI, as a component, gener
a tes a pressure of approximate ly 650 pounds per 
sq u<lre inch in a la-cubic-centimeter volume . The 
Initiators are threaded into a magne~ium mounting 
pl:Jte, which forms a portion of the thumper base . 
Th e ASI's are individually fired directly into a 
forge d-a luminum impact plate, which is spring-loaded 
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,'iGure 2 Deployment of Thumper/Geophone Assembly 

d!win~t the mounting plate As illusirated 111 Figurl' 3, 
the fU'> pn.>,sllj~ !·'::;i.,!tlllg from an lIlitlalor dislharge 
drives the IJl1pa.:t plate sharply dow nward. 1111 part Illg 
.I thul11p to the adFlcent lunar surlace Till' initiJtor
dl'Lh.lrge g,ISL" are illll11elilalel y vcntcd dlouml the 
edge, of the JJ11pal't plate and are delleL' ted c..!owllwJrd 
hy a nng w!Jld1 is part of the 1l10untlllg platl \ 
pre\,ure sWIlLh, 1''' ' aIled In the 1l10untillg pi:Jle, 
l'lo,es from the pre,surL' genl'raled flOll1 an I11ltiator 
finng:. The ,wltd1 closure CdUSe\ .In R II: ,wnal 10 he 
gcnerJled In the ASI cenlrai eiel'lronll\, Il1dlLaltng 
the ;:~,tan( of explosion. The end 01 .tLlI \ Sl 
mounted 111 tht.? 1l1011ntltlg pia Ie j, l'uvered \\ith J 

coa ting of \lliLone ruhher to proh'd Ihl' Il1ltidtor 
from the pre~,ure Jnd debri, from .ldJdll'nt inlt Idtor 

Pr~~ure Sv\;ltrh 

Figure 3 OperatIOn of Thumper Base SectIon 
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finng~. which might o ther i~e t.:ause ~ymrathetit.: 

denagration. I:.xten~ive test firings have demomtr:.Jted 
the Jdeq uac) o f tim prote ·tion . 

The thumper i '0 designed tha t all the initiators 
are in ternally shorted by the 1\ I rot:.Jry selector 
~witch when the sekctor swit ch i~ in the zero 
posi t ion. In any o ther position (numbered I through 
.:! I). one I is connected (0 the firing circui try and 
the o ther twenty remain ,>horted out. imp Ie rotation 
of the \ itch to a po ition o ther than ze ro will not in 
ihelf fire an ASI , even wi th power applied, a definitc 
two-step firing operation with a time delay is re
qui red . After A I selection by rotation of th e elector 
swi tch to a numbered position, th e thumper is armed 
by rotating thc ARM / FIRE knob approxima tely 90 
degrees and hokl;ng it at that position for a minimum 
of 4 sewnds. This swi tch i then pushed in, applying 
a capat.:itor charge across the I and causing it to 
fire. The A RM / FI RE con trol is so designed that the 
firing switch cannot be actuated until th e arming 
witch has been activated . If for any reason it should 

be necessary to stop the firing sequent.:e after the 
thumper is anned, relea'>e of th e ARM / FIRE control 
permits it to return to it normal unactivated 
position, and the arming capacitors are automatically 
discharged in a matter of millisecond '. In the nomlJI 
position , the control provides a low impedance :Jcross 
the firing capacitors, both to prevent them from pick
ing up :J st:Jtic charge and to discharge them if th ey 
arc cha rged but have not fired through an ASI. 

The thumper is shown in th e firing position in 
Figure 4 . 

Mortar Package Assembly (MPA) 

The mortar package , shown in a deployed con
figuration in Figure 5, con ists of a mortar box as
sembly and a grenadc launch a ~embly (GL ). The 
mortar box is an l -shaped fiberglass box. with a 
magncsium frame and folding legs. The grenade 
launch assembly is made up of four fibcrglass launch 
;ubes, each containing a rocke t-launched explosive 
grenade. The GlA is mounted in the mortar box. 1 he 
mortar bo, con tain ~ the elcctronic circuitry for 
amling and firing the grenadc rocke t motors , along 
with a rece iving an tenna, two SAFE/ARM switches, 
and a thcrmal bag. The antenna. uscd in conjunction 
with the grenadc tran smitter~, is mounted to the side 
of the mortar box and folded along th e edge of the 
package during transport. nag is mounted on the 
antenna top section to aid the astronaut during de
ployment. Thc two SAFE/ARM switchcs disable both 
thc arming and thc firin g ci rcuits and short out the 
rocket-mo tor firing capaci tors and initiators for 
astronaut ~afety during lunar deployment. The for
ward end of the mor tar box is beveled at 45 degrees, 
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and in the deployed po\itlOn the MP re~ts upon the 
45-degr'e bevel. rhe remainder of the package i~ 

supported by two legs, which are stored along the 
side of the box during transport and folded down and 
locked Into place during deploYll1ent. The mortar box 
IS attached to an alumInum-skIn pallet a.,scl11bly in 
the final deplOyed confIgu ratIon. The pallet has four 
7-inch .,takes mounted to ib, underSIde and, when 
placed on the lunar .,urface, provides a stabk base for 
a 45-tkgrel' grenade launch. 

The mortar package assembly is designed to survive 
on the lunar surface for a period of one year. A 
temperature ranging between 600 during lu nar 
night and + 5°C during lunar day is maintained by a 
thermal control de\lgn incorporating thermal isola
tion and insulation as well as electronic heaters inside 
the mortar box . Isolation i provided by a multilayer 
alumini7ed-Mylar thermal bag, which is installed 
down inSIde the mortar box. ['he electronic heaters 
are mounted on th e walls 01' this bag . Insulation is 
provided by a llIultilayer aluminiLed-Mylar fiberglass 
cove r along th e top 01' the mortar box. This cover 
remaIns in place throughout lunar storage until the 
first grenade is launched through it ; it also serves as a 
radio-frequency-interference shield, completely en
clo ing the grenade launch assembly. The mortar-box 
firing circuits are designed with low-pass input filters , 
and all firing ca pacitors and initiators have resi tors 
acros them to redu e the effects of elect rostatic 
charge. I he fragile bottom of the thermal bag dis
integrates when the grenade are launched. Two fiber
glass blowout panels , each extending over two launch 
tube. enclose the bot tom of the mortar box and 
blow away upon grenade ignition. 

GLA Configuration 

The grenade launch assembly, pictured in Figure 6, 
is a fib('rglass launch-tube assembly (L T A) consisting 
of fOUl" rocke t-launched grenade, a grenade safety
pin assembly, three microswitches, three temperature 
~ensors, and two vertical sen ors. Each of the four 
1.1lInch tubes has a cross section of 3 inches. Two 
tubes are 9 incnes long and the other two are 6.5 
inche!> long. rou nd the outside of each tube is 
wound a range line , a thin stranded stainless stee l 
cable, to which the grenade is attached. Two fine 
copper wires are looped around each range line, so 
spaced that the first breaks when the grenade is 
separa ted from the launch tube by abou t 16 inches 
and the second breaks when this distance is increased 
by exactly 25 feet. Loop-breaking starts and stops a 
range gate pulse, estab lishing a time interval for 
dete rmin ation of grenade velocity . 

Grenade construction is detailed in Figure 7. The 
four grenades are similar, differing only in the size of 
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Figure 6 Grenade Launch Assembly 

o 

Figure 7 Grenade Construction 

the motor and the amount of propellant and high 
explo ive. Each has a thin fiberglas~ cas1l1g and a 
2.7-inch-square cross section, they range in length 
from 4 to 6 inches. Inside the casing are the rocket 
motor, a safe-slide plate. a high-explOSIve charge, ,I 
detonating cartridge, an omnidIrectional impact 
switch. a thermal battery , and a 30-megahertz trans
mitter. The range line is attached to the output 
terminal of the transmitter and serves a~ a half-wave 
end-feed antenna as it trails the j!renade in !light. 

The launch tube~ for grenade 2, 3. Jnd 4 each 
contain a microswitch th:.!t doses when the grenade i, 
launched. Each switch conl1l'cts the fIring command 
from a sequential grenade-firing Lircuit to the next 
grellade to be launched . 

Two temperature sensors are located between 
tubes I and 2 of the L TA ; a third is located between 
tubes 3 and 4. One of th e sensors provides an analog 
signal indicating GLA temperature (0 the data han
dling function of the Active SeismIC Fxperiment. lhe 
other two sensor~ an~ part of the mortar-box heater 
control circui try . 
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Two bubble-type electrolytic vertical sensors are 
mounted between tubes 3 and 4. These single-axis 
sensors indicate angular til t (.±: 12 degrees) in pitch and 
roll from the local vertical to provide gn"lade-Iaunch
angle deviation from the 45-degree deployment angle. 
The vertical sensor is qualified for a 100-g shock 
resulting from grenade launch. 

Grenade Launch 

The mortar package is activated by ARM GRE
NADES and FIRE GRENADES commands from 
earth. The ARM GRENADES command is applied to 
and gated through the experiment central-electronics 
command gating to the grenade-arming circuit, which 
charges the regular and sequential firing capacitors in 
the mortar box and in each of the four grenades by 
applying a 24-volt arming signal. After arming, a 
FIRE GRENADE command for each of the grenades 
is applied to the command gating and gated to the 
appropriate firing circuit in the mortar box; this 
causes the firing capacitor to discharge and to ignite 
the grenade propellant through a single-bridgewire 
Apollo standard initiator (SBASI). As the grenade 
leaves the launch tube, the safe slide is spring-ejected; 
this permits a microswitch in the grenade to close, 
discharging the grenade-arming capacitor across a 
thermoelectric match and, in turn, activating the 
thermal battery. The thermal battery, when activated, 
provides internal grenade power for driving the trans
mitter and charging the detonator storage capacitors. 

The first of the two range-line break wires is broken 
upon grenade launch, initiating the range gate pulse 
to the real-time-event logic in the central electronics. 
Rocket propellant in the grenade is eXhausted before 
the grenade exits the tube. The second range-line 
breakwire is broken when the grenade is 25 feet into 
trajectory; this terminates the range gate pulse to the 
real-time-event logic and provides time/distance data 
for subsequent determinatiort of grenade velocity. 
The grenade transmitter, activated at launch and 
utilizing the grenade range-line as an antenna, trans
mits until it is destroyed upon grenade impact. The 
omnidirectional impact switch in the grenade allows 
the detonator capacitor to discharge, firing a detona
tor to set off the grenade high explosive upon impact. 
The 3D-megahertz signal from the transmitter is re
ceived by the antertna mounted on the mortar box 
and is conducted by coaxial cable to the receiver in 
the Central Station electronics. The received signal is 
applied, through a level detector, to the real-time
event logic for application· to the data hartdling func
tion. The grenade transmitter signal provides an in
dication of time of flight and instant of detonation, 
and thus a second calculation of range, enhancing the 
confidence factor for the range calculation that is 
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based on launch-angle and grenade-velocity data 
generated from the vertical sensors and the range-line 
breakwires. 

Grenade 2 (3000 feet) is flred first, followed 
sequentially by grenade 4 (500 feet), grenade 3 (I 000 
feet), and grenade I (5000 feet). This firing order 
results in optimum mortar-package firing stability. A 
redundant arming and firing circuit is provided for 
sequential firing in the event of failure of one or all of 
the regular firing circuits. This so-called sequential 
circuit is armed by the normal ARM GRENADES 
command. A series of interlocking microswitches 
connect the sequential firing circuit to the next 
grenade-firing circuits as the grenades are launched. 

Grenade Design Features 

The safe slide in each grenade constitutes a 
mechanical block between the detonator and the 
explosive block. It is held in place while the grenade 
is in the launch tube and is spring-ejected at launch. 
While iUs in place, inadvertent detonator ignition will 
not :::et off the high-explosive charge. The safe slide 
also keeps a microswitch so positioned as to isolate 
the thermal· battery output from the high-explosive 
firing circuitry, and provides a low impedance to the 
firing capacitors to prevent their being charged by a 
static charge. 

The thermal battery in each grenade contains a 
thermoelectric match, which has a no-fire rating of 
0.75 ampere for 10 milliseconds and an all-frre rating 
of 2.0 amperes for 10 milliseconds. The hermetically 
sealed battery output is rated at a nominal 15 volts (a 
13-volt minimum for I-second activation to a maxi
mum of 19 volts) and is capable of providing 100 
milfiamperes for 1 minute (minimum). 

The grenade transmitter has a ruggedized, sub
miniature, encapsulated cordwood construction. It 
operates at a continuous-wave frequency of 30 
megahertz ± 100 kilohertz, with a power output of 
200 milliwatts for a minimum of 1 minute. Both the 
transmitter and the thermal battery are designed to 
survive a grenade-launch shock of 2465 g's and are 
qualified at 3200 g's. 

The grenade higll-explosive charge is plastic-bonded 
hexanitrostilbene (HNS). * The selection of HNS for 
use in the Active Seismic Experiment was made on 
the basis of vacuum stability, thermal stability, fric
tion sensitivity, inlpact (shock) sensitivity, shelf life, 
and radiation sensitivity. The material does 110t 
decompose in a vacuum, prolonged exposure resulting 
in a weight loss ofless than 0.06 percertt, and this due 
primarily to evaporation of residual solvents. From a 

"'Developed by the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, 
Maryland. 
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thermal ,tandpoint. II ~S I~ an l':\cellenl explosive 
material. It dol'~ not bl'glll to melt until e:\po~ed to 
remperature\ well above 500' F for prolonged 
peno~I, . making it extremely ,afl' to handle in any 
normal temperature l'nvironml'nt. It is in no way 
,en..,itive to triction. and as a raw material it i, very 
in..,en..,itlve to imp'H.:t ~hock. It ha.., been dropped from 
great heights onto solid concrete without detonating; 
its impact sen~itivity a~ measured in Military tandard 
Laboratory tesh i~ well above the minllllUm military 
standard of 60 centimeter..,. With respet:t to shelf life . 
military tests predict a decompmition of only I per
'ent over a SOO-year period at 212 c F. Radiation 
..,ensitlviry tests indic:Jle that HNS i.., III no way sensi
tive tt) radiation. From tliesi;' t: literia. it was con
ciuded that H could be handltd. tested . flown on a 
pacecrafr. and deployed by astronauts with rl'lative 

..,afety. For the dive elsmic I:.xperiment . raw H. 
is blended with Teflon to yield a 90-pcrcent-H SI I 0-
percent-Teflon composition. The blend is pressed into 
a plastic block under pressures of approximately 
30,000 pounds pl'r square inch. and the block is then 
machllll'd into the flight configur,·tlon seen in the 

ray of a co mpleted gren3de launch assembly shown 
111 Figure 8. 

Grenade de,ign also features a fast-lgnition motor. 
with an extremely ..,hort thrust duration (b to 10.5 
millisecond,) and a ..,table launch platform. tability 
is attained by utilizing rec(1illess launch ll'chnique..,. 
with open-end launch tubes operating on the rocket
motor action reaction principle for grepade launch. 
During the developm en t phase of the Actlvl' Sl'ismic 
Experiment, a trade-otT study was conducted and 
te..,ts were performed to comlJa re the feusibility of 
open-tube rocl--et-Iaunched grenades with that of a 
closed-tube mortar approach. ~l ortar launch offered 
the J(l\antage of good reprodU Cibili ty. provided that 
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Rangp Lme WrapPE'd 
on Ldunch Tube 

Motor 

Figure 8 X Ray of Flight-Configuration Grenade 
Launch Assembly 

u lightweight . \table platform could hl' adlil'vl'd, 
morl'over . all thl' propcllJnt ",oultl burn whlil' the 
grenade wu~ ~tllI III th e c1o\l'd tubl' )10Wl'\t' r. the 
high reaction load Impa/ll't1 to the laulll.h platlorm 
pre\ented a problem in th at it nele\\itati;'d a mechJn
icully strong and predictably hl'<J\} lk,ign. I hl' IO!:!I~dl 

altl'rnative to thl' mort"r Jpproach W<J\ to .lttuLil <J 
motor to the grenade to form a mll11dture fOckl't unl! 
U\C un open laun ch tubl' . -I he motor dl'vdopcd ha" ,0 

\hort u burn tlllll' that It IS burned out completely hy 
the tIme thl' grenJde Iravc]., the kngth of th l' IJ 5-IIlLll 
or 9-inch tubl' Since thl'rl' IS Ilttk reaLllon loud on 
the launcher. the design 1\ ~uJtabl} lightweigh t Thne 
are two basic mOlOr \IZl'S. With ul!fnent propellJnt 
loading,> to uehieve the dlflen.:nt burn tlm c\. ~o77k 
size.., of 0.5 and O.H Inch arc u~ed tor thl' two motor'> 
to yield the required thrust 1eveh. th l' nOl7k bl'lI1g an 
orifice rather than a convl'ntlonal nOllle A turther 
requirement impo~ed on the motor 1\ that It bl' 
hermetically sealed but Ignitl' rdiabl} even If the seal 
should be lo\t during thl' Yl'ur of lunar slOragl'. 1 hl' 
motor, ure thl'refore indl\ IduJlly ~l':Jkd "'Ith a 
0.003-inch stainles'i steel diaphragm ,titch-weldt'd 
acros~ the nook ; the diaphragm blow ... out upon 
ignition. The initiators url' aho weldl'd 111 

1 he solid propdlant mcd' wa\ selected for II', burn 
rate . temperature stubility. fril.tion \l'n'ltivity. Impad 
sensitivity. and vacuum ,tab;lity. An l'xtruded cylll1-
der of the magnl'..,ium Tetlon-t:ompo,ltion propellant 
0.205 inch in diul11eter I~ ~Iicl'd Into wufcrs C).O 13 to 
0.018 inch thick. a~ dictat l'd by thrust timl' <.:llr\e 
requirl'menh. fhl' wafers are rl'tall1ed behind .1 coni
cal screen welded inside the motor :.Issembl y . in 
nl\mber~ varying from 570 to 2365. Two vIew.., ot thl' 
rocket motor a,sl'mbl} and a cut:.l",ay ..,ho\\ IIlg thl' 
cOl1lcal ... crCl'1I :.Irl' "'l'en In rrgure 9 The 11I0tor.., un.: 
elliptical in shapl'. being formed by 2 I dliptic:.ll 

• A ciJ"ified (NOl S PL66 70) military propellant. 

" 
Propellant 
Wdters 

Inttli:!tOI 

Mounttny 

Hole 

Figure 9 Grenade Rocket Motor 
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Grenade 
Parameter 

1 2 3 

Ran (ft ) 5000 3000 1000 

Welghl (9m) 1261 1024 775 

HIgh h,'lo .... Charge Welghl (Ib) 10 0 .60 030 

Rockel Molor Mean Peak Thr u" (lb) 5000 2500 1700 

Mean Veloclly (h /sec ) 163 126 73 

Lunar FII~t THne (sec: 44 32 19 

Rocke l MOIO. Propellanl We.ghl (gm ) 42 27 15 

Number of Propellant Pellets 2365 I:)LO 620 

Launch Angte 450 450 450 

Rocket Motor Thrust Duration (msec l 60 7.5 105 

4 

500 

695 

010 

1250 

52 

13 

10 

570 

450 

85 

Grenade 
Electronics 
&0 Thermal B.:tttery 

Grendde 

Transmitter 

t--C=:::! ~-Safe Slide 

Oetondtor 

Imtlator --+T-'~-"'" 

Ran Lme 
& Antenna 

3000' --

Rocket Motor 

---- 5000 

Figure 10 Grenade Design and Perform8nce Parameters 

domes of 4130 ch rom e/molybdenum ~ t eel, heat
trea ted to a minimum yield ~trength . welded to
ge ther. of 180,000 to 200.000 pounds per square 
inch . 

Grenade de~ign and performance parameter~ arc 
summarized in Figure 10. 

Central Station Electronics (CSE) 

The AS E cen tral-ekctronic~ subsy tem. shown III 

Figure I I , is hard-mounted to the A L EP Central 
Station the rm al pla te and electri ca ll y and thermally 
controlled by that station . Th e subsY'item co ntains 
power protect ion circu itry , temperature semor~. 

ca libration. timing, and co ntrol-logic circui try. :lIld 
data handling and processing capab ility . In cluded as 
subassemblies are th e 16-channel multipl exer and 
ana log-to-d igital co nverter. th e A E receiver, and th e 
geophone amplifier. 

Th e power protec tion circui try contain, current
sensi ti vp. relays that preven t overvoltage from damag
ing the ASE subsystems. It also prevents an ASE sub
system from overl oading the A LSEP power d istrihu
tion unir in the even t of a malfunction. The ci rcuitry 
is assemb led o n a printed-ci rcuit board (power pro
tection module) . Th e Circu it s are designed to tnp at 
an overload equal to 200 percen t of the normul 
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operating load Operating ,lI1d ,tandby (suf\-ival) 
power is ~upplled to th c Clive ~el,mlc Fxpl'nml'nt 
from th e A LSI P power distributIon u nit at +5. + 15 

12. and +29 VOlh d .l' 
1\\ 0 tcmpef'lturL 'CII,ors. mountl'd on th e dl"

(.'fete component boa rd. prO'tdt' l'cntral-clec tro nlcs 
tcmpl'ra ture data in the 0 <lntl SL' RVl\ AL mode,. 
The dtSlrctl"l'OJllPOllcllt board :11'0 lI1t:IuLil's arITIlng 
and finn~ cirl'uitr~ and ca li bra tion volta~c clrl'ultry 
1 he l'allhratlon l'ircult, perform two functJom 1 he 

OIt(lele 

can'l~n"rll 
IkMld 

loq. lI,Jrd~ 4 

Figure 11 Active Seismic Experiment Central ElectrOniCs 
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provide a two-point calibration to the multiplexer 
and analog-to-digital converter, and, actuated by 
earth command, they provide a calibration signal to 
the geophones for lunar test and calibration com
parison. 

The timing and control circuitry is basically digital 
logic, which operates the Active Seismic Experiment 
using a 10.6-kilohertz clock signal in conjunction 
with seven commands from earth. The data rate of 
the ASE logic is 10.6K bits per second. The basic 
timing is obtained from the J 0.6-kilohertz square 
wave received from the ALSEP data processor. The 
shift-register multiplexing logic seJects the data to be 
loaded into the shift register through the analog-to
digital-converter frame, holding, and control gates. A 
START pulse is applied to the multiplexer and 
analog-to-digital converter from the decoder of the 
timing and control function. When a real-time event 
(RTE) occurs (as in the case of thumper firing, range
line-velocity START and STOP breakwires, or loss of 
transmitter signal upon grenade explosion), the RTE 
logic, in conjunction with the sequence counters and 
holding register, provides a MARK EVENT signal to 
indicate the event occurrence in the prior telemetry 
frame. The word and bit in which the event occurred 
are also identified. 

Data handling and processing are accomplished by 
the application of 16 analog-voltage channels to the 
ASE multiplexer and analog-to-digital converter. 
Three analog channels are used for geophone outputs, 
two for mortar-box launch angle outputs, three for 
calibration, three for ASE temperature and power 
measurements, and the other five for ALSEP electric
power-SUbsystem temper.lture and power measure
ments. The analog signaJ.s are multiplexed, converted 
to digital signals, ami forma ted for shifting to the 
ALSEP central data subsystem and downlink trans
mission. 

Subword, word, and frame signals are derived from 
the sequence counters through the decoder of the 
timing and control function. The ASE data format is 
made up of 32 20-bit words per frame, each word 
consisting of four 5-bit subwords. Geophones 2 and 3 
are sampled and read out in every word of the frame; 
geophone 1 is sampled and. read out in all but the first 
word. In the first word, geophone 1 is sampled and 

. stored, then read out in the first subword of the 
second word. The first two subwords of word I com
prise a 10-bit frame-synchronizing signal. The first 
three bits of sub word 1 of word 32 provide a mode
identification signal. The binary signals from the 
multiplexer converter are applied to the shift-register 
multiplexer gates, which are controlled by the shift
register multiplexing logic. A storage buffer is pro
vided between the converter multiplexer and the 
shift-register multiplexer gates. The ASE data are 
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shifted out in the 32-word telemetry-frame format to 
the biphase modulator of the ALSEP data subsystem 
for modulation and downlink transmission. 

The ASE receiver is a subminiature, low-power r.f. 
receiver, capable of receiving a continuous-wave signal 
transmitted from the in-flight grenade transmitter. 
The receiver is located in the central-electronics 
package and is connected by coaxial cable to its 
antenna, which is mounted on the mortar box. The 
functions of the receiver are to acquire, track, and 
amplify the continuous-wave transmitter signal and to 
provide an output to the central electronics to indi
cate signal acquisition or loss. The receiver has a 
center frequency of 30 megahertz, with a minimum 
acquisition and tracking bandwidth of ± 100 kilo
hertz. 

The geophone amplifier assembly is a subassembly 
of the central-electronics subsystem. The amplifier, 
together with the geophones and cabling carried on 
the thumper, form what is known as the active 
seismic detection system (ASDS). Since the ASDS 
wus designed, developed, and tested as a subsystem, it 
is described separately in the section that follows. 

Active Seismic Detection System (ASDS) 

The active seismic detection system is designed to 
monitor seismic waves in the frequency range be
tween 3 and 250 hertz. Three electromagnetic geo
phones, three logarithmic-compression amplifiers, and 
the interconnecting cabling constitute its major 
elements. The geophones can be excited mechanically 
by natural or artificial seismic waves or electrically by 
a GEOPHONE CALIBRATE command. Sensing 
induced or natural seismic activity which creates 
motion in the lunar surface, each geophone generates 
an electnc (a.c.) signal that is proportional to the 
amplitude and frequency of the ground motion. This 
signal is supplied to the g.eophone amplifier assembly 
in the central electronics, where it is first amplified 
by a linear amplifier. It is then filtered to eliminate 
frequencies of more than twice the sampling rate and 
to flatten the frequency response in the passband of 3 
to 250 hertz by enhancing signals with frequencies 
below thegeophone natural frequency. After filter
ing, the signal is logarithmically compressed by one of 
two identical logarithmic compressor circuits in each 
geophone-channel log compressor; two such compres
sor circuits are required - the one to process pOSitive 
and the other negative signals - because the geo
phone signals are bipolar and logarithmic compression 
is a function of the instantaneous amplitude. The 
log-compressed signal is connected to a multiplexer 
gate, which is controlled by the ASE format
generator logic to properly time-sample the data. 
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Because ASDS response may change in the course 
of I-year lunar operation and storage, a pUlse-type 
calibration is included with the amplifiers to provide 
a relative-calibration function. This function is acti
vated by applying a GEOPHONE CALIBRATE com
mand to the ASE command gating. The command is 
gated to the calibration circuitry when a pulse 1 
second in width is generated and applied to the ASDS 
calibrate driver, electrically exciting the geophones. 
Geophone excitation permits measurement of geo
phone resonant frequency, generator constant, and 
damping coefficient relative to the preflight calibra
tion. A temperature sensor mounted in geophone I 
(that closest to the Central Station) provides tempera
ture data whenever the ASE is not activated. 

Geophone Design 

The geophones developed for lunar use are of the 
moving-coil/magnet type. The coil is the inertial mass, 
suspended by springs in the magnetic field. Above the 
resonant frequency of such a device, its output is 
proportional to ground velocity; below its resonant or 
natural frequency, the output drops off at the rate of 
12 decibels per octave. 

Previously existing commercial geophone designs 
were evaluated but found to be unsuitable for lunar 
use. Spring parameters had to be changed to be 
compatible with lunar gravity. Moreover, it was 
apparent that significant increases in sensitivity could 
be achieved with simultaneous reductions in weight 
and size if better magnet materials and more efficient 
coil windings were used. Design changes were also 
suggested by such considerations as the methods 
available to the astronaut for implanting the device 
and the need to protect the springs from the vibration 
and shock levels encountered during testing and 
transit. The final design saw a significant increase in 
available signal power with some savings in size and 
weight, as well as the satisfaction of such other design 
objectives as the matching of the coil resistance to the 
optimum amplifier source impedance. 

The design goal for overall ASDS response was that 
it be flat to ground velocity down to 3 hertz. The 
minimum resonant frequency for reliable operation 
of geophones of small size and weight can be ex
pected to be somewhat higher than 3 hertz, particu
larly with the springs used for operation at lunar 
gravity. Preemphasis in the succeeding electronics was 
used to provide the desired response at frequencies 
below geophone resonance frequencies. 

For state-of-the-qrt junction transistors in appro
priate configurations, the power spectral density of 
the equivalent input noise is very nearly constant 
down to about 20 hertz. Below this frequency it 
increases with a slope of llf. Preemphasis at fre-

ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPER1MENT 

quencies lower than the resonance frequency thus 
amplifies the l/f noise, decreasing the signal-to-noise 
ratio for signals at higher frequencies. This effect 
constitutes a strong incentive to select as the natural 
frequency of the geophone the lowest possible fre
quency consistent with small size and weight and 
adequate mechanical ruggedness. These constraints 
led to the choice of 7.5 hertz as the natural frequency 
for the lunar geophone. 

Figure 12 is a cutaway view of the assembled geo
phone, showing the position of the coil in the 
magnetic flux path. The internal assembly is sup
ported within the outer case by parts machined from 
Epon® 828 for thermal and mechanical stability. 
When the mass-lock button at the top of the case is 
held in the depressed position, three nickel/silver 
fingers extending inside the inner case assembly (the 
magnet cup) hold the coil firmly against the lower 
stops. This mass lock ensures that the unit can survive 
the shock and vibration encountered in environ
mental testing and transit to the' moon. The spring
loaded mass-lock buttons are released automatically 
when the geophones are removed from the thumper 
and deployed by the astronauts. 

%pon is the registered trademark of Shell Chemical Corporation 
for a family of resins. 

Magnets 

Coll...fj--HHHf. 

Figure 12 Cutaway View of Assembled Geophone 
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The coil is wet-wound, using Epon 828 on a 
mandrel between end pieces also cast from Epon 828, 
with nickel/silver-threaded inserts, encapsulated in 
them; 13,600 turns of No. 43-type ML copper mag
net wire are used. The screws that secure the springs 
to the coil, and the springs themselves, serve as con
dUctors from the coiL The two halves of the magnet 
cup are identical and include magnet pole pieces and 
pole caps, as shown in the figure. Fabricated of 
Alnico 9, they are so charged that the fields in the 
two halves oppose one another, creating a closed flux 
path for each half of the cup. The average flux in the 
gap for each half ranges from 19,000 to 20,000 max
wells. The sensitivity and frequency-response charac
teristics of the resulting geophone are excellent. An 
open-circuit generator constant of about 235 volts 
per meter per second is achieved, using a coil resist
ance of 6200 ohms; open-circuit damping is about 5 
percent of critical. By way of comparison, a standard 
4.5-hertz geophone* has a generator constant of 
about 24 volts per meter per second, with a coil re
sistance of 215 ohms and open-circuit damping of 
about 23 percent of critical. Adjusting for differing 
coil resistances and ignoring differences in open
circuit damping, the available signal power from the 
lunar geophone is about three times that from a 
commercial geophone. The magnetic cup assembly of 
the commercial unit is 1.88 inches high and 1.62 
inches in diameter and weighs about 9.5 ounces. The 
lunar geophone is 1.25 inches high and 1.095 inches 
in diameter and weighs 4.16 ounces. Complete with 
outer case, the unit weighs 6.25 ounces. 

Geophone Testing 

Testing of the lunar geophone on earth presents a 
problem because the inertial ma~s rests on the lower 
stops in the earth's gravitational field. To overcome 
this problem, a device was developed which intro
duces into the coil of the geophone just enough direct 
current to offset about five-sixths of the weight of 
the inertial mass at earth gravity. The necessary 
current was accurately calculated for each geophone 
on the basis of its measured generator constant and 
was nominally 0.74 milliampere. High-voltage bat
teries and a large dropping resistance were used to 
obtain a quiet current source. Large capacitors were 
inserted in the amplifier input to block any d.c. flow 
from the amplifier. 

Verification of geophone linearity at the very low 
signal amplitudes expected presents another problem. 
The system sensitivity is such as to provide clearly 
discernible signals in response to ground motions of 1 
millimicron zero-to-peak at 10 hertz. Testing at these 
levelS, which are lower than normal background 
seismic-noise levels on earth, requires the use of a 
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quiet site and an isolation drive system to excite the 
geophones. 

Low-level tests** were performed in a 50-foot-deep 
cased hole. The operating mechanism from a vertical 
seismometert with a natural frequency of 0.8 llertz 
was used as the isolation drive unit. A signal generator 
was the driving source, and signal levels required for a 
given displacement were calculated, using the cali
brated generator constant of the large seismometer. 
The three geophones were mounted directly to the 
18-kilogram mass of the seismometer, and lunar 
gravity was simulated using the quiet current SOurce 
previously described. Testing very late at night, good 
data were obtained down to displacements of I milli
micron peak-to-peak at 10 hertz. There were no 
measurable deviations from linearity at these low 
amplitudes. 

Cable Assembly 

The geophone cable assembly consists of four 
twisted-pair, shielded poly imide-insulated cabJes. 
Three of the pairs connect the three geophones to 
their respective amplifier inputs; the fourth connects 
a temperature sensor in the near geoptIone to the 
proper data cirCUitry. The three geophones are spaced 
at ISO-foot intervals on the cable,automatically pro
viding the proper separation upon deployment by the 
astronaut. White markers on the cable indicate the 
thumper firing points. 

Amplifier Design 

A three-channel amplifier conditions the geophone 
signals prior to their conversion into digital format. 
Since the seismic thumper device is used for short
range shots (of the order of feet), seismic signals con
taining energy at frequencies of lOO hertz and higher 
can be generated. A system time resolution of ± 1 milli
second was selected. This dictated a minimum sam
pling frequency of 500 hertz, which, in turn, specifies 
the filter response at high frequencies necessary to 
minimize data contamination from sideband folding. 
The low signal-to-noise ratio expected from the 
distant grenade explosions and uncertainty as to the 
character of the waveforms to be generated made it 
desirable to widen the frequency response as much as 
possible within the aforementioned constraint. The 

'Hall·Sears modclHS·J. 

**For greater detail. see "The Active Seismic Detection System 
Final Report," Geoteeh Technical ReportNo. 6944. Garland, Texas. 
7 August 1969. 

+The Johnson·Matheson vertical seismometer. 
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overall frequency response for the active seismic 
dete~'tion system is shown in Figure 13. 

The wide dynamic range of the expected signals, 
the overall timing resolution desired, and telemetry 
bit-rate constraints suggested the desirability of some 
form of data compression prior to transmission to 
earth. The dynamic range of the linear system js 
nominally 80 decibels. The maximum bit rate avail
able to the Active Seismic Experiment is 10.6K bits 
per second. With a minimum sampling frequency of 
500 hertz, uniform sampling in time, and three <than
nels of seismic data required, a maximum of only 5 
bits per geophone-data subword would be available. 
In: a linear digitization system, this would lead to un
acceptably poor resolution at the very low signal 
levels expected from the distant grenade shots. Since 
signal levels are likely to be distributed throughout 
the dynamic range of the system, the compression 
scheme of choice was one that would give signal 
resolution as some constant fraction of signal ampli
tude. Logarithmic compression was selected because 
this is its principal characteristic. 
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Seismic Data fronhl\:lan-Made Impacts on the Moon 

Abstract. Unusually long reverberations were recorded from two lunar impacts 
by a seismic station installed on the lunar surface by the Apollo 12 astronauts. 
Seismic data from these impacts suggest that the lunar mare in the region of 
the Apollo 12 landillQ site consists of material with very low seismic velocities 
near the surface, with velocity increasing with depth to 5 to 6 kilometers per 
second (for compressional waves) at a depth of 20 kilometers. Absorption of seis
mic waves in this structllre is extremely low relative to typical continental crustal 
materials on earth. It is unlikely that a major boundary similar to the crust
mantle interface on earth exists in the aliter 20 kilometers of the moon. A com
bination of dispersion and scattering of surface waves probably explains the 
lunar seismic reverberation. Scattering of these waves implies the presence of 
heterogeneity withill the aliter zone of the mare on a scale of from several hun
dred meters (or less) to several kilometers. Seismic signals from 160 events of 
natural origin have been recorded during the first 7 months of operation of the 
Apollo 12 seismic station. At least 26 of the natural events are small moon
quakes. Many of the natural events are thought to be meteoroid impacts. 

Impacts on the lunar surface of the 
Apollo 12 Lunar Module (LM) ascent 
stage and the third stage of the Apollo 
13 Saturn booster (S-IVR) generated 
seismic signals that were recorded by 
the seismometers installed on the moon 
by the Apollo 12 astronauts on 19 No
vember 1969. The seismometers are 
part of the emplaced science station 
called ALSEP (Apollo Lunar Surface 
Experiments Package). [For details of 
the lUnar seismic expetiment, see (1).1 
ApprOXimately 160 events of natural 
origin have been recorded by the seis
mometers during the first 7 months of 
operation. However, few criteria have 
emerged for estimating the time or loca
tion of these natural events from the 
study of their seismograms. Hence, the 
man-made impacts, whose time and 10-
catfon are well known from the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration's tracking information, have 
emerged as extremely important tools 
for the seismic exploration of the 
moon. It is expected that NASA will 
include impacts of both the LM and 
the spent S-IVB stage of the ApoHo 
booster Oil all future Apollo missions. 

At least 26 of the natural lunar seis
mic events are believed to be shallow 
moonquakes. All of these events occur 
within 3 days of the time when the 
ll1ooncotnes closest to the earth (peri
gee) during its monthly orbital cycle. 
At least one quake has been detected 
at each perigee crossing. Tidal strains, 
produced within the moon by the gravi
tational interaction between the earth 

and the moon, reach maximum values 
at perigee. Thus, tidal strains, which 
are much larger in the moon than in 
the earth, appear to be an important 
factor in the release of seismic energy 
in the outer shell of the moon. 

All the moonquakes are smalL The 
magnitude of the largest events is be
tween 1 and 2 on the Richter scale. 
The magnitude of the lunar signals is 

Table 1. Expended LM ascent stage and 5-
lYE impact parameters. The Apollo 12 seis
mie station is located lit 3°03'5, 23°25'W. 

Parameter LM SolVE 

Timeo! 
impact 
(O.M.T.) 22h17m16.4' 01h09 m39.0'±0.2' 

Mass (kg) 2,383 13,925 

Impact 
velocity 
(kIn/sec) 1.68 2.58 

Kinetic energy 
of impact 
(ergs) 3.36(10)1. 4.63 (10) 17 

EquiValent 
energy of 
impact (Jb 
of TNT) 1.77(10)8 2.44(10)' 

Angle ofim-
pact from 
horizontal 3.7" 76.4° 

Distance 
between point 
of impact 
and seismic 
station (kIn) 73 135 

Azimuth from 
seismic station 112° 274~ 

Latitude 3°57'5 2°45'S 

Longitude 21°12'W 27°52'W 

obtained through Richter's empirical 
relationship between energy and mag
nitude. An earthquake of this magni
tude would normally be barely percep
tible even by persons in the immediate 
vicinity of the epicenter. The rate of 
lunar seismic energy release implied by 
these data is very low compared with 
the rate of seismic energy release in 
the earth. If the moon were as active 
as the earth and if the seismic sources 
were uniformly distributed throughout 
the outer shelI of the moon, between 
10 and 100 quakes with energy release 
equal to or greater than that of the 
S-IVB impact would have been re
corded during the 7 months of opera
tion considered in this report. No 
quakes of this magnitude have been 
recorded thus far. However, neither 
the recording period nor the area cov
ered by lunar seismic stations is suffi
cient to permit generalizations on this 
point. Zon~s of high seismicity may be 
localized in regions far from the 
Apollo 12 station. Despite these quali
fications, it is almost certain that the 
concept of plate tectonics as it applies 
to the earth, with large-scale deforma
tion of the crust of the earth to form 
folded mountains and great trenches, 
does not apply to the moon at this 
point in its evolution. Nor do we see 
visual evidence of such tectonic activity 
in the past from study of the surface 
features of the moon. The outer shell 
of the mOOn appears to be very old and 
quite stable except for the disruptive 
influences of tidal stresses. Some of the 
natural events are believed to be pro
duced by meteoroid impacts, which 
can usually be distinguished from the 
moonquake signals by their higher fre
quency content and their relatively 
peaked spectra. When Hawkins' (2) flux 
estimate is used, the rate of occurrence 
of the impact events is in approximate 
agreement with the number of meteor
oids in the kilogram mass range that 
are expected to collide with the lunar 
surface within a radius of a few hun-:
dred kilometers from the seismic sta
tion. The study of these signals will 
eventually provide a quantitative esti
mate of tbe numbers and masses of 
meteoroids in space in the kilogram 
mass range and more detailed· inf{)rma
tion on the internal structure of the 
moon. 
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moon that is con.,,,tel1l \~ith thc ob· 

'f -'1 4,,"' ........ " .1 1 r r . 
~ ..... '," i , 

10-05 sec-..{ 

i '1 
Ra T 

A 

rig ::! Sign"" from the 1M anu S· IVB imra.:1S and from two of Ihe largest natura l 
events recorded 10 uatc . 'II ,ignal, \\c,e rccorueu on the long'period vertical compo
nent '>e''>1Il0IllctCr. A record of th~ ,cl\mi..: signal from a mi., ... ile impact recorucd at 
the White Sanu, Mi.,,,lc Range ,s aho .,ho\\n for comrarison. I·ur the White Sands 
Iceoru: P P "ave ; R _ Rayleigh »a,e; Ra _ air·coupled Rayleigh wave; A = at
mo'>rheric acou'>lio.: arrival; c\I\I;,nce. 1.5 kill; kinctH; energy. 1.5 ' 10" ergs, Note that 
the time ~calc of the White Sanu\ imract <;ignai is gleatly expanded relative to that of 
the lunar .,ignah. 

,ervcd 
\\ a vc, 
u,ual 
01 the 

travel time, of \ci,mic bod 
and that \\ill explalll the un· 
haracten,tic\ ,)( the remamdcr 

\\a\c tram "" Ith data from llnl~ 
t\\ 0 .Irllfillal impacts recorded at a \111-

gle ,tatlon, dct;lIkd an.,\\crs arc dllll 
cult to achievc. 

An II1dependent source of inform,I ' 
tlOIl i, pro\idcd hy mea,uremcnt of 
.,ei,mlc \elocltie\ on returned lun,lr 
,am pies. The lahoratory mea\un.:ment~ 
arc ohtained by pl"cing a rod, sample 
under prc\\urc ,lI1d mea,unng lite 
\pecd\ of wa\e, pa\\lI1g through it hy 
ultra,olllc t.:chni4UC\. Since increasing 
pre"ure is e4ul\alent to IIlcreaSlng 
depth within the moon. e.,timate,> o! 
~el\mic vclocilles as " function 01 depth 
\\ ith ill the moon arc thus obtai ned. 
Experimental re,ults 01 thi, type ha\c 
been reporlcd lor thc Apollo 11 , .. m· 
pic, by Kan,lI11ori el ai. (5) and 
Schrclber 1'1 (II (6) 

Thc ,ample anahled by Kanamo.-i 
1'1 a/. (,ampIL 10(57) i\ a hasalt, which 
contain'> numerou\ VOId, and microlrac. 
ture.,. It appe,lr'> to he moderatcl) 
.,hocked, pre\umabl, hy the mctcorold 

impact that bla\teu II out of the lunar 
material and dcpo\ited the rock on the 
lunar surface. The ,amplc ha., a hull
denSIty of 2.88 g CIll' dnd an Intnmlc 
den,ity of 3.3' g'cll1·. lhc data gl\cn 
by Schreiher <'I al. \\ere obtained I rom 
a fine.grained ve,icular rock {\,lll1ple 
/(017) which ha ... a hulk densit\ 01 
3.1 g / lIn~. Both SCI, of experlment.!1 
data show \ ery 10\\ ,urface \CIOCIIIC' 
and a rapid increa,e in velocit) \\ IIh 
dcpth ill thc upper 20 J..m of th e 11100n 
to between 4.8 and 5.6 km sec for 
comprt!,>.,lOnal \\aves . The 10\\ wrfucc 
velocities result from tho.: prescncc of 
open pores and microfracture\ in th\.! 
samplcs. The rapid incrca,e in \c1ocit) 
with depth IS produ.:ed b~' thc clo,ing 
of crack., and void, under pre\'>ure. 
Complete comolldatioll of rod. mate· 
rial may not oc ur under the 10\\ 
lunar gravity until dcpths of at least 
:20 km ha\c he en reached . 

LO\\ seismic vclocitie\ for the u!';Jer 
fcw meters of lunar material have been 
confirmed b~' measurcment of ~ehmic 
sigl1al~ generated hy the LM and from 
Suneyor re'>ult<;. From LM signals. a 
compressional v\.!locity of 10m/ sec 
for the top severa l meters of makrial 
has becn rcported (7). From Surveyor 
dnta, a compre,sional velocity of 4S 
m / sec and a .. hear velocity of 23 m ' ,ec 
for the top few centimeters of matcrial 
have been derived (8). 

The time·distance curves for seismic 
;omprcssional and shear \\ aves COil· 
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strucied from the laboratory data· are 
plotted in Fig. 5. The observ~d travel 
times of waves from the impacts are 
also indicated. Seismic waves traveling 
downward in a medium in which the 
velocity increases with depth w1l1 be 
refracted accordiug to Snell's law, 
along curved ray paths that are con
cave upward, and they will eventually 
return to the surface at a time that 
increases with distance as indicated by 
the time-distance curve. Rays may· re
flect from the surface one or more 
times before reaching the detector. 
The PP phase, for example, corre
sponds to a compressional wave that 
reflects once from the surface at a 
point midway between the source and 
the receiver (for a source at the sur
face). Thus the travel time for the 
PP phase is equal to twice that of the 
direct P wave, which would be. re
corded at half the distance. The travel 
time of the PP phase from th(; S-IVB 
can, therefore, be plotted on the P 
wavg curve at a distance of 67.5 km. 
In this connection, we note that the 
ground motion amplitude for the PP 
phase is approximately twice the ampli
tude of the P wave for the S-IVB im
pact. Thus, it is possible that the first 
arrival detected from the LM impact 
is PP and that the eatlier P wave was 
too small to be detected. In Fig. 5 we 
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have also plotted the LM first arrival 
on the alternate assumption that it is 
the PP phase. 

The velocity-depth curves derived 
from laboratory measurements are ap
plicable only if the outer 20 to 40 km 
of Oceanus Procell arum, which corre
sponds to the greatest depth of pene
tration of seismic waves from the im
pacts, consists of rock material similar 
to the crystaUine rocks used in the 
measurements. The approximate agree
ment between the travel-time· curves ob
served from the impacts and those 
computed from the laboratory measure
ments indicates that this similarity may 
exist. If so, no major boundary similar 
to the crust-mantle interface on earth, 
where. an abrupt increase in velocity to 
about 8.1 km/ sec occurs, is present in 
the outer 20 km of the mare. 

The assumption of a model consist
ing of homogeneous rock under self
compaction leads to a travel-time curve 
with no sharp changes of slope. This 
simple model is consistent with the few 
travel-time data obtained so far, but 
future impact observations may neces
sitate its modification. It. is clear that 
the material found at the surface of 
the mare is too dense to constitute the 
entire moon unless internal tempera
tures are high enough so that thermal 
expansion offsets the effects of com-

pression (9). Alternately, the density 
of the material sampled in the mare 
may be anomalously high (10). 

Qllality factor Q of lunar material. 
Attenuation of energy in a vibrating 
system is frequently specified by the 
quantity Q (quality factor) for the 
system; or 11 Q is the dissipation func
tion, where 27r/ Q is the fractional loss 
of energy per cycle of vibration of the 
system. Thus, a high Q implies low 
attenuation, The Q of a system can be 
determined by measuring the rate· of 
.decay of system energy with time. The 
value of Q for the lunar material in 
the region of the Apollo 12 site, . as 
measured by the rate of decay of the 
LM and S-lVBsignal amplitudes, is 
approximately 3000. This value is in 
contrast with values of Q between 10 
and 300 for most materials of the 
earth's continental crust. 

The relatively high Q inferred for 
the lunar material may be a conse
quence of the nearly complete absence 
of fluids within the outer shell of the 
moon. Some experimental evidence 
that supports this possibility has been 
prcscnted by Pandit and Tozer (11). 
These authors state that evacuation. of 
porous terrestrial rocks· to pressures of 
10- ll torr typically increases the Q of 
the sample by a factor of 5 over the 
value measured at 1 atmosphere. Low 



temperatures in the mare material 
might also increase the Q. However, 
no substantive information on subsur
face lUnar temperatures are available 
at present. 

LUllar seismic rellerberation. To ex
plain the unexpectedly long duration 
of the impact signals, we must either 
assume that the effective source mech
anism was prolonged in s.ome manner 
or that the long duration is a propaga
tion effect. However, the fact that sig
nals from events of internal origin 

(moonq uakes) anti even ts of external 
origin (impacts) both show the rever
beration is strong evidence for a pro
pagation effect. 

The possible propagation mecha
nisms fall into two general categories: 
true dispersion clTects, where coherent 
waves propagate at dilIering group 
velocities dependent upon wavelength; 
or scattering effects, where the elTec
tive path lengths are increased owing 
to numerous reflections from acoustic 
discontinuities. An explanation must 
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Fig. 4. Initial portions of impact signals on an expanded time scale; (Top) S-IVB sig
nal with high-pass filtering (High) to emphasize the P wave, and low-pass filtering 
(LoJII) to emphasize the PP and S waves (filter corners are at 5 seconds). (Bottom) 
LM impact signal showing P (or PP) and S phases. For the S-IVB signal, X and Y 
arc horizontal component seismometers, and Z is the vertical component. The X and 
Y components are approximately transverse and radial, respectively, for the S·IYB 
impact. For the LM signal, Rand l' are the radial and transverse (horizontal) com
ponents and Z is the vertical component. The S-TVB PP phase is also piottedon the P 
travel-time curve at half the distance and half the travel time. The LM P phase is also 
plotted in this manner under the assumption that it may actually be a l'P arrival (see 
text), Time on the reco!"ds is the time at which the daJa are recorded at the receiving 
station on earth. 

take into account that a surface im
pact source is expected to generate 
most of its seismic energy in the form 
of surface waves. Normally, surface 
waves appear on earthquake or shallow 
explosion records as trains of sinusoidal 
waves dispersed by variation of velocity 
with wavelength due to a vertical gradi
ent of clastic properties in the wave 
guide. There are usually clear and con
sistent phase relations between the hori
zont.al and vertical components of mo
tion. Consistent phase relations are 
lacking in the extended wave trains of 
the lunar impact signals,as was previ
ously described. 

Scattering hypothesis. The scattering 
hypothesis explains the character of the 
impact signals by postulating that the 
moon not only has a high Q but is also 
very heterogeneous, at least in the near
surface region of the marc. If the 
lunar medium contains inhomogeneities 
comparable in scale to the wavelength 
of the propagating seismic waves, sig
nificant scattering will occur. Scattering 
would tend to increase the duration 
of the observed seismic waves, would 
suppress the appearance of distinct 
phases within the wave train, and 
would reduce coherence between the 
horizontal and vertical components of 
surface motion. 

That the Ollter shell of the moon 
might be highly heterogeneous is not 
surprising in view of the extreme age 
of the surface. Meteoroid bombardment 
would certainly have shattered the orig
inal lunar material to depths approach
ing 50 km, and the terrestrial geologic 
processes that remove these scars would 
be absent. Also, the surface lava is 
reported to have a very low viscosity 
and a high thermal coefficient of expan
sion (12). A lava with these properties 
might form extensive networks of lava 
tubes within the flow and would frac
ture extensively after solidifying. Alter
nately, the heterogeneity might simply 
be characteristic of the structure pro
duced by the influx of blocks of mate
rial during the final stages of accumula
tion of the moon. 

If scattering is sufficiently intense, 
the propagation of seismic waves might 
properly be described by diffusion the
ory, in which seismic energy "flow" is 
proportional to the gradient of energy 
density. With proper selection of pa
rameters, the envelopes or the impact 
reverberations can be fit quite accurate
ly by diffusion theory except for the first 
few minutes, when scattering would not 
be expected to be the predominant 
mechanism (/3). If scattering is an im-
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portant factor in lunar seismic wave 
transmission, heterogeneity must exist 
within the lunar material on a scale of 
from several hundred meters, or less, to 
several kilometers. An alternate ap
proach to the scattering problem has 
been given by Steg and Klemens (14). 

Dispersion hypothesis. At least two 
seismic wave guides are likely to occur 
in the outer shell of the moon. One is 
the unconsolidated surface debris layer 
(t~'? lunar regolith) Which, together 
with a shattered crystalline layer, forms 
a low-velocity zone overlying the more 
competent, higher-velocity basement 
rocks. A deeper wave guide is formed 
by the velocity gradient in the base
ment rock, whicH. is inferred from 
the pressure coefficient of velocity mea
sured in the laboratory on lunar crystal
line rocks. 

Both of these wave guides would 
"trap" surface waves (Love waves and 
Rayleigh waves), but important distinc
tions between their effects are to be 
expected. The very high modes of the 
basement wavc guide can be thought of 
as multiply reflected body waves anal
ogous to the Sofar channel in the 
oceans or as a "whispering gallery" 
phenomenon. Neither low nor high 
modes of surface waves in the base
ment channel can account for the pro
longed reverberation without invoking 
scattering, because the difference be
tween the maximum and minimum 
group velocities is small for the fre·· 
quencies of interest. The situation is 
different for the surface low-velocity 
zone, where the dispersion curVes (Fig. 
6) for Rayleigh waves of the funda
mental mode show a maximum group 
velocity of 1660 m/sec and 8 minimum 
group velocity of 30 m/sec for the pe
riod range of from 1.2 to 1.5 seconds. 
For this m.odel, surface waves with pre
dominant periods of from 1.2 to 1.5 
sec.onds and a duration of 74 minutes 
for the S-IVB source distance of 135 
km would be expected. The predomi
nant period varies directly with the 
thickness of the low-velocity surface 
layer, and inversely witll the shear 
velocity. The .observed signal for the 
S-IVB impact shows a lower frequency 
than does the LM impact, which im
plies a thicker surface layer (or lower 
shear velocity) for the S-lVB wave 
path, .or excitation of a higher mode 
by the LM impact. The signal duration 
predicted by this model is satisfactory 
for the LM but requires some multi
pathing for the S-IVB impact. Multi
path propagation or a mixture .of m.odes 
is als.o required to explain th~ lack .of 
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Fig. 5 (left). Travel times of seismic waves from the lunar impact signals. Solid curves 
are derived from laboratory measurements of seismic velocities on returned lunar sam
plJs. peS) = compressional wave velocities measured for a lunar rock sample by Schrei
ber et ai. (6); P(K.), S(K.) = compressional and shear wave velocities measured for a 
lunar rock sample by Kanamorl et at. (5). Fig. 6 (right). Phase (C) and group velcc
ity (U) curves for Rayleigh waves .of the fundamental mode. The model consists of a 
30-m low·velocity layer with shear velccity of 0.1 km/sec, which .overlies basement 
material with shear velocity of 1.8 km/sec. 

correlation between the three compo
nents of ground motion. 

The closest terrestrial analog to the 
lunar impact. signals discovered thus 
far arc ~.urfacc waves (first-shear-mode 
R1.yldgh waves) recorded on the ocean 
bottom frem. shallow focus earthquakes 
originating in the Mid-Atlantic Ridge 
(15). These signals show ·a gradual 
cuildup and decay, very long duration 
with nearly constant period, and in
ferred Q values from 1500 to 2000 for 
the oceanic wave guide. The signals are 
observed .only when significant amounts 
af unconsolidated sediments are pres
ent along the path between the source 
and the receiver. If we ignore the water 
layer, the oceanic structure may be 
quite similar to the lunar structure, with 
the sediment layer being equivalent to 
the low-velocity outer zone of the moon. 

The presence .of a thick permafrost 
zone overlain by 100 to 200 m of low
velocity material, as suggested by Shu
bert et al. (16), might also provide 
a model consistent with thisinterpre
tation. 

The terrestrial oceanic signals clear
ly demonstrate that the major features 
of the lunar seismic reverberation can 
be explained by dispersion in a high Q 
wave guide that c.ontains material of 
low shear vel.ocity. If the lunar signals 
<are higher-m.ode Rayleigh waves, this 
would also explain the absence of 
10w-ff(~quellcy energy in these signals, 
since higher modes cannot propagate 
at frequencies below a fixed cut.off fre~ 
qucncy. The observed differences in the 
reverberation frequencies of the natural 
events would be explained by the dis
persion hypothesis as resulting from 

lateral variations in the shear velocity 
or thickness of the surficial layer. 

Efficiencies of impacts as seismic 
SO!l.rces. The calculation .of seismic 
energy coupled into the lunar structure 
by. the impacts' is dependent On whether 
we assume scattering or dispersion to 
be the predominant mechanism that 
explains the seismic reverberations. Cal· 
culated seismic energies based on both 
hypotheses are given in Table 3. For 
these calculations, we have assllmed 
a density of lunar material of 3.3 
g/cm3; Q of 3000; constant signal fre
quencies of 1 and 0.5 hz for the LM 
and S-IV.B, respectively; and cylindrical 
spreading of energy with thicknesses .of 
layers through which the waves are 
transmitted of 2 and 4 km for the LM 
and S-IVB signals, respectively, 

The efficiency of the S-IVB impact 
is 4 t.o 12 times greater. than that of 
LM impact (see Table 3). This differ
ence was anticipated, since the LM 
struck the surface at a very shallow 
angle and would thus have transferred 
a small fraction of its momentum to 
the surface at the primary impact point, 
whereas the S-IVB struck the surface 
at a much steeper angle and would 
have transferred essentially all of its 
momentum at the primary impact point. 

Conversion effic;encies of between 
1 • 10-5 and 5' 10-5 were obtained 
for missile impacts at White Sands, 
New Mexico (3). McGarr el al. (17) 
obtained efficiencies of between 8' 10-1 

and 6' 10-5 for various target J11ate
rials for hypervelocity impacts. Thus, 
the efficiency of the S-IV.B impact for 
production of seismic energy is 1n ap" 
proximate agreement with efficiencies 



obtained for impact experiments on 
earth. 

Conclusions. We summarize below 
in four major conclusions: 

1) Body wave velocities measured 
from the LM and S-IVB impacts are 
in reasonably close agreement with the 
velocities predicted from laboratory 
measurements on lUnar rock samples. 
This result implies that the rock mate
rial collected at the surface of the 
mare near the Apollo 12 landing site is 
similar to the material that forms the 
mare to depths of at least 20 l·m. 

Present data for the mare region 
near the Apollo 12 landing site suggest 
that the outer shell of the moon con
sists of low-velocity material near the 
surface, with velocity increasing rapidly 
with depth in the upper 20 km. It is un
likely that a major discontinuity similar 
to the Mohorovicic discontinuity, which 
defines the lower limit of the crust 
of the earth, exists in the outer 20 
km of the moon. 

The fact that NASA was able to 
achieve such high targeting accuracy 
for the S-IVB and that the resulting 
seismic signals Were so large suggests 
that planned future impacts can be 
extended to ranges up to at least 500 
km and that the data returned will pro
vide information on lunar structure to 
depths of several hundred kilometers. 

2) The lunar seismic reverberation 
can be explained equally well as re
sulting from dispersion of surface waves 
or from scattering or, perhaps more 
likely, from a combination of these 
mechanisms. Scattering of surface 
waves implies the presence of hetero
geneity in the outer shell of the moon 
on a scale from several hundred meters, 
or less, to several kilometers. Surface 
irregularities may contribute significant
ly to the scattering. The dispersion 
hypothesis requires the presence of a 

low-velocity outer zone. The presence 
of this zone to depths of several meters 
has been confirmed by measurements 
of seismic waves from sources asso
ciated with the LM and from Surveyor 
measurements. Very low absorption of 
seismic wave energy in the lunar ma
terial is inferred, independent of the 
assumed mode of propagation. This 
may be A cons(!quence of the absence 
of fluids in the near-surface materials 
or low temperature or a combination 
of these factors. 

3) Estimates of the fraction of im
pact kinetic energy that is converted 
to seismic wave energy are reasonably 
close to results obtained from impact 
experiments on earth. 

4) Seismic signals of natural origin 
are produced by moonquakes and by 
meteoroid impacts. The low level of 
detectable lunar seismic 'activity rela
tive to the earth suggests that the outer 
shell of the moon is techmically stable 
as compared with the lithosphere of 
the earth. Tidal stresses appear to be 
an important factor in the occurrence 
of moonquakes. Meteoroid flux in the 
kilogram mass range, as it has been 
inferred from seismic data, is in ap
proximate agreement with the Hawkins 
flux estimate (2). 
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7. Active Seismic Experiment 

Robert L. Kovach:t Joel S. Watkins,l' and Tom Landers' 

The purpose of the active seismic experiment 
(ASE) is to generate and monitor seismic waves 
in the lunar near surface and to use these data to 
study the internal structure of the Moon to a depth 
of approximately 460 m (1500 ft). Two seismic 
energy sources are used: an astronaut-activated 
thumper device containing 21 small explosive ini
tiators and a mortar package containing four high
explosive grenades. The grenades are rocket 
launched by command from Earth and are rle
signed to impact at ranges of about 150, 300, 

n Stanford University. 
"University of North Carolina. 
t Principal investigator. 
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900, and 1500 m (about 500, 1000, 3000, and 
5000 it). A secondary objective of the experiment 
is to monitor high-frequency seismic activity 
during periodic listening modes. 

Analysis to date of the seismic signals generated 
by the astronaut-activated thumper has revealed 
important information concerning the near-surface 
structure of the Moon. Two compressional wave 
(P-wave) seismic velocities were measured at the 
PTa Mauro site. The near-surface material 
possesses a seismic-wave velocity of 104 m/sec 
(340 ft/sec). Underlying this surficial layer at a 
depth of 8.5 m (28 ft), the lunar material has a 
velocity of 299 m/sec (980 it/see). The meas
ured thickness of the upper unconsolidated debris 
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Distance, m 
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FIGURE 7-L--SeiSlliic cross section at Fra Mauro landiIlg sHe. (Vp ;::: seismic-wave velocity.) 
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layer IS 10 good agreement with geological esti
mates of the thickness of the regolit h at this site. 

By combining the s ismic-refraction results 
from the S with the lunar module ( LM ) ascent 
seismic data recorded by the Apotlo 14 passive 
eismic experiment ( PS ), estimates of the thick

ness of the underlying material can be made (fig. 
7- 1) . These estimates range from 38 to 76 m 
(124 to 250 ft) and may be indicative of the 
thickness of the Fra Mauro Formation at this pa r
ticular site. More definitive conclusions must await 
the seismic results from the four grenade firings . 

Interesting ignal, similar to orne events re
corded by the PSE, have also been recorded during 
the intermittent passive listening periods of the 
ASE. Analysis of the e signals together with 
similar data from the PSE may shed light on the 
origin of these signals . 

Instrument Descr iption and Performance 

The ASE consists of a thumper and geophones, 
a mortar package assembly, electronics within 
the Apollo lunar-surface experiments package 
( LSEP) central station, and interconnecting 
cabling. The components of the ASE are shown 
schematically in figure 7- 2. 

The astronaut-activated thumper is a short staff 
(fig. 7- 3) used to detonate small explosive 
charges- single bridgewire Apollo standard ini
tiators. Twenty-one initiators are mounted per-
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FIGURE 7- 2.-Scbematic diagram of tbe ASE:. 
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rfGURl 7- 3. SchematiC diagram of the tb umper in the 
folded ? ilJ extended po~ltion , 

pendicular to the base plate at the lower end of 
the staff. A pressure s~ i teh in the base plate de
tects the instant of initi <ltion. An a rm-fire "wIlch 
and an initiator-selecto r , \\itch are located at the 
upper end of the ~tafI. A cablt! conncch the 
thumper to the central ~ tati ()n to transmit rca l-time 
event data. The thumper al so stores the three geo
phones and connecting cable~ until deplo) men t on 
the lunar surface. In fi gure 7- 4, the luna r module 
pilot (LMP ) is shown beginn lllg to un \\ind the 

FfGU RI 7-4.-l-nlurgemcnt of 16 mm 'etjuen~e came ra 
photograph ~ ho" lf\g tbe l .\11' \~it h b.tnd-hclJ thum per 
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geophone line from the thumper on the Moon 
just before activation of the ASE at 17: 59 a.m.t. 
on February 6, 1971. 

co 
'0 

20 

10 

165 

The three identical geophones are miniature 
seismometers of the moving ,~oi1-magnet type. The 
coil is the inertial mass suspended by springs in 
the magnetic field. Above the natural resonant 
frequency of the geophones (7.5 Hz), the output 
is proportional to ground velocity. The geophones 
are deployed at 3-, 49-, and 94-m (10-, 160-, and 
310-ft) intervals in a linear array from the central 
station and connected to it by cables. 

;; 
'u 01----:;;---====;:::;::;;;:----
o 
~ 
-' c: 
-£;-10 
c: 
8 

~-30 
.§ 
o 

Z 

-40 

A three-channel amplifier and log compressor 
condition the geopbone signals before conversion 
into a digital format for telemetering to Earth. The 
low signal-to-noise ratios expected and the lack of 
knowledge as to the character of the expected 
waveforms made it desirable to widen the fre
quency response as much as possible within the 
constraints of the digital sampling frequency of 
500 Hz. Because signal levels were expected to be 
distributed throughout the system dynamic range, 
a logarithmic compression scheme was selected to 
give signal resolution as some constant fraction of 

-50~_--__::-:::---_--:::':::_---__:c:: 
1 10 100 1000 

Frequency, Hz 

FIGURE 7-5.-Frequency response of the ASE. 

signal amplitude. The system deployed on the 
Moon has the properties listed in table 7-I, and 

TABLE 7-I. Apollo 14 ASE Characteristics 

Component characteristics 

Geophones: 
Generator constant, V /m/sec •..........•...................•.•..... 
Frequency, Hz , ................................ , .......•.......•.. 
Resistance, ohm •...................•....•..............••......•.. 

Amplifiers: 
Noise level, fkV rms at input .....•...•........................•..... 
Dynamic range, rms signal to rms noisejn dB ...................•...... 
Gain (at 10 Hz and VllIPUl ;:::: 0.005 V rms) ..•.......................•. 

Log compressor (compression accuracy for temperature range ISOto 50' C): 
Positive signal error, percent ..............•....••....•..•........ _ .. 
Negative signal error, percent ...•.••..•.•......•....•.....•......... 

System: 
Signal-ta-noise ratio (rms signal to rms noise in dB for a I-nm peak-to-peak 
signal at 10 Hz) ..•.....••....•...•..••.••..•.••.•.•••••••.••••...•. 

Calibrator accuracy: 
Generator constant, percent error •..........•..........•.. ,., •....•.. 
Natural frequency, percent error . _ . _ . _" ....•...•••....• , ...•.. " . " . 

250.4 
7.32 
6065 

0;300 
86.8 

666.7 

3.79 
2.07 

33.6 

4.21 
1.28 

I 
Channel no. 

2 

243.3 
7.22 
6157 

0.325 
86.5 

666.7 

4.71 
1.32 

33.1 

9.70 
4.99 

I 3 

241.9 
7.58 
6182 

0.272 
87.5 

675.7 

2.00 
3.33 

32.9 

6.40 
8.58 
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TABLE 7-U. Apollo 14 ASE Grenade Parameters 

Parameter 
1 

Range, m ............................... I 500 
Mass, g .........•...................... 1236 
High-explosive-charge mass, g ............. 454 
Rocket-motor mean peak thrust, N ........ 20460 
Mean velocity, m/sec .................... 49 
Lunar flight time, sec ..............•..... 44 
Rocket-motor-propellant mass, g .......... 47 
Quantity of propellant pellets, number ..... 2435 
Launch angle, deg .....• , ...••........... 
Rocket-motor thrust d\lration, msec ....... 

the nominal frequency response shown in figure 
7-5. 

The mortar assembly comprises a mortar box, 
a grenade-launch-tube assembly, and intercon
necting cables. To provide an optimum launch 
angle for the grenades, the mortar package is de
ployed at an angle approximately 45 0 to the lunar 
surface. A two-axis inclinometer provides pitch
and roll-angle (deviation from the vertical) in
formation on the mortar package. The mortar box 
is a rectangular fiber-glass-and-magnesium con
struction in which is mounted the grenade-launch
tube assembly containing four grenades. 

Each grenade is attached to a range line, which 
is a thin-stranded cable wound around the outside 
of the launch tube. Two fine copper wires are 
looped around each range line. The first loop is 
spaced so that it will break when the grenade is 
approximately D.4 m (16 in.) from the launch 
tube. A second loop is spaced to break when the 
range linc has deployed an additional 8 m (25 ft) 
from the first breakwire. Breaking the loops starts 
and stops a range-gate pulse to establish a time 
intcrval for the detcrmination of thc initial grcnade 
velocity. 

The four grenades are similar but differ in the 
amount'of propellant and high explosive (table 
7-II). Each grenadc possesses a square cross sec
tion with a thin fibcl'-glass casing. The casing 
contains the rocket motor, sab slide p1ate, high
explosive charge, ignition and detonation devices, 
thermal battcry, and a 30-MHz transmitter. The 

45 
7.0 

I 

,u~_ ...... __ """ 
~"+-~-.----

Grenade ,,0. 

2 I 3 I 4 

900 300 150 
1020 810 719 

272 136 45.4 
11450 7005 5337 

40 23 16 
32 [9 13 
31 [6.8 11.5 

1596 648 550 
45 45 45 

8.2 12.5 12.5 

range line is attached to the transmitter to serve 
as a half-wave end-feed antenna. 

In operation, an arm command from ground 
control applies a pulse to charge condensers in the 
mortar box and grenade; a fire command dis
charges the condenser through an initiator, which 
ignites the rocket motor. When the grenade lcavcs 
the tube, a spring-ejected safe slide is removed, 
activating a microswitch in the grenade. 

A thermal battery and the clectronics in the 
grenade make up the firing circuit. The micro
switch discharges a condenser across a thcrmal 
match to activate the thermal battery, which in 
turn powers t11e transmitter and produces a capaci
tor charge for the detonator. At impact, an omni
directional impact switch closes, discharging the 
capacitor into the detonator to ignite the explo
sive. The explosion terminates radio frequency 
transmission as an indication of detonation time. 
The critical parameters measured are the detona
tion timc, time of flight, initial velocity, and launch 
angle. Bccausc of the ballistic trajectory foHowcd 
by the grenades in the lunar vacuum, the neces
sary data are available to determine grenade 
range. The planned mortar mode of operation for 
the ASE is shown in figure 7-6. 

Because somc of the geophonc parameters 
might drift on the lunar surface, a calibrator cir
Cllit is provided in the system to Jlleasure these 
parameters to within 10 percent of the pteOight 
values. The damping resistance across the geo
phone is altered to underdamp the geophone, and 

[49] 
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Grenade 
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FIGURE 7-6.-S,::hematic diagram showing the mortar mode of operation for the ASE. 

current is introduced into the geophone coil to 
react with the magnetic field of the geophone, 
producing a force On the geophone coiL This 
force moves the coil and, with an underdamped 
geophone, the signal from the geophone is a 
logarithmically decaying sinusoidal signal. A typi
cal calibration pulse recorded on the three geo
phones on February 12 is shown in figure 7-7. 
Analysis of similar calibration pulses transmitted 
between thumper operations on the Moon demon-
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0 

0 .r:: 
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Q) 
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Q) 

c 
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c. 
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Q) 

c.:> 
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FIGURE 7-7:-Calibration pulse recorded on February 12 
during passive listening mode. 

strated close agreement of the natural frequency 
and generator constant of the geophones with 
measured preflight values. 

The ASE system is controlled from Earth by a 
number of commands that control such functions 
as switching to the high-bit data rate and firing 
the grenades from the mortar box assembly. 
Furthe( technical details of the ASE, particularly 
of the electronics, can be found in reference 7-1. 

Thermal Control 

The ASE electronics arc part of the ALSEP 
central station and do not require separate thermal 
control. The ASE mortar package assembly was 
designed to be maintained between -60 0 and 
85 0 C. Thermal control of the mortar package 
assembly. is accomplished with mUltilayer alumi
nized Mylar insulation used in conjunction with 
small heaters. Heater operation begins auto
matically at a temperature of about _17 0 C when 
the ASE is in the standby mode of operation. Four 
temperatures are monitored in this mode: central
electronics temperature, grenade-launen-tube
assembly temperature, mortar-package tempera-
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several initiator positions, and several firing posi
tions were skipped to gain extravehicular activity 
(EVA) time. Successful thumper shots were re
corded at positions 1 (located at geophone 3) ; 2, 
3, 4, 7, 11 (located at geophone 2); 12, 13, 17, 
18, 19,20, and 21 (located at geophone 1). 

Upon reaching position 11, at the middle geo
phone, the LMP observed that this geophone had 
pulled out of the ground, p,Ftiarently because of 
the effects of set or elflstic memory in the cable. 
After repositioning tIle geophone, he resumed 
thumping operations. Even though geophone 2 
was resting on its side during the first five thumper 
firings, usable seismic data were recorded. The net 
result of tipping a vertical-component geophone 
off vertical is to translate the mass and effectively 
increase the natural frequency. Analysis of the 
calibration pulse sent before beginning thumping 
operations showed that ihe effective natural fre
quency of geophone 2 had increased from 7.5 to 
13.4 Hz. The total time spent on thumping opera
tions was 28 min, within allowable EVA con
straints, and valuable lunar seismic data were 
obtained. 

Several thumper shots were attempted while 
the commander was moving on the lunar surface 
near the ALSEP central station. Unfortunately, 
his movements generated seismic energy that was 
recorded by the highly sensitive geophones. As a 
result, his movements had to be restricted during 
the remaining thumper operations. However, it 
still may be possible to conduct thumper opera
tions on the Moon and allow the second astronaut 
to move about, provided he is sufficiently far re
moved from the central station and geophone line. 

Description of Recorded Seismic Signals 

Thumper Mode 

During thumper operations on the lunar sur
face, the LMP was instructed to stand still for 
20 sec before and 5 sec after each firing. There
fore, 5 sec of seismic data were recorded for each 
thumper firing. The seismic data recorded for 
thumper shots 18 and 20 are shown in figure 7-11. 
Characteristically, the seismic signals produced by 
thumper firings within 9 ill (30 ft) ,A a geophone 

have extremely impulsive beginnings and satu
rate the dynamic range of the amplifier for about 
0.5 sec. The predominant frequency of these 
signals range from 27 to 29 Hz. 

As the distance between the thumper firings and 
the geophones is increased, the seismic signals 
possess mOre emergent beginnings. In figure 7-12, 
a record section is alined in time to the same in
stant of firing for thumper shots 18 to 21 as 
recorded at geophone 2. The wave trains build up 
to a maximum amplitude within the first 0.25 to 
0.5 sec from onset of signal and then gradually 
decrease in amplitude. This effect can best be seen 
in figure 7-11 by comparing the seismic signals 
recorded at 14, 32, and 41 m (45, 105, and 135 
ft). Little difficulty exists in picking the onset of 
the seismic signals out to a distance of 46 m (150 
ft); but, at greater distances, uncertainty arises 
in determining the beginning of the seismic wave 
arrival because the signals are much weaker. The 
peak amplitude of the recorded signals typically 
decreases by a factor of approximately 60 in 61 m. 
More refined data-analysis techniques applied to 
the recorded seismic signals from the thumper 
mode of operation are underway. 

Passive Listening Mode 

The ASE is also capable of operating in a pas
sive listening mode and is commanded into this 
high-bit-rate mode for a' 30-min period each week. 
Several interesting signals have been recorded in 
this mode of operation. Two of these events, re
corded on February 19, are shown in figure 7-13. 
The signals have the largest amplitude on a single 
geophone, although the signal is definitely dis
cernible above the ambient noise level, but greatly 
reduced in amplitude on the othelr geophone 
channels. 

The 'lignal recorded on geophone 1 beginning 
at about 15:29:41 G.m.t. has a predominant fre
quency of approximately 36 Hz, wrereas the 
signal recorded by geophone 2 at approximately 
15:38:46 G.m.t. has a frequency of approximately 
47 Hz. Both of these signals have impulsive be
ginnings and relatively short durations of 6 to 
10 sec. Maximum amplitudes occur at the begin-
ning of the wave train. ' 
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FraURE 7-11.-Seismic signals produced by thumper firings 18 and 20 on the lunar surface. 

FIGURE 7-12.-Seismic signals produced by thumper firings 18 to 21 as recorded at geophone 
2. The traces are alined to the same relative instant of the firing of the thumper. The small 
arrows point to the ons~t of the seismic signal. 

One can note a gross similarity to the seismic 
signals produced by thumper firings close to a 
geophone, although the amplitude of these signals 
is approximately 100 to 200 times smaller than the 

thumper-generated signals. These events are also 
strikingly similar to the type X events (impulsive 
beginilings and relatively short durations
normally less than 10 sec) recorded during the [53] 
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FIGURE 7-13.-Signals recorded during the passive listening mode on February 19; all plots 
clipped at 0.01 V. 
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Apollo 11 mission (ref. 7-2) that were speculated 
to be produced by direct micrometeoroid impacts 
on the PSE. Continuing work is being directed 
toward detailed analysis of these events. 

A preliminary interpretation of the traveltime/ 
distance data (fig. 7-14) obtained from the 
thumper firings is rewardingly consistent in that 
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FIGURE 7-14.-Seismic arrivals from the thumper firings plotted on a traveltime/distance 
graph. The data points are ~hown as black circles; the first number refers to the thomper 
firing, the second number to the geophone on which the data were recorded. Reverse tie 
points :.re indicated as RTP; distance between thumper shot locations is 4.6 m. 
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very good agreement exists in reverse tie points 
(RTP); that is, the principle of seismic reciprocity 
states that traveltimes must be identical when the 
position$ of a geophone and a shot (thumper fir
ing) are interchanged. For example, the travel
time for thumper shot 21 to geophone 2 and 
thumper shot 11 to geophone 1 should be identical. 
The near identity of reverse tie points 21-2 and 
11-] and of 11-3 and 1-2 lends strength to the 
data interpretation. Agreement between reverse 
tie points 1-1 and 21-3 is somewhat poorer, but 
it should be remembered that the more di'.;tant 
thumper firings produced much weaker seismic 
signals for which it is difficult to determine un
ambiguously an initial onset. An example of travel
times that cannot be precisely determined is 18-3, 
and the range of possible traveltimes is shown 
by the line. 

Two P-wave velocities are evident in the travel
time data. A direct arrival is observed with a 
P-wave velocity of 104 m/sec together with a 
faster arrival possessing a velocity of 29~ "I/sec. 
No apparent variation exists in P-wave -;;;";lOcities 
across the section sampled as is evidenced by the 
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conformance of seismic velocities measured along 
the geophone line. 

The depth to the 299-m/sec refracting horizon 
is 8.5 m. It is proposed that this thin upper layer 
possessing a seismic velocity of 104 m/sec rep
resents the fragmental veneer of unconsolidated 
particulate debris-the lunar regolith that covers 
the surface at the Fra Mauro site. If the discon
tinuity between the 104-m/sec and the 299-m/sec 
material is accepted as the base of the regolith, 
the thickness of the regolith is very similar to that 
estimated solely on geological evidence. By photo
graphic studies of the depth at which blocky 
floors appear 'in fresh craters, it has been inferred 
that the fragmental, surficial layer that overlies 
the more consolidated or semiconsolidated sub
strate at the Fra Mauro site ranges in ,thickness 
from 5 to 12 m (ref. 7-3). 

From measurement of the elapsed time between 
engine ignition and signal arrival at the Apollo 12 
PSE for the reaction control system test firings 
and for the LM ascent, the compressional velocity 
of the lunar-surface material at the Apollo 12 site 
was determined to be approximately 108 m/sec 

LM ascent siqnals to ALSEP 14 PSE~ 

104 mlsec 
\\ 

YmaY. assumed' '" , . ---
- - _..L - - --v----==--=--=-----

---- First 
arrival 

120 150 180 210 
Distance, m 

FroURE 7-15.-First and second arrivals from the LM ascent as recorded by the PSE compared 
to the extrapolated traveltime/distance data derived from the thumper firings. 
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(ref. 7-4). This value is in exceedingly close agree
ment with that measured for the surface material 
at the Apollo 14 Fra Mauro site and is also con
sistent with estimates derived on the basis of 
mechanical properties measured by Surveyor (ref. 
7-5). Therefore, it can be argued that the frag
mental and comminuted layer that covers much of 
the lunar surface, although locally variable in 
thickness, possesses remarkably similar seismic or 
acoustic properties. 

One other piece of evidence lends S\lpport to 
this hypothesis. Seismic signals were also gener
ated by the LM ascent and recorded by the Apollo 
14 PSE at a distance of 178 m (584 it). These data 
are shown in figure 7-15 compared with the 
extrapolated traveltime/distance curves derived 
from the thumper firings of the ASE. The observed 
traveltime for the second arrival is nearly identical 
to that predicted for a direct seismic wave prop
agating with a velocity of 104 m/sec. A first 
arrival is observed with a traveltime somewhat 
faster than that predicted by a refraction from the 
top of the 299-m/sec horizon, suggesting that a 
material with a faster intrinsic compressional-wave 
velocity lies beneath the 299-m/sec material. 

If the assumption is made that this underlying 
material possesses an infinite compressional-wave 
velocity V and that the traveltime curve behaves 
in the manner shown in figure 7-15, a maximum 
estimate to the thickness of the 299-m/sec material 
can be derived. Similarly, if only a modest in
crease in seismic velocity, such as to 610 m/sec 
(2000 ft/sec), in the underlying material is pro
posed, then a minimum estimate is obtained. 
These assumptions lead to a minimum thickness 
estimate of 38 m and a maximum thickness esti
mate of 76m. 

At this writing, it is somewhat premature to 
speculate what th,"! 299-m/sec material represents 
other than to comment that this velocity is similar 
to that measured in situ in blocky basalt flows 
near Flagstaff, Ariz., or in blocky pumice deposits 
such as found at the Southern Coulee of the Mono 
Craters, California (ref. 7-6). However, no in
ference to a specific rock type should be made 
because a wide range of velocities is often deter
mined for similar rocks, and similar velocities 
are often measured for widely different rock types. 

Nevertheness, it is interesting to point out that 
the thickness estimate of 38 m to 76 m for this 
material is not in disagreement with the postu
lated thickness of 100 m or so for the Fra Mauro 
Formation (ref. 7-"3). 

1;he relatively low compressiunal wave velocities 
that were measured by the ASE argue against the 
presence of substantial amounts of permafrost in 
the lunar near surface at this particular site. 
Measured velocities in permafrost vary greatiy
depending on such factors as lithology, porosity, 
and degree of interstitial freezing-but typically 
range from 2438 to 4572 m/sec (8000 to 15000 
ft/sec) (ref. 7-7). 

It has also been proposed (ref. 7-8) that the 
unconsolidated surface debris. layer (the lunar 
regolith) together with a shattered crystallirie layer 
forms a surface low-velocity 7.(lne to "trap" seismic 
surface waves effectively; this 'proposal helps to 
explain the prolonged reverberations recorded by 
the Apollo 12 PSE after the impact of the Apollo 
12 LM and the Apollo 13 SIVB. However, the 
assumed working model consisted of a 30-m-thick, 
surface, low-velocity layer overlying crystalline 
material that has an intrinsic seismic velocity some 
20 times greater than that of tile surface-debris 
layer. To date, the results of the ASE argue against 
this hypothesis on a moonwide basis. Further de
tails concerning the deeper structure of the lunar 
near surface of the Fra Mauro site must await the 
results from the ASE grenade firings. 
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Apollo 14 Acth'e Sei 'mit Experiment 
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!:rl'lJler Ilrtlll .P() 111/'11''1 pi'l H'c Ollt! . J~ e IOlllld 110 i'lit/l'/I(I' vi 1'<'/ IIIl1l/ 011 . 

A ~cbmic refraction c\periment wa 
earned out durtng the polio 14 mi,
~ion WIth the purpo~e of determining 
the near-,url ,ICC propertle~ of the moon 
to ,I depth of approximatdy 460 m 
(I 00 ket)o 1 hi~ e periment, callcd the 
Activc Sel\mic F\penment (ASE), dif
fer, fr m the Pa~~ive Sei~mlc Experi
ment in that it utilize, exp lo"ve sources 
and an array of gcophone . r he e\pen
ment abo operate, in a pa'>',ive mode 
during intcrmittent li\tening periods. 

TI,o Sel\I1lIC energ\ .,oun:e., are used . 
a thumpcr deYi\:e activated hy the astro
naub and :\ mortar package containing 
four high -explos ive grenades. The gre
nades are launched by rocket by com
mand Irl'm the earth and are designed 
to impact at range, up to 1524 m (5000 
feet) . 

Apollo 14 a,tron,HI\'. detonated 13 of 
21 e . plo-.ive rnitiators and deplo:ed the 
mortar pad age uuring the n1l',\ion. Be
cau~e of po'>sihle hazards to ot :ler ex
penmcnts In the vi init\, the four grc
nade\ will be launched later. wf]en the 
collection of essential data in other 
experiments is complete. The imtru
mentation lor the c,"periment ha, been 
described dsewherc (I). 

Typical ,ei,mic data recordeu from 
thumper ,hots are ,hown in Fig . I . 
The A E operates in a pas,ive listening 
modI! for a 30-minute period each 
week. (Since the Ac)F data stream pre
empts al\ other e,\perimental data, the 
experiment cannot he left on continu
ously.) Data for two evenh, recorded in 

S"ot 20 
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the p.I,>"i\e mode on 19 Febru .ll') 1971 . 
Me shown ill Ig . 2. -( he signal amph
lllde is largest at J ,lI1gk g,~ophone . J he 
slgn.1I is diS 'ermble abov.: the ambll:nt 
noi,e level but gr.:atly rcduLed in n'l1 

pl itude on the other geophone channel.,. 
1 he signa I, recorded in t nl: p,l,si\e 

mode arc \imilJr to tho,e pr0duceu h) 
thu mp.:r firings clt"e to .I geopholle but 
100 to 200 limes 'fll.lll.:r In amplitude. 
I he\ .Ire aho stri kl llgh .,iIllIL,r to the 
signab for t\ pe-X elen'., (impul"i\e he
ginning'> and relatively ~hort duration, . 
normall\, Ie,,, than 10 ,econds) recorded 
dunn!:, the .-\ pollo I I rlIi",iun (:!L f he 
I.ltter may have been produced b) di 
re t micrometeoroid Impact" on Ihe 
Pas,i\e SeismiC F\pcrimcnt (PSE ). 

Figure 3 i, a section of a composite 
rel'o rd of al\ the: thumper data recorded 
by geophone 2. Thi, figure ,how, thc 
chu nge in wave feflll and ,hift in al' 
riva l ti llle of wavelet, ,1'> a lunctlon of 
the di.,tance from ,oure.: to rcceilef. 

Til ° P-wan! (compre~sion,1I I~.I\ e) 
velocities arc repre,ented in the travel
tim.: data. 104 mh,ec lor a direct ar
rival and 299 Ill / sec fur a faster arril 'a\. 
The layers of material characteriLed hy 
the<,e velocities arc designated A (10.+ 
m ' sec) and B (299 m sec). No laria 
tion appears in P-wave \'elocities acros 
the sec tio n ,[Impled . 

Sei~mic signa l, were also generated 
by the asce nt ;)f the lun.lr module and 
recorckJ by the Apollo 14 PSF at a 
distance of In m (5H4 feet) . 1 he travel 
time for the second arrival is nearl ) 

~vi\tW~tth~~'("W,'M~-'IM-"''''''''''--''~''¥I'M 

IdcntlL.l1 1" Ih.lt PI-:dlcted I'lr a uirect 
~e"lllk "',Ive prop.I!!.lllng "'lIh ,I velo ' 
ill (II IO.f m W':. i\ fir'>! Jrrlval ha\ a 
trJ\el time ,,'ll1cllhat I.l\t.:r than that 
prcJlll.:d Illlr1l .1 n:1 racllClIl I r,)(ll the 
Inp ,'I thc horl/nn llJ\cr Sl. ",hid) \ug
ge,I" th.lt a 1lI,IICII;J\ II Ilh a 1,I'>Ier In 
tflll"': CUlllrre"lOn t\ I~ave \Cll)':11\ lie., 
heneath 1.I\cr B. 

If the a"ulllptilln i, r1Iad,' th at this 
underll In!! nl.\t(n;t\ po\'>c,",e ', In inhnlie 
.:ompr.:.,-,i,)nJI 1'.',1\ c VelOClt). ,I maxi
mum e,tlmate III the IhICl..iI':", of I.I)er 
B ':.In be defl\ed . <.;imJlarl}. If It IS 
:~", llll1cd that the ~;Itl\:al lil'>tal1le fOI 
thc arril al 01 Ihe heJd wave tra\clrng 
through the unoer" in!! m:ltef/,II I~ 100 
III (th ,lt i" .It the cnd nf the ~Ieophone 
lill':), ,t 111ll1ll11un, \('lo\:lt) 01 ,70111 \ec 
" oht;lIned In Ihl., I.lyer. I\hl(h " d':~lg

Ilated I.l\er ( (aill/latinn., ,nd,cate tha: 
thc range 01 pl,.,.,ihlc th,dne."t.:' for 
la\el B i, hetlleen 16 and 76 m. 

1 he \el'Kll\' 104 m ,ec " ch"racter
"tIL' nl .1 pOrtlll\ ,IIl U hlghl\ brl!~ciated 

roc I.. matcri,,1 'lieh a, the IUIl,lr regOlith, 
I hi, 1,I\er (A) I, 'i m thlcl.. . The 113 -

tU! e 01 1.11 l!r B " \c" clcar. r he gco 
phlll)e line I'L, In p.lfI 011 I r,lltl,lhenIJn 
Crater .:Imtcr m,\!crial, which Offield 
(1) Inkrprelcd .1\ haling been derived 
11'0111 elll"tcr, 01 pllmar) CI atef\ or \ec
ondar) cratcr\ 01 all unl..nown ,ource. 
Cratn, {rolll '" hid) ,uch Llu,tcr ma
'l!fI,J\ I, ueilled are not lalge (\00 to 
.fOO III III dl.lll1l!lell. unJ the minimum 
thicl..ne~, 01 16 m lhat lie cJlcuLlte lor 
1.1)\!r B " nlllre than one would C\PCLl 

I rom crater, of this ,i7e. 
A IlWle Ill..ell l!\p1.lnall(ln lor the 

origll1 01 thi, la)l!f i., that it 1\ either the 
,mooth t.:rrain m,ltenal 01 Ol'leld (3) 

tlr thl.' Fra ~lauro F- orm.ltloll Accord 
ing to Ollield. the \111001h h!rrain ma
terLlI ,., ",lmiLlr to nearb) pl.lln' ma 
tellal 01 prc~ull1cd \o\canl c ongin 
of uncertain thickncs ," and the Fra 
\l.llIl'l) l-orm,lt ion ,on\l," of " mdtl!rial 
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I 20 
T 'ne (,econds) 

hg 1 ~el~mll "gnal, produced by thump
cr fi, ing,. as recorded at gellphonc 2. The 
tlace~ ,lie .1I!gncd .11 the In~tant of finng 
of the Ihumper. 

of ejecta bblll-et ~urroundll1g thc I m
bnum basin .. 

We have c\amined twu a'pect, of the 
Apollo 14 '>cl\lllic dJta tn .tll attempt to 
deduce evidence ,>upporttng one or the 
other of the abO\c modeh, that i. 
,mooth lellatn matcri.ll or Fra Mauro 
Form,tllOn . Fir,t, \I.e LalcuLlted the 
thi l-nes,es 01 overlapping ejccta blan
kets from craters near the Apollo 14 
site. We conSidered on I> thmc crater 
younger than the fr.1 Mauro Formation 
and e\tcndcd \.Jur L.llL UIJlIOlh to a ma -
ImUIll llist.Jnce of 1000 "Ill. Details of 
the re,ult of thc,c cakul.ltlOll'> are 
lorthcomll1g hee H II .lnd \\ .lt l-tno;( 4) I. 
1 he calculatIOn \cheme \\ as empincal 
but arpe.lr, to have glvcn good re ults. 

For the Apoll( 14 ,i te. the calculated 
n:goltth Ihi\.l-ne<;s 1\ I 9 to 7.2 m. The 
cakulated range of thicl-ne,s 01 the Fra 
Mauro I'ormatlon i, 5.5 to 156m (4). 
fhe ob.,crved thickness 01 layer A and 
the mil1lmum thicl-ness ol layer B al-
ul.lied from sel'>nllC data are thus ap

proximately the ,a me ,I' the ma .... imum 
thi l-ne ses l alcu l.lIed for the regolith 
and the Fra l\lauro Formation. respec
tively (4). 

Watl-ins ( t £II. (5) measured in situ 
velocities III a number ot dtfferent rock 
types With possible lunar analogs. Their 
reo ults are cl)mpJred with lunar data in 
Fig. 4. l.un .tr data and data from the 

1eteor Crater, Ari/ona . ejecta bl:lI1ket 
arc sho\.\n in solid Circles. The porosity 
of the Apollo 14 regolith wa, assumed 
to be th~ ,ame as that ot the Apollo I I 
regolith (h) . The relatively low~r veloc
Ities of the lunar lOcks III comparison 
with tCr! e,u ial IOCl-, Llt cOl11p.trahle 
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Illlrlhlllc\ 1) probahl y dlll: to the gre<lk-r 
degrce Llf orecliation at the lunar and 
Mct'or Crater r ks. 

Becau,e of breCCiatIOn in lunar rock . f. , 
It I~ more meaninglul to estimate the 
poro.,l ty of layer B ~lIld compale it with 
the poro,itlcs of terre,tnal ro l-s than 
to compare Ihe velOCities directly. A 
solid Ime m rig . indicates ou r est I 
mated range of poro,lt}' of layer B, 15 
10 'i percent. Watl-m, et al. (5) mclude 
three terre,trial rocl- unit, who e veloc
Itle'> or '>tru ture, or both . 111Igh t be 
.Ippropnate: (i) ejecta blanl-et . Meteor 
Crater, poro,ily 40 percen t; (ii) rhyolite 
a,h and lapilli, Mono raters, Cali
lornia . porosity -16 per ent; and (iii) 
P. ande'ltic lava flow, AriL.ona. poro itl' 
56 percent. 

We conclude th.lt 1.1) er A is the lunar 
regolith . The la)cr is 8.'i m Ihick be
neath the geophone line at the Apollo 
14 site, and it appe:ns to be c mprised 
mainl~ of overlapping ejecta blankets 
t rom po't-rra Mauro craters. 

This I.lyer is under!'tin by a layer 
who,e thk"nes, IS calcula ted to be 
from 16 to 76 m :lI1d who'ie character
istiC waY<? velocity i 299 m/ sec. The 
ahrupt change in seismic \elocit) and, 
b> interence. in other phy,>ical proper
ties of layer B intlicate a major change 
in the nature 01 the evolution of lunar 
near-,urtacc rocks . The estimated £10-
rm,ity of !.tyer B, hetween 35 and 55 
percent (laver A has an inferr~d por
oSity 01 48 percent) , indicates that it is 
not solid roc", but IS very porous and 
pos,ibly highly fractured . 

fhe calculated thicl-ness of the Fra 
Mauro Formation at the Apollo 14 
,ite is ,lightl~ less than the n:inimum 
thicknc,s inferred for layer B. hut, 
if variation, in the thickness of the 
Fra Mauro Formation and ir.accuracles 
in the calculations arc tal-en into ac
count , the di crepancy d es not seem 
unrea,onable. 

Photogeologl mapping of the area 
around the Apollo 14 si te suggests that 
layer B might con,i'>t of Fra Mauro 
material or pmsibl y ot volcanics . Both 
explanations are consistent wit h the 
observed velo~ities . However. 11 layer 
B is volcanic, it i, difficult to under
,tand why so few igneous rocks were 
returned hy Apollo 14 a<,lronauts (7), 
since a number of ~ oung craters in the 
vicmity have penetr ,tted into and 
through the layer. 

The velocity and inferred porosity 
of laycr B arc comparable with thO'>e 
ob,en-ed in the upper part of !'.leteor 
Crater ejecta (40 percent porosity) and. 
thus. quite reasonable for eje ta from 
M,lre Imbrium . The change in Inferred 

lPf ! if .... l.t ~t' It '," 

h g 4 (omp.lllsI n of Itl rC\lrial 'elo ltV 
.Illtl pnr"'It} ddla 1\ lih lunar dd!.1 { Ore~ 
(. II Lie, ) I elfe,III" d.lta {alid Irclc\l 
IUIl.1I d.lIa of ~1cleur (r .tler, Arizona, 
ddl'\ I hl' Ilumbels Idl'l 10 the Apollo 
1ll""OIl' th.11 plo\ldcd Ihe d.>l3 

layer B 
porou" 

poro.,ily bet\.\cen laler A and 
I, ,mall bUI ~lgnil1cal1t. I' or a 
hlghl} t ral ;ured rod ,urh a, one 
\.\(luld e\pl'~ 1 In the 1\.1 are Imb rium 
cjecl.I. continued homhardment and 
diminUtiOn of p.lrtlcle 'lie would in
creJSC the pOIll'>ily OI1f\ ~Iighth We, 
theretore . con(lude th.lt layer B IS the 
Fra Mauro I·ormation. 

I:.v ldence regdrdmg the underlying 
layer (C ) i., im;onclu\lvc at the pre,ent 
time T he relalivel~ low compre,sional 
wave velocllic, that were mea~ured hy 
Ihe AS[ argue Jgalmt the presence of 
'>ub,t.lntla[ Jmounl\ of permal [0 t 111 

the lunJr ncar,urfi:ce al this particular 
'>lle . \felodt e~ in permatrost vary 
greatly dependlllg 011 ,>uch f.lctors as 
Iitholog} . p<1rll\lt} , .. nd degree of in
ter;tltial treellng hut tv picall} range 
from 2-1 \ tu 4572 m \ec (8). 
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10. Active Seismic Experiment 

Robert 1. KO}}tJ.ch,at Joel S. Watkins,b andPradeep Talwania 

The purpose of the active seismic experiment 
CASE) is to generate and monitor seismic waves to 
study the lunar near-surface structure. Specifically, 
how thick is the lunar regolith at the Apollo 16 site? 
What are the acoustic or seismic properties of the 
lunar near-surface material? Are there any distinct 
seismic horizons and do they correlate with our 
estimates of geological horizons? Is there a character
istic difference in the shallow seismic velocities 
between the maria and the highlands? Several seismic 
energy sources are used: an astronaut-activated 
thumper device, a mortar package that contains 
rocjcet-launched grenades, and the impulse produced 
by the lunar module (LM) ascent. 

To date, analysis of some seismic signals recorded 
by the ASE has provided data concerning the 
near-surface structure at the Descartes landing site. 
Two compressional (P-wave) seismic velocities have so 
far been recognized in the seismic data. The lunar 
surface material (fig. 10-1) has a seismic wave velocity 
of 114 m/sec. Underlying tills surficial material at a 
depth of 12.2 m, the lunar rocks have a velocity of 
250 m/sec. The 114-m/sec mateIjal velocity is as
signed to the lunar regolith and agrees closely Witll 
the surface velocity measured at the Apollo 12, 14, 
and 15 landing sites; this agreement indicates that no 
major regional difference exists in the near-surface 
acoustical properties of the Moon. 

The material underlying the regolith does not 
indicate that competent lava flows exist in the Cayley 
Formation at the Apollo 16 site. Instead, this velocity 
of 250 m/sec is suggestive of brecciated material or 
impact-derived debris of as yet undetermined tlllck
ness. Further analyses of the ASE grenade seisnlic 
signals should give more information on the deeper 
structure anhe Apollo 16 landing site. 

(60) 

aStanford University. 

bUniversity of North Carolina. 

tPrincipal Investigator. 

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION 
AND PERFORMANCE 

The ASE consists of a thumper and geophones, a 
mortar package assembly (MPA) , electronics within 
the Apollo lunar surface experiments package 
(ALSEP) central station, and interconnecting cabling. 
The components of the ASE are shown in figure 10-2. 

The astronaut-activated thl .mper is a short staff 
used to detonate small explosive charges - single 
bridgewire Apollo standard initiators. Twenty-one 
initiators are mounted perpendicular to the base plate 
at the lower end of the staff. A pressure switch in the 
base plate detects the instant of initiation. An 
arm-fire switch and an initiator-selector switch are 
located at the upper end of the staff. A cable 
connects tile thumper to the central station to 
transmit real-time event data. The thumper also stores 
the three geophones and connecting cables until 
deployment on the lunar surface. 

The three identical geophones are nliniature seis
mometers of the moving coil-magnet type. The coil is 
the inertial mass suspended by springs in the magnetic 
field. Above the natural resonant frequency of the 
geophones (7.5 Hz), the output is proportional to 
ground velocity. The geophones are deployed at 3-, 
48-, and 93-m '(10-, 160·, and 31O-ft) intervals in a 
linear array from the central station and are con
nected to it by cables. 

A three-channel amplifier and a logarithmic com
pressor condition the geophone Signals before con
version into a digital format for telemetry to Earth. 
The low signal-to-noise ratios expected and the lack 
of knowledge as to the character of the expected 
waveforms made it desirable to widen the frequency 
response as much as possible within the constraints of 
the digital sampling frequency of 500 Hz. Because 
signal levels were expected to be distributed tIlrough
out the system dynamic range, a logarithmic compres
sion scheme was selected to give signaL resolution as 
some constant fraction of signal amplitud~. The 
Apollo 16 system has the properties listed in tabLe 
10-1. . 

10·1 
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FIGURE lO-1.-Seismic cross section at the Descartes landing site (V p '" seismic wave velocity). 

The MP A comprises a mortar box, a grenade
launch-tube assembly, and interconnecting cables. To 
provide an optimum launch angle for the grenades, 
the MPA is deployed at an angle approximately 45° 
to the lunar surface. A two-axis inclinometer provides 
pitch- and roll-angle (deviation from the 45° nominal 
and vertical) information on the MPA. The mortar 
box is rectangular and .is made of fiber glass and 
magnesium; the grenade-launch-tube assembly con
taining four grenades is mounted in the mortar box. 

Transmitter 
antenna Grenade 

and range line asser"oly 141 

1 nitiator
selector 
switch 

Ideployed) -----, _.__ !OJ 
P>7-~ 

.' , 
, 

"To central 
,/ statio~ 

Receiving I Arn~-fire--
antenna 'II SWitch 

Grenade
I au nch -tube 

~ 
Geophone 

detectors (3) 

assembly y; 
----_____ ----.1 Geof~~ne 

Thumper . 

_~s~~~~ 
...-- Electronics 
Radio 

frequency 
cable 

FIGURE lO-2.--Drawing of the ASE. 

The forward end of the mOltar box is beveled at 
45° so that, in the deployed position, the MP A resis 
upon the 45° bevel. The remainder of the package is 
supported by two legs that are unfolded and locked 
into place during deployment. The mortar box is 
anchored to a pallet assembly in the final deploy
ment. Four 17.8-cm (7-in.) stakes are mounted on the 
underside of the pallet to provide a stable platform 
for the grenade launchings. 

Each grenade is attached to a range line, which is a 
thin-stranded cable wound around the outside of the 
launch tube. Two fine copper wires are looped 
around each range line. The first loop is spaced so 
that it will break when the grenade is approximately 
0.4 m (16 in.) from the launch tube. A second loop is 
spaced to break when the range line has deployed an 
additional 8 m (25 ft) from the first breakwire. 
Breaking the loops starts and stops a range-gate pulse 
to establish a time interval for the determination of 
the initial grenade velocity. 

The fOUT grenades are similar but differ in the 
amount of propellant and high explosive (table 10-Il). 
Each grenade has a square cross section with a thin 
fiber-glass casing. The casing contains the rocket 
motor, safe slide plate, high-explosive charge, ignition 
and detonation devices, thermal battery, and a 
30-MHz transmi1:ter. The range line is attached to the 
transmitter to serve as a half-wave end-feed antenna. 

1n operation, an arm command from ground 

[61] 
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ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT 

TABLE 1 (J./. - Apollo 16 ASE Characteristics 

Component characteristics 

Geophones: 
Generator constant, VIm/sec .......... , ..•.... 
Frequency, Hz , •....•.......•. , •....•....•. 
Resistance, ohm .• , ...•...•................. 

Amplifiers: 
Noise level, mV rms at input ................. . 
Dynamic range, rms signal to 

rms noise in dB at 10 Hz ....•..•....•....... 
Gain (at 10Hz) and 

Vinput = 2.75 mV peak to peak ...•.•..•..•.. 
Lag compressor (compression accuracy 

for temperature lange 2880 to 3230 K): 
Positive signal error, percent ••.•............ , •. 
Negative signal error, percent ............•....• 

System: 
Signal-to-noise ratio (rms signal 

to rms noise in dB for a 10-nm 
peak-to-peak signal at 10 Hz) •..•...........• 

Minimum discernible signa1 (based on 
O.S-mV zero-te-peak input equal to 
1 digital unit at low level) 

Zero to peak at 1 Hz, nm ..•.........•..... 
Zero to peak at 4 Hz, nm ................. . 
Zero to peak at 10 Hz, nm ...............•. 
Zero to peak at 20 Hz, om ..•........•.•... 

1 
255 
7.42 

6090 

.266 

84.4 

698 

4.04 
2.46 

38.9 

4 
.3 
.1 

.05 

C/wnllel 110. 

2 
255 

7.44 
6212 

.100 

92.4 

684 

3.63 
1.87 

37.9 

4 
.3 
.1 

.05 

TABLE 10-11.- Apollo 16 Nominal ASE Grenade Parameters 

Grenade no. 
Parameter 

} 2 3 

Range, m .......•.................. 1500 900 300 
Mass, g •••••••••••.•.• '.0 ........... 1261 1024 775 
High-explosive-charge mass, g ............ 454 272 136 
Rocket-motor mean peak thrust, N ...•.. 22224 11112 7556 
Mean velocity, m/sec .•..........•.... 50 38 22 
Lunar flight time, sec ..................... 44 32 19 
Rocket-motor-propellant mass, g ....... 42 27 15 
Propellant pellet~, no •...•....•.••.... 2365 1520 620 
Launch angle, deg ................... 45 45 45 
Rocket-motor thrust duration, msec .••.. 6.0 7.5 10.5 

3 
257 
7.39 

6204 

.133 

90 

709 

4.83 
. 1.88 

45.0 

4 
.3 
.1 

.05 

4 

150 
695 

45 
5556 

16 
13 
10 

570 
45 

8.5 

10·3 

control applies a pulse to charge condensers in the 
mortar box and the grenade; a fire command dis
charges the condenser through an initiator, which 
ignites the rocket motor. When the grenade leaves the 
tube, a spring-ejected safe slide is removed, activating 
a microswitch in the grenade. 

A thermal battery and the electronics in the 
grenade make up the firing circuit. The microswitch 

discharges a condenser acrOSS a thermal match to 
activate the thermal battery, which in tum powers 
the transmitter and produces a capacitor charge for 
the detonator. At impact, an omnidirectional impact 
switch closes, discharging the capacitor into the 
detonator to ignite the explosive. The explosion 
terminates radio frequency transmission as an indi
cation of detonation time. The critical parameters 
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measured are the detonation time, time of flight, 
initial velocity, and launch angle. Because of the 
ballistic trajectory followed by the grenades in the 
lunar vacuum, the necessary data are available to 
determine grenade range. TIle mortar mode of oper
ation for the ASE is shown in figure 10-3. 

Because some of the geophone parameters might 
change on the lunar surface, a calibrator circuit is 
provided to measure these parameters to within 10 
percent of the prefligllt values. The damping resist
ance across the geophone is altered to underdamp the 
geophone, and current is introduced into the geo
phone coil to react with the magnetic field of the 
geophone, prodUCing a force on the geophone coiL 
This force moves the coil and, with an underdamped 
geophone, the signal from the geophone is a logarith
mically decaying sinusoidal signal. AnalYSis of similar 
calibration pulses transmitted after thumper opera
tions on the Moon demonstrated close agreement of 
the natural frequency and generator constant of the 
geophones with measured preflight values. 

The ASE system is controlled from Earth by a 
number of commands that control such functions as 
switching to high bit rate and firing the grenades from 

Grenade 

Transmitter 

High 
explosive 

Grenade ------- Safe slide pla!e 

""I""'''--_d_--~r--0,,,",,,, 
Igniter--J--

Rocke! motor 

Range line 
and antenna 

:,cenlral-station 

! 
I 

/ 

the mortar box assembly. Further technical details of 
the ASE can be found in references 10-1 and 10-2. 

DEPLOYMENT 

At the Apollo 1~ site, the three geophones are 
alined on a highly cratered uneven area at a bearing of 
287

0 
(clockwise from north) from the ALSEP central 

station (fig. 6-13, sec. 6). Figure 10-4 shows the 
commander (CDR) standing at the middle geophone 
flag during thumper operations. 

Minor difficulty waS experienced in the deploy
ment of the MPA pallet, and one of the four stakes 
was not implanted. The MPA was leveled and armed 
to fire the four grenades on command to distances of 
150, 300, 900, and 1500 m in a direction bearing 
287

0 
clockwise from north. Figure 10-5 shows the 

deployed MPA on the lunar surface. A closeup view 

of the MP A on the special pallet is shown in 
figure 10-6. Near the end of the third period of 
extravehicular activity (BV A), the MP A roll sensor 
was observed to be reading off scale. However, a 
television panorama taken near the end of the EVA 

launch angle 

--------.... ........ ........ 

"~ 
, 
" , , 

" , , , , 

1-------900 rn-------l 
LM 95 m 

\ 
I------------------l~m----------__l 

FIGURE 10-3 .-Schematic drawing showing the mortar mode of operation for the ASE. 
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velllled tltat tlte \1PA wa, propedy posltluned and 
altned. sugge\till' tltat the roll sensor was IJloperatl\e. 

I f1I. I 

I I(,l RI 10-4 . nte CDR ft.rlng the tltl.mper along Ihc 
geophone line on thc lultJJ surfacl' ( \S 16-11.1-1 H3 2), 

. ~ 
\ 

IIClRI 10-5 . Photograph of the dl'ployed mortar as\cmbh 
on tltt' lunJJ ~urfacc . fhe ~IP·\ I, aimed to lirc to Ihe 
right. parallel to the gcophonc linc ( ,\51(> 113·1 HJ791. 

105 

I he 1\ U;l P central 51allon \\J comtllanded to the 
high bit rate mode JI 1 q 5 : ~o G m.l. on ,\pIII 21, 
1<)72, to rC(IHd the A~I Ihumper fl1llde of operation. 
ThumpIng opera(lol1'> heg~1I1 .II 2001 S2 C m.l. at 
geoplwlle 3lfJlthes( /rulllthc ALSL II I..enlral ~Iallllll) 
Jnd proceeded a( 4.75·m (1 S-tt) Intef\Jb (c (Cpt 
het\\een posllions II and 12 and pll$tllon~ I ,1lld 19, 
which are atl) . 'i-m UO-ft) Intervab) IO\\Jld geoplwne 
1 (nearesl 10 the cenlral slatlon) lhe final thumper 
~hot was fIred at 20·16 OH G.m.t . \\Imh resulted III a 
14·mln t line Itne. 

I It,L RI Ill-I,. t It"cup VIC" of Ihe dt'plo}Ld '11',\ )[l the 
lunar 'urlall' ( \S l/i·1 D · I K3S0l. 

The central slatlon was commanded tu 110lmal hIt 
rale JI 20: 16.12 G.m.t fhe thumper \l'a ftrcd at 1 q 

cahle positions. Two attempts \\erc needeJ tit tire tit,' 
thumper at pOSition 2. bUI Ihb was not Juc III 
equIpment malfundlon. Anal,sis ot the real· llln .... 
JaW records ,hows that tlte thumper was IlOt alllleJ 
for the neces~ary 5 ~el.. prior tll flnng ~rlsmll' slgnJls 
were rCCllIJ~J at all lillee geophllnes tor all II) 
thumper fIrings. 

The ALl:ii P central station \\as also lOlllllJI1Jel 
to high bit raIL at 01.06 .00 G.m .t. on "plt!':;4 III 

recOlJ the Impulse produced hy the L\l as, ,'Ill \ 

IJrge sClsmil SIgnal \\ as rreofJrd bI the gl'Oplll llC 

array. 1 he \LSE P ccnllal slatillll is p~rt )Jlc.tlly 
schedulrJ tor the 11Igh-hll·rate moJc tOI passl\<' 

IIstcnlng to lit',Cd selsmil SIgnals Jil I to enh 
c'pellll1Cllt opelJtlOnall..apJ lltt). 
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011 \b} 2." tlie '\ l ">1 P WJ' ,:ol11ll1anueu to lugh 
bll I.llt: hl:l\H'1I O'i ~() on anu or) 44.00 G.II!'!. for 
th~ A">I IlHHlJI 1I1"J.: III opClalioll. Three of the fOllr 
11Igh t',plll~I\t: glellJlk III Ihe .'1PA were ~lI~l.e~srull) 
lJulldled III .II tJlll 01 .tPPtu"I11Jlel} 900, 150, Jnu 
100 111. I Ill' d",,'1 lun \\ct Illaue n·)t to laund1 gJ enade 
numhel I (I SO() Ill) he.:.IlI~e Ihe glenJde laun~h J~' 
~cl11bl) plldl Jllgll' l'1I~l)J \\Cnl un ~l.Jle high . TillS 
ott s.:.de IlIdl(.Itll\ll madc the pitdl pOSItIon of the 
launch J.~l'rnbl) 1I11t.:l'ltain. 

naly~s of the engllleering dJta recorded during 
the glcnade fmng~ 1I1ul.:ated that the range IlIle 
apparently IlIJltunCtlou<,U so that II1l1lal grenade 
velot.:it} dJta \\ele los!. '\everlhcless, rang? data were 
obtJll1eU 1'10111 h:IIO\\I.:dgl' of t he initial angle of 
launch Jlld the tllllC of flight by U~1I1g thc equation 

2V, sin 
T 

g (Io- l) 

R Y SCI I· ( I- R \-PO R I 

where T = tllllC 01 flight 
~ I '" computcd IIlIBaJ velout) 
o = launch angle 
g = lunar gwvlty 
R = lange 

1 hc va hdlty 01 tim approach was conllfllled becau~e 
01 sClsmic data ovcrlap from the 1 M aSLcnt 

DESCRIPTION OF RECORDE D 
SEISMIC SIGNALS 

Thumper Mode 

DUrIng thumpcr opera tIOns on the lunar surlaLc, 
the DR was instructed to stand tIiI lor 10 sec 
before Jnd 10 sec after each firIng . 1hcrelore. 10 sec 

Geophone I 13 72 m 

I sec-\ 
Geophone 2 32 m 

Geophon 3 77 7? m 

I((.l KI 10·7. Sl'lSmiC ,igll.lh produced by thumper firing 17 on the lunar \urfacl' 

[1)')1 



ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT 10-7 

of seismic da ta were recorded for each thumrer 
firing. The seismic data recorded for thumper shot 17 
a re shown in figure 10-7. Examina tion of these signals 
reveals thal thumper firings within approximately 
15m of a geophone have impulsive beginnings and 
that· the seismic signals have more emergent begin
nings with increasing distance. Power spectra for a 
typical thumper shot are shown in figure 10·8. The 
spectra are uncorrected for instrument response 
inasmuch as the ASE has a flat response to input 
ground velocity over the frequency band from 3 to 
100 Hz. The predominant frequency of the thumper 
signals is 22 Hz. 

Figure 10-9 is a record section alined in time to 
the same instant of firing for thumper shots 2 to 10 
as recorded at geophone 2. Little difficulty exists in 
selecting the onset of the seismic signals to a distance 
of 41 m; however, at greater distances, uncertainty 
arises in de termining the beginning of the seismic 
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6 
0 10 30 40 50 60 

wave arrival because of the more emergent onset. 
Figure 10-10 is an expanded time scale record section 
for thumper shots 2 to 9 as recorded at geophone 3. 
The arrows point to unambiguous onsets of clear first 
and second arrivals. 

Lunar Module Ascent 

A signal of particular interest was generated by 
the thrust of the LM ascent engine. The resulting 
seismic signal was recorded by the ASE geophone 
array at distances of 95, 121, and lS7 111 (fig. 10-11). 
The arrows point to the measured first and second 
seismic wave arrivals at the individual geophones. 
Power spectra of the seismic signals produced by the 
LM ascent (fig. 10-12) show that most of the signal is 
concentrated in the frequency band from 5 to 8 Hz. 
In terpretation of the tI J.vel time CUrve and related 
data are given in the SUbsection entitled "Dis('l~ssion." 

--- Geophone data channell 
- - - - Geophone data channel 2 
- - Geophone data channel 3 

I" 
\ I '.,." / 
, I \ / , \/ , 

70 80 90 100 110 120 130 
Frequency, Hz 

FtJURE 10-8 .-Power spectm of seismic signals produced by thumper lirlng 8. 
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hr,t 1 ~ an 

4 2 32 00 III 

~ ~ 

3-2 36 5 III 

2 2 41 15 m 

"""'--'""{I, ~"/~~ • .l<.v{~~ 
I 

I IG tlR I I U-9 '>el'nuc 'Ignal' proou.:cd b} thumper 
nnn!-:, 2 tll I () a' re<:urdcd at geophone 2. I he trJce' arc 
ahned to the '.lIne relative in'tanl of the nrlng of thc 
thumper. I he line marked 114 Ill / 'c': I' alllled to lhe 
mea\ured on\et of the \ei,mIL 'Ignal (I he IIr\t numl crill 
the data Idcnillier 1\ lhe thumper tiring, and the \ccond 
nlllllhn 1\ the geophonL on \\hiLh the data 
\\one relorded ) 

ortar FIrings 

r he Sl mortar pac age as. emhly wa, IOLated 
14 t11 t rom geophone I. pOInted 10 fire parallel lO the 
geophone line and down range lOv"ard geoplione J. 
hrmg l)f grenade 2 wa an IIlltial surprise In that the 
rl \..ct-motor tgllltllln produced a ,>un I(ielll Impulse 
agaIn t the mOltar pallet to generate a Set~mlc "gnal 
detected h the • [ geophones (fIg. I 0-1 ~). 1 he 
seIsmiC "gnals produced hy -ubsequent grenade 
laundl "thump ., were J.lmmt Idenll<'JI III dl.HJLter 
and form, dlffenng onl}' III overall ampIttude . I \Jm· 
;natlon of the power spedra tor a !-rrcnade IJUI1Ch 
SIgnal (fig. 10-14) dearl; how. the hIgher 1 re4uenLj 
content of the Signal tor the geophone that \\as 
dose\! to the 1P . 1 he Signal relorded Jt geo
phl.ne I (14 Ill) has a speclial pca\.. at 20 III , wherea 
the Signal rec(\lded at geophone 3 ( m) pea\..s at 
appro. 1I113Ic1y 14 III 

The SClsmlC slgnab produced by the detonatIOn 01 

grenade 4 are shown 111 figure 10·15. TIllS grenade was 
IJunched at an Jngk ot 3J.b7" and had a nIght time 
ot 107 S sec, which resulted III a dlstancc of 4 m 
trolll tIllS Impact to get'phllle 3. The ,cismIL' relords 
Jre nois) pnor tll tile onset 01 the 1I11pall IgnJI 
bec:lu'e the signah pf<'duccd by the grcnade launl:h 
Ibe!f have not ,:olllpictely decay,'d to low·level 
pretirtng condItions ~e ertheless, the destred 'Igna! 
can be re.:oglll/ed on the bals of a change in 
1 retjuellc)-, InasmllLh a~ t he pOI er speci ra for the 
Impact Signals reveal a pledoll\lllant SIgnal t rC4uen<.:}' 
I.)t 10 II I (fig. 10·161. compared to l'i to 20 II I lor 
the gre:lade bundl ·Igna\. It i e\peLted that nalfOV, 
hand p ... s~ Jnd velol'lt)- filtcnng WIll enhan'l the 
Je'>ired SIgnal rllrthermllre, he.:ause the IIldl\ldual 
grenade launch signah were cloel) reprodu.:.hle trom 
launch tll bundl. a sllllple nOI,e suht raLllon prIJ,-e· 
dure can be used \Vor\.. I. .till prlx.:ceUI!1'! on anal, e. 
of the grenade 2 (900111) Jnd 3 (300 \11) Jeto· 
natllln "gnats. 

DISCUSSIO 

The traveltIme /dIstance data ohtained Irol11 the 
thumper tirings are shown III Itgure 10·17 \ n l' -

Jmple of travel tImes that cannot be precisel: deter· 
mIned IS shot 10·3. and the range (II pm. lhle 
traveltlll1CS IS slH'wn h) the height tit the hne . 
1 humper linngs beyond J distance I apprO\II11.J tely 
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I ICURI ll~ 10. I r3mhJ IlIn,' plJyouh ot 'Cl'lllll ,ignah rrOOUl:CO b} Ihumpcr tirlllg,2 I 'I 

remrocd at !-'cllphllnl' Thc II lle, .lrc almeo 10 Ihl sallll' tmng lmUn!. ano the ano\\, POllll 10 
the on'>Cl of Ihc seismil 'lgna! (J hL' tlfq number 111 the oatl loentl!ter " Ih,' thumper tlflng. and 
the o,ccond numbn" the gl'\lphonc "11 \\llIdl the till.J w,'re rceordl'u ) 

40 III produced weak seismlL .10 lvais f.)r which It I~ 

difficu lt t () detePlllne ull:Jmhlguousl) an l111tl,,1 onset. 
Only one P-waY<' veloclt) IS eVident III the 

thumper travel llille data. \ tined arnval IS ohserved 
with a P-wa vc velocity of I J l1'/sec. 1\10 dete<.:ted 
variation exis s in thc P-wavc velollt v aLTtlSS the 
section ampled. as is eVidenced hy the lInilornlity of 
the vclocity aLroSS the geophonl line 1 his vehX:ll y 
can he colTIp:Jrcd 10 Ihe fegolith vclocitleS 01 101. 
10 . and 42 Ill/sec mcasllred at the \poIIo 12. 14. 
alld 15 sites. respectively (refs. 10·\ and 10-4). I-vLn 
though thcre is oille minor \Jrlahill1y from sitc to 
site, the fragmental and COlllllll ll uted layer th,J1 Lovers 

16HI 

Illuch 1)1' the lunal 'urlaCl~ has surpll\ingl) ~lIl11br 

Sel mil' 01 a,-ou~tlL propertlrs 
II:Jveltllllc d.t1J troll the ~elsnUL slg.nals produccd 

by h,' LM Js(ent. the grenadt 4 Jetflllatlllll. and :J 

grcnadL laundlLI thump arr sho\\ II 111 fi!!ul r 10·1 X, 
I he ef Ircllve imtallt 01 lire Inr the grenJde laullchcs 
\~.IS li\ed b) "anchOring" the 0.12-"'cL Iravc lt ime 
(fig. 10·13) for the impulse to the ncafe\! geophone 
(i!cophollt: 1 at 14 111) til 3gn:e with thumper finnc 
dat.! .11 thCJiIlC Jiswllcc. ThiS Illchoring \\,J'" 

nCLCSSJI) bec3u.l \)f the lilllte butldup tllllC fill 
wllll:h the I nplJlsl' of the grenade bundt \\, ..... tl:Jns
n1lt cd tll thc IUllal surl.ILl'. rhe (bla Jre Lompared 
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Geophone 1 95 m 

Geophone 2 121 m 

Geophone 3 

Begins at 01 :25:46.410 G. m. t. 

'" .... 
u: 

o 

First 
arrival 

Second 
arrival 

I 

Time after ignition, sec 

-, 
5V 

_I 

FIGURE lO-ll.-Signals recorded by the ASE geophones from the lift-off of the LM ascent stage. 

with the extrapolated traveltime/distance curve de
rived from the thumper firings of the ASE. 

A faster arrival having a velocity of 250 m/sec is 
observed. The depth to the 250-m/sec refracting 
horizon is 12.2 m. It is proposed that the surface 
layer, which has a seismic velocity of 114 m/sec, 
represents the regolith at the Apollo 16 site. Esti
mates of the regolith thickness at the Apollo 16 site 
based solely on geological considerations are some
what ambiguous. Regolith thicknesses are commonly 
esti ma ted from the total crater population with a 
higher density of craters implying a greater regolith 
thickness. If aJl craters observed on the Cayley 
Formation are assumed to be impact craters, the 
indicated mean regolith thickness is 22 m (ref. 10-5). 
On the othel' hand, analyses of only concentric 

cra ters suggest a regolith thickness of approxima tely 
7 m. Results of the Apollo 16 ASE would thus lend 
support to the lower estimate. 

The underlying material having a seismic velocity 
of 250 m/sec is certainly not indicative of competent 
lava flows that typicaUy on Earth have seismic 
velocities greater than approximately 800 m/sec 
(ref. 10-6). Field geological iItvestigations have also 
revealed that the Cayley Formation does not consist 
of lava flows as had been postulated (ref. 10-7) but 
rather consists of perhaps interstratified breccias, and 
no bedrock appears to have been sampled by the 
Apollo]6 crew (sec. 6). The measured value of 
250 m/sec can also be compared to the value of 
299 m/sec me~sured for the underlying Pm Mauro 
breccias at the Apollo 14 site. Thus, it seems probable 
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20 30 40 60 70 80 90 
Frequency, Hz 

FIGURE lO-12.-Power spectra of seismic signals produced by L.M asccnt. 
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that, at the Apollo 16 site, the regolith is underlain 
by low-velocity brecciated material or impact
derived debris. 

If it is assumed that the rocks underlying the 
probable brecciated material at the Apollo 16 site 
have a seismic velocity of 1 km/sec, the thickness of 
the 250 m/sec material is 70 m. This thickness is 
likely an underestimate based on impact crater 
models proposed for the lunar highlands (ref. 10-8). 
It is anticipated that analyses of the complicated 
seismic signals from the grenade 2 and 3 firings will 
provide some definitive answers on the intriguing 

problem of the shallow velocity structure in the lunar 
highlands and of the severe velocity gradient in the 
lunar near-surface material (ref. 10-9). 
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Abstract. Seismic refraction data, obtained at the Apollo 14 and 16 sites, when combined with other 
lunar seismic data, allow a compressional wave velocity profile of the lunar near-surface and crust 
to be derived. The regolith, although variable in thickness over the lunar surface, possesses surpris
ingly similar seismic properties. Underlying the regolith at both the Apollo 14 Fra Mauro site and the 
Apollo 16 Descartes site is low-velocity brecciated material Qr impact derived debris. Key features of 
the lunar seismic velocity profile are: (i) velocity increases from 100-300 m S-1 in the upper 100 m to 
N 4 km S-1 at 5 km depth, (ii) a more gradual increase from ,..., 4 km 5 -I to ,..., 6 km S-1 at 25 km 
depth, (iii) a discontinuity at a depth of 25 km and (iv) a constant value of ,..., 7 km S-1 at depths from 
25 km to about 60 km. The exact details of the velocity variation in the upper 5 to IO km of the Moon 
cannot yet be resolved but self-compression of rock powders cannot duplicate the observed magnitude 
of the velocity change and the steep velocity-depth gradient. Other textural or compositional changes 
must be important in the upper 5 km of the Moon. The only serious candidates for the lower lunar 
crust are anorthositic or gabbroic rocks. 

1. Introduction 

A seismic refraction experiment was used to study the characteristics of the lunar 
near-surface at the Apollo 14 and 16 landing sites. The results of these experiments, 
together with the recording of Lunar Module (LM) ascent stage and upper stage of the 
Saturn rocket (S-IVB) impacts allow an interpretation of the seismic velocity structure 
in the lunar interior to be made. In this paper we want to examine some of the follow
ing ques.tions: What are the acoustic or seismic properties of tbe lunar near-surface 
material? How thick is the lunar regolith at the Apollo 14 and 16 sites? Are there 
distinct seismic horizons and do they correlate with any geological horizons? Is 
permafrost present near the tunal' surface? Are tbere characteristic differences in the 
sh~llow seismic velocities between the maria and the highlands? How do the shallow 
seismic results interface with the larger-scale seismic results? What are the implica
tions, compositional or otherwise, of the seismic results for the outer lunar interior? 

In the study of the Earth's crust seismic refraction profiling has often been used. 
The technique involves tbe recording of explosive charges at various distances from 
an array of seismometers (geophones). On the Moon a 91 m linear array of three geo
phones was deployed by the Apollo astronauts and several seismic energy sources 
were used: an astronaut-activated thumper device with small explosive initiators, a 
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mortar package containing rocket launched grenades and the impulse produced by 
the thrust of LM-ascent stage as it departed from the lunar surface. Technical details 
of the experiment can be found in Kovach et af. (1971) and Kovach et af. (1972). 

2. Apollo 14 Results 

Apollo 14 landed at latitude 3°40'24/1S, longitude lr27'55"W in the Fra Mauro 
region. Here the lunar surface is covered by a stratigraphic unit, called the Fra Mauro 
formation, which is presumed to be the ejecta deposit produced by the large impact 
which formed the Imbrium basin. At the landing site the Apollo 14 crew deployed the 
string of three geophones in a southerly direction across the lunar surface and used 
the thumper device to generate seismic signals. The thumper was fired at 4.57 m 
intervals along the geophone line . 

. i 

---4· ··t""'"""-,,·,.· .... .,.v.,""' •• vli~ .... v.,v,I., :''''''''' , ..... ":.'f,.·'::~· .'_'".,'_WN,·w8·' ~,.-, ,'. -: 
I i 

Fig. 1. Composite seismic record section aligned in time to same instant of thumper firings at the 
Apollo 14 site. First number refers to shot number. Second number to geophone on which recorded. 
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A composite seismic record section aligned in time to the same instant of thumper 
firings at the Apollo 14 site is shown in Figure 1. The first number refers to the thumper 
explosive initiator used and the second number to the geophone on which the data 
were recorded. The northernmost geophone which was closest to the central telemetry 
station was designated geophone l. 

Two compressional wave (P-wave) velocities are recognized on the composite 
record section. A first arrival with a P-wave velocity of 104 m S-1 is observed out to 
a distance of 22.7 m where a faster arrival with a velocity of 299 m S-I is identified. 
No variation in P-wave velocities was observed across the horizontal section sampled, 
as was evidenced by the conformance of the seismic velocities measured along the 
geophone line. The lunar near-surface at the Apollo 14 site is thus characterized by a 
surface layer of 104 m s -1 velocity overlying material possessing a seismic velocity 
of 299 m S-I. 

Seismic signals were also generated from the rocket thrust produced by the ascent 
of the landing module from the Moon and recorded by the Apollo 14 passive seismo
meter at a distance of 178 m (584 ft). These travel-time data are shown in Figure 2 
compared to the extrapolated travel-time distance curves determined from the astro
naut thumper firings. The observed travel-times are in close agreement with the 
extrapolated travel-times. However, a first arrival was observed with a travel-time 
somewhat faster than that predicted by a refraction from the top of the 299 m S-1 

horizon indicating that a material with a faster intrinsic compressional-wave velocity 
lies beneath the 299 m S-1 material. 

If the assumption is made that the material underlying the 299 m s - I material 
possesses an infinite compressional wave velocity, a maximum estimate of the 299 m S-1 

material can be derived. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2, if the critical distance for 
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the arrival of the head wave traveling through the underlying material is taken as 100 m 
(the length of the geophone line) a minimum velocity of 386 m s -I is inferred for the 
underlying material. The range of possible thickness, therefore, for the 299 m s-J 
material is 17 to 88 m. 

The depth to the 299 m S-1 refracting horizon is 8.5 m. The low seismic velocity 
of 104 m s- J is suggestive of a porous and highly brecciated rock material and thus 
believed to be representative of the fragmental veneer of unconsolidated particulate 
debris - the lUnar regolith that covers the surface of the Fra Mauro site. This measured 
thickness of 8.5 m for the regolith agrees well with that estimated solely on geological 
evidence. By photographic studies of the depth at which blocky floors appear in fresh 
craters, it can be inferred that the fragmental, surficial layer that overlies the more 
consolidated or semiconsolidated substrate at the Fra Mauro site ranges in thickness 
from 5 to 12 m (Offield, 1970). 

A velocity of 299 m 5- 1 is comparable to that observed in the upper part of Meteor 
Crater ejecta material (Watkins and Kovach, 1971) and it is thus quite reasonable to 
assume that this velocity is representative of ejecta from Mare Imbriwn. A thickness 
estimate of 19 to 76 rn is comparable to geological estimates of 100 m or so for the 
Fra Mauro formation (Offield, 1970). The returned lunar samples have also definitely 
revealed that the Fra Mauro formation is primarily comprised of breccias (Wilshire 
and Jackson, 1972). 

The relatively low compressional wave velocities that were measured in the lunar 
near-surface argue against the presence of substantial amounts of any shallow perma
frost at this particular site. Measured velocities in permafrost vary greatly - depending 
on such factors as lithology, porosity, and degree of interstitial freezing - but typically 
range from 2438 to 4572 m s -1 (8000 to J 5000 ft S -1 ) (Barnes, 1966). 

3. Apollo 16 Results 

The landing site for Apollo 16 was at latitude 8°59'29"S, longitude 15()30'52 "E. This 
location, known as the Descartes site, was chosen to sample and study the construc
tional units, called the Cayley formation and the associated Descartes material which 
are a part of the lunar highlands. It had been presumed by some that these formations 
were primarily volcanic in origin and that lava flows might be found at this location 
(Milton and Hodges, 1972). 

At this site the three geophones were deployed on the Cayley formation on a highly 
cratered uneven area at a bearing of 28r (clockwise from north) ftom the central 
telemetry station. Geophone 3 was deployed 90 m northwest of geophone 1 (Figure 3). 

Figure 4 is a record section aligned in time to the same instant of firing for thumper 
shots 2 to 10 as recorded at geophone 2. There is no difficulty in recognizing the onset 
of the seismic signals out to a distance of 40 m; but at greater distances the onset of the 
seismic wave arrivals are more uncertain because of the emergent beginnings. Figure 5 
is an expanded time scale record section for thumper shots 2 to 9 as recorded at 
geophone 3. 
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t 
North 

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram showing deployment of geophysical experiments at the Apollo 16 site. 

The travel-time-distance data from the Apollo 16 thumper firings are shown in 
Figure 6. Only one compressional wave velocity is evident in these data - a direct 
arrival possessing a velocity of 114 m 5- 1. Again no variation in the measured surface 
velocity was noted across the geophone line. 

Seismic signals of particular interest at the Apollo J 6 site were generated by the 
ascent of the lunar landing module and the detonations of rocket propelled grenades. 
The seismic signals from the ascent of the landing module are shown in Figure 7. 

The mortar package assembly was located 14 m from geophone I pointed to fire 
parallel to the geophone line and downrange toward geophone 3 (Figure 4). 

The seismic signals produced by the detonation of the nearest grenade (0.1 lb of 
high explosive) are shown in Figure 8. The records are noisy prior to the onset of the 
detonation signal because the grenade launch itself produced a disturbance which had 
not completely decayed to low level prefiring conditions. However, the desired signals 
can be recognized on the basis of a change in frequency irlasmllch as the detonation 
signals possess a predominant signal freq uency of 10Hz compared to 15-20 Hz for the 
grenade launch itself. Figure 9 shows the seismic signals produced by the detonation of 
0.3 lb of explosive at a distance of about 400 m. 0.61b of high explosives were also 
detonated at a distance of 1000 m from the geophone line. However, because of the 
reverberation produced from the grenade launch only weak surface waves could. be 
recognized. 

The travel-time data for the seismic signals recorded atthe Apollo 16 site are shown 
in Figure 10. Seismic arrivals with velocities of 114 m S-1 and 250 m S-1 are observed. 
The depth to the top of the 250 m s -1 refracting horizon is 12.2 m. Again it is inferred 
that the material with a seismic velocity of 114 m S'1 is representative of the regolith 
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Fig. 4. Seismic record section recorded at Apollo 16 site. Line marked 114 m S-l 

shows first arrival of P-wave. 

at the Apollo 16 site. Estimates of the regolith thickness at the Apollo 16 site based 
solely on geological considerations can be ambiguous. Regolith thicknesses are com
monly estimated from the total crater population with a higher density of craters 
implyirtg a greater regolith thickness. If one assumes thatall craters observed on the 
Cayley formation at the Apollo 16 site are impact craters, the indicated meah regolith 
thickness is 22 m (Oberbeck, 1971).011 the other hand, restricting the analysis to only 
concentric craters suggested a regolith thickness of about 7 m. The refraction from 
the 250 m S-l horizon could not be recognized out to a distance of 445 m l but if it is 
indeed present the maximum thickness for the 250 m S-l material is 220 m. 
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Fig. 5. Expanded time pJayout of thumper firings 2-9 recorded at geophone 3 at the Apollo 16 
Descartes site. Arrows indicate the first arrival. Note the more emergent beginning with an 

increase in distance. 

J , 

Fig. 6. Travel-time data for thumper firings at the Apollo 16 site. The data points are shown as 
black circles; the first number refers to the thumper firing, the second number to the geophone on 
which the data were recorded. Distance between firing locations (except skipped pOSitions 11 and 19) 

is 4.57 m (15 ft). Note uniformity .of measured velocity across section sampled. 
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Fig. 7. Seismograms recorded on Apollo 16 geophone array from ascent of Lunar Module (LM) 
from lunar surface. Arrows indicate first and second arrivals. 
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Fig. 9. Seismogram produced by detonation of 0.3 lb of high explosive at the Apollo 16 site recorded 
on geophone array at distances shown. 
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The underlying material with a seismic velocity of 250 m S-1 is certainly not 
indicative of competent lava flows which typically, on Earth, have seismic velocities 
greater than about 800 m 5- 1 (Watkins et al., '1972). The returned lunar samples have 
also revealed that the Cayley formation does not consist of lava flows as had been 
postulated (Milton and Hodges, 1972), but rather consists of perhaps interstratified 
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breccias. No bedrock appears to have been sampled by the Apollo 16 crew. The 
measured value of 250 m S-I is close to the value of 299 m S-I measured for the 
underlying Fra Mauro breccias at the Apollo 14 site. Thus it seems clear that at both 
the Apollo 14 and 16 sites the lunar surface is underlain by low-velocity brecciated 
material or impact derived debris. 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 

The seismic velocity of the 114 m s -1 measured at the Descartes site can be compared 
to the velocities for the regolith of J 04, 108 and 92 m S-1 measured at the Apollo 12, 
14 and 15 sites respectively (Latham et al., 1972; Kovach et al., 1971). Even though 
there is some variability in the velocity from site to site the process of fragmentation 
and communition by meteoroid impacts has produced a layer of surprisingly similar 
seismic properties, arguing against any major regional difference in the near-surface 
acoustical properties of the Moon. . 

The velocity model for the upper 25km of the Moon, compatible with the impact 
data recorded by the network of Apollo seismometers (Toksoz et al., 1972) and the 
IWlar seismic refraction experiments is shown in Figllte 11. Several salient features 
can be pointed out. 
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Fig.11. Observed velocity profile for upper 30 km of Moon compared to velodties of lunar and 
terrestrial f1)cks and powders measured in laboratory as a function of pressure. Lunar rocks .are 
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(i) The seismic velocity increases very rapidly from values of 100-300 m S-1 in the 
upper 100 m or so of the Moon to a value of ~4 km S-1 at a depth of 5 km. 

(ii) The velocity increases more gradually from ,...,4 km S-1 at 5 km depth to 
,...,6 km S-1 at a depth of 25 km. 

(iii) A discontinuity in seismic velocity is present at a depth of 25 km. 
(iv) A nearly constant value of ,...,7 km S-1 from a depth of 25 km to about 

60km. 
The exact details of the velocity variation in the upper 5-10 km of the Moon cannot 

yet be resolved (i.e. whether it is smooth as depicted Or a stepwise increase) but one 
simple observation can be made. Self-compression of any rock powder such as the 
Apollo 11 or 12 soils or terrestrial sands cannot duplicate the observed magnitude of 
the lunar velocity change and the steep velocity-depth gradient (,...,2 km S-1 km- 1). 

Experiments on returned lunar soils (Anderson et al., 1970; Kanamori et al., 1970, 
1971; Mizutani et al., 1972; Warren et '11.,1971) and truly hydrostatic measurements 
on terrestrial sands and basaltic ash (Talwani et al., 1972) suggest velocity-depth 
gradients of 0.4 to 0.8 km S-1 km -1 but such gradients only persist to a pre~sure of 
""' 50 bars (depth ~ 1 km in Moon). At higher pressures the velocity gradient decreases 
tv values 10 to 20 times less than the gradient at low pressure. 

Recent experimental results on unconsolidated sands and rock powders show that 
no unique relation exists between seismic velocity and porosity in granular material. 
Secondly, velocities in unconsolidated materials do not exhibit excess pressure memory 
(Talwani et al., 1972). Rather there is an irreversible change in porosity accompanying 
a completely reversible variation in velocity as the material is repeatedly cycled to 
pressures of 2.4 kbar (",50 km lunar depth). 

In view of the lack of verifying experimental data it would seem unlikely to expect 
that a deep tock powder layer (of several km) with a velocity gradient of 1.35 km S-1 

km -1, as proposed by Gold and Soter (1970) and further discussed by Gold (1971a, b), 
can be invoked to explain the shallow lunar velocity variation. It has also been argued 
that plastic deformation, sintering and excess pressure memory (presumably from 
large meteolite impacts) make the lunar in situ velocities much higher than is observed 
in the laboratory (Jones, 1972). The important observation is that the increase of 
seismic velocity in the shallow lunar interior is much too large to be due simply to 
self-compaction of rock powders. The implication is that other effects such as compo
sition or textural changes must be important in the upper 5 kill o/the lY!OOIl. It, of course, 
might be possible to invoke ad hoc hypotheses to explain this velocity variation but 
the seismic experiment planned for Apollo 17 should shed light ort this important 
paradox. The primary purpose of the Apollo 17 seismic profiling experiment is to 
gather needed travel-time data in the distance range of o.! km to 10 km. Explosive 
charges will be detonated out to distances of 2.5 km and. the LM ascent stage is 
targeted to impact within 10 km. 

From about 4 krn to 25 km depth the physical properties of the lunar rocks are 
probably dominated by cracks, pores and intergranular effects. Rocks have intercrys
talliJie cracks and pores and have very low seismic velocities at atmospheric pressure. 
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Seismic velocities increase rapidly over the pressure range from zero to 1.5 kbar 
(",25 km depth in Moon) where velocity values change only minor amounts with 
a further increase in hydrostatic pressure (Nur and Simmons, 1971). 

Because of this large pressure effect on seismic velocitll!s over this depth range in 
the Moon, probably not much can unambiguously be said about composition. How
ever, the observed velocity variation does lie between the measured velocity values 
for returned lunar basaltic rocks 10057, 12065 and 12063 suggesting compatibility 
with a basaltic composition. 

At a depth of 25 km the seismic velocity increases only v(~ry slightly to a value of 
7.0 km s-1 at a depth of 65 km. Bec;ause at these pressures (> 1.5 kbar) much of the 
crack and porosity effects in rocks have been minimized it is possible to use laboratory 
measurements on rocks to make some compositional inferences. Temperature effects 
can also be excluded because at the anticipated lunar temperatures their effect is, 
at worst, to produce a decrease in seismic velocity by 0.1-0.2 km 5- 1. 

3.5 4.0 

DENSITY, 9 /cm3 

Fig. 12. Velocity and density of rocks and minerals as a function of mean atomic weight. 

Figure 12 is a plot of the seismic velocity in rocks and minerals as a function of 
mean atomic weight. For a given mean atomic weight seismic velocityincreascs as the 
density increases. The effect of an increase in iron content is to increase the density 
and mean atomic weight but decrease the seismic velocity. It can be seen that for the 
various rocks shown only anorthosite Or gabbro (including diabase, norite or 
amphibolite) have a seismic velocity of ",7 km S-1 and can be considered as serious 
candidates for the lower lunar crust. Eclogites, dunites and pyroxenites all have 
seismic vel0cities higher than that observed and should not be considered further. It 
is also obvious that seismic data alone cannot distinguish between gabbto and anortho
site and petrologic and geochemical arguments must be introduced. 
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The Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment 

J. E. DYE 

The Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment (LSPE), 
now under development and scheduled for deploy
ment on the moon as a part of the Apollo 17 mission, 
is an advanced version of the Active Seismic Experi
ment, described elsewhere in this issue. * The LSPE 
consists of eight packages, each containing an explo
sive charge, and a central-electronics package, which 
is housed within the ALSEP Central Station. The 
explosive charges weigh from 1/8 pound to 6 pounds 
and are approximately equivalent to TNT in energy 
per pound. They will be deployed from the Lunar 
Roving Vehicle (LRy) by the astronauts at distances 

-of 500 meters to 3.5 kilometers from an array of 
four geophones emplaced on the lunar surface. The 
charges will be detonated after the astronauts leave 
the lunar surface by an r.r. command from the 
ALSEP Central Station. 

The detonations will generate waves of seismic 
energy, the velocities of which will be determined to 
depths of 3 to 4 kilometers on the basis of geophone 
detection measurements. The datil obtained, in com
bination with known velocity/density relationships, 
are expected to reveal much concerning the internal 
struct:lre and composition of the lunar surface. 
According to present plans, the Apollo 17 landing site 
should be near a major planetary ridge - one com
parable in extent to the midoceanic ridges on earth -
which may be the surface manifestation of a funda
mental internal process of lunar evolution, such as 
differentiation and/or convection. 

The Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment and the 
Active Seismic Experiment have the fo1lowing im
portant similarities and differences: 

• The LSPE has a maximum explosive-charge 
weight of 6 pounds, whereas that in the ASE is I 
pound. As a consequence, the LSPE charges can 
be deployed at a greater maximum distance 
from the geophone array - 3.5 kilometers for 
the LSPE as compared with 1.7 kilometers for 
the ASE - to yield seismic velocity measure
ments at greater lunar-surface depths. 

Robert L. Kovach. Department of Ge~physics,Stan[ord University. 
Is Principal Investigator (or the Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment as 
well as for the Active Seismic Experiment. 

*J. R. McDowell, "The Active Seismic Experiment." 
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• The ASE explosive charges are rocket-propelled. 
Those of the LSPE are carried to the desired 
deployment site aboard the LRV and emplaced 
on the lunar surface by the astronauts. 

• The ASE charges detonate on impact with the 
lunar surface after rocket propulsion initiated by 
ground command. The individual LSPE charges 
are armed by two mechanical timers that are 
started by the crew at the time of deployment. 
Time runout and arming occur well after the 
crew has left the lunar surface. Detonation is 
accomplished via a ground-controlled r.f. link 
between the ALSEP Central Station and a re
ceiver in each explosives package. 

• The ASE geophone array is linear, 300 feet in 
length, and consists of three geophones spaced 
at 150-foot intervals. The LSPE geophone array 
is triangular in shape, with one geophone posi
tioned at each of the apices of an equilateral 
triangle 300 feet on a side; a fourthgeophone is 
positioned at the triangle center. The LSPE 
array provides a capability for determining the 
arrival angle of the induced seismic energy. 

• The LSPE geophones are identical to the ASE 
geophones but are stowed in a different manner 
for transport to the lunar surface and deploy
ment by the astronauts. 

• The LSPE central electronics are similar in func
tion an::: construction to the ASE central elec
tronics. They differ in that, whereas the ASE 
contains a receiver, the LSPE contains a trans
mitter that transmits a pulse-coded r.f. signal to 
a receiver in the explosives package to actuate 
detonation at a precise time. 

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 

The LSPE explosives package is seen in Figure 1, __ 
and a cutaway view is shown in Figure 2. The LUJrar 

Seismic Profiling Experiment contains eight such 
packages, all identical except for the size of the high
explosives charge and the preset runout time of the 
mechanical timers. The high-explosives charge is con
tained within a nickel-plated fiberglass housing, which 
forms the bottom portion of the explosives package. 
The top portion - the electronics and SAFE/ARM 

BENDIX TECHNICAL JOURNAL SUMMER/AurUMN 1971 
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Figure 3 Explosives Package Block Diagram 

When the astron,mt removes the four pull pins at 
the time of deployment, the mechanical timers start, 
which, after a 90-hour timeout, remove the safety 
constraints holding the SAFE/ARM slide and the bat
tery firing pin in the locked position; the prescribed 
order of pUll-pin removal maximizes the safety that is 
inherent in the pUll-pin locking features. The SAFE/ 
ARM slide timer is preset to function for 90 hours, a 
period that assures - even in a contingency situation 
- that the crew will have left the lunar surface prior 
to the arming of any explosives package. Once this 
period has elapsed, a pin constraining the spring
loaded SAFE/ARM slide is retracted by the timer, 
permitting the slide to move to its ARM position. 
Motion of the slide opens a microswitch that to this 
point has shorted the electrical leads of the EDC. The 
thermal battery timer is preset to fUnction, inde
pendently, at 91 hours, 1 hour after the SAFE/ARM 
slide timer has placed the slide in its ARM position. A 
spring-loaded firing pin within the timer is released, 
striking a percussion primer within the battery and 
activating the battery. Concurrently, two micro
switches within the timer are closed, connecting the 
thermal battery output to tl'e electric circuits. 
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The LSPE transmitter, which is located within the 
ALSEP Central Station, transmits a repetitive pulsed 
carrier signal, the time characteristics of which are 
detailed in Figure 4. A series of three pulses properly 
spaced in time is required to elicit a FIRE signal out 
of the signal processor within the explosives package 
and detonate the explosives train. Should the first set 
of pulses fail to accomplish this, the battery life of 2 
minutes permits three additional attempts to be 
made. Since the seismic data subsequently collected 
must be accurately teferenced to the instant of deto
nation, it is necessary to establish which specific set 
of pulses is effective. This is done by comparing 
known times of pulse-set transmission with the tim~ 
of arrival at the geophones of the initial seismic data. 
Pulse sets are spaced at 29.55-secolld intervals to 
make such identification possible without ambiguity. 

In the event of a dud, the SAFEfARM slide timer 
mechanism retracts a second pin and the slide moves 
to a RESAFE position; this occurs at 92 hours, 2 
hours after initial release of the SAFE/ARM slide. A 
linkage extending througb the top cover of the explo~ 
sives package and connected to the SAFE/ARM slide 

DYE 
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FIRE Pulse Pulse Width Pulse Spacing 
~ 0.566 mseco. ,.-0.849 m,ec '-- Repetition Period--.J 

r . , , r I ' 29.55 sec . ~ I 

;~~s:'~~~j~d J1Ul _____ --lI'--_____ -1~ lliill _______ llilL 
Battery 
Voltage 
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Figure 4 Time Characteristics of LSPE Transmitter Signal 

indicates to the astronauts that the slide is in its 
initial SAFE position. 

It should be noted that the explosives package is so 
designed as to eliminate any possibility of premature 
detonation endangering the lives of ground handling 
personnel or of the astronauts during deployment. 
The locking features of the pull pins and their order 
of removal preclude any mechanical timer"action out
put should either or both timers operate prematurely. 
Subsequent to pull-pin removal, premature detona
tion could occur only if both timers were to time out 
prematurely, each within a window of 2 hours, and if 
a pulse-coded spurious r.f. signal within the narrow 
IO-kilohertz bandwidth of the receiver were to be 
received during the 3-minute window of maximum 
battery life. 

: :~ Uj 'I, _ 
, " 
.. : ~ 
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sec 

The LSPE geophones, which are identical to those 
used for the Active Seismic Experiment, are stowed 
in a geophone module as shown in Figure 5. The 
universal handling tool is used by the astronauts to 
carry this module to a deployment site about 30 f~'\et 
away from the ALSEP Central Station. The tool,s 
also used to remove the module cover; to pick up, 
carry, and emplace the individual geophones; and to 
spool out the geophone cable, which is wound on a 
ball-bearing-supported reeL 

Figure 5 Geophone Module Deployment 
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10. Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment 
Robert L. Kovach,at Joel S. Watkins,b 

and Pradeep TaZwania 

The successful installation of a geophysical station 
at the Taurus-Littrow landing site of the Apollv 17 
mission marked the culmination of an exciting period 
of manned lunar exploration and vastly improved 
current knowledge of the lunar interior. Before the 
Apollo 17 mission, there was a gap in our knowledge 
concerning the upper 10 km of the lunar crust 
because of the large hiatus in pertinent traveltime 
data between the coverage provided by the previous 
active seismic experiments on Apollo 14 and 16 and 
that of the earlier lunar module (LM) and SIVB 
impacts. In particular, it was not possible to resolve 
whether the seismic velocity increased smoothly or 
stepwise in the upper 5 km of the Moon. 

The purpose of the Apollo 17 lunar seismic 
profiling experiment (LSPE) was to record the 
vibrations of the lunar surface as induced by explo
sive charges, by the thrust of the LM ascent engine, 
and by the crash of the LM ascent stage. Analyses of 
these seismic data were planned to determine the 
internal characteristics of the lunar crust to a depth 
of several kilometers. The traveltimes of seismic 
waves are inverted to determine the seismic velocity 
structure with depth and to provide the direct means 
of probing the lunar interior. A secondary objective 
of the LSPE was to monitor lunar seismic activity 
during periodic listening intervals. 

Strong seismic signals were recorded from the 
detonation of eight explosive charges that were armed 
and placed on the lunar surface by the crewmen at 
various points along the traverses. Recording of these 
seismic signals generated traveltime data to a distance 
of2.7 km. 

One of the more significant events of the Apollo 
17 mir.sion was the recording of the seismic signals 
from the LM ascent stage, which struck the lunar 

aStanfordUniversity. 
bThe University of Texas at Galveston. 
t PrinCipal fnvestigator. 

surface 8.7 km southwest of the landing site. The 
characteristic reverberation from this impact spread 
outward and was fIrst detected at the Apollo 17 
station approximately 6 sec after impact. The seismic 
signals received from this impact provided a valuable 
traveltime datum for determining the variation of 
seismic velocity with depth in approximately the 
upper 5 km of the Moon. 

The most significant discovery resulting from the 
analysis of the data recorded by the LSPE is that the 
seismic velocity increases in a marked stepwise 
manner beneath the Apollo 17 landing site (fig. 10-1). 
A surface layer with a seismic velocity of 250 m/sec 
and a thickness of 248 m overlies a layer with a 
seismic velocity of 1200 m/sec and a thickness of 927 
m, with a sharp increase to approximately 4000 
m/sec at the base of the lower layer. The seismic 
velocities for the upper layers are compatible with 
those for basaltic lava flows, indicating a total 
thickness of approximately 1200 m for the infilling 
mare basalts ilt Taurus-Littrow. Major episodes of 
deposition or evolution are implied by the observed 
abrupt changes in seismic velocity, 

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION AND 
PERFORMANCE 

The LSPE consists of a geophone array, eight 
explosive packages, and electronics within the Apollo 
lunar surface experiments package (ALSEP) central 
station. Four identical geophones are used in a 
triangular array; the geophones are miniature seismo
meters of the moving coil-magnet type. The coil is the 
inertial mass suspended by springs in the magnetic 
fIeld. Above the natural resonant frequency of the 
geophones (7.5 Hz), the output is proportional to 
ground velocity. The LSPE geophone array was 
deployed without diffic:ulLy in the nominal configura
tion at the Apollo 17 site approximately 148 m 

[93 ) 
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FIGURE 1 D-l.-Seismic cross section at the Taurus-Littrow landing site (no vertical exaggeration). 

west-northwest of the LM (fig. 10-2). Figure 10-3 is a 
photographic panorama from geophone 2 to the LM 
as viewed from geophone 3. 

A four-channel amplifier and a logaritlunic com
pressor condition the geophone signals before conver
sion into a digital format for telemetering to Earth. 
Because the LSPE signal levels are distributed 
throughout the dynamic range of the system, loga
rithmic compression is used. TIJs compression gives 
signal resolution as some constant fraction of signal 
amplitude. The logaritlunic compressor used in the 
LSPE has the transfer function 

V t = ±M In IV. I + h' eu In \10-1) 

where V is voltage, the constant M determines the 
slope of the transfer function, and b' is specified by 
the dc offset of the compressor output and the system 
noise leveL The values ofM and b' are determined by 
calibration of the system to provide at least 6-percent 
accuracy of the data referenced to the level of the 
input signaL The properties of the LSPE system are 
listed in tables lO-T and IO-II, and the nominal fre
quency response is shown in figure 10-4. The output 
of the logaritlunic compressor is referenced to 2.5 
Vdc. 

The analog output of the 10garitJunic compressor 
is converted to a 7-bit binary element in the LSPE 
control electronics by an analog-to-digital converter 
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T ABLE 10-11. U:;PF SyS1CI11 SCIlSilil'iIY and transmitled lo Larth Ihrough the ALSLP com
munications network . The 7 -bIt binary cnwdll1g 
provides for an amplitude re~oluuon of 1.:'77 dB 
(;""16 percent). Each geophollc Lhannel IS sampled 
118 till1es/~ec to provide a minimum of 5 sampleslscc 
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Digital Portions of the LSPE 

The data format used is shown in figure 10-5. A 
data frallle consiSlS of three \ubframcs , eJeh consIst
II1g of twenty 30-oit words. The first word of cadI 
ubfra me consists of onc 10-bl! synchronous word 
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Frequency, Hz 

FIGURE lO-4.-Nominal frequency response of the LSPE. 

10> 
.oE 
:JeaN 
V'I'= 

t Ampl ifier gain 
! status 

10 15 20 25 30 ! / RF fire pulses Word 
1 I sync word I G-11 G-2J G-3J G-4 / / on/oIl 
2 
3 

4 to 19 
20 
1 

I G-l G-2 G-3 G-4 I, 
G-1 G-2 G-3 G-4 li 
G-l G-2 G-3 G-4 .' 

"Engineering 
,,,' data 

G-l G-2 G-3 G-4 --
~nc wordl G-lj G-2JG-3J G-4J 

--------Sublrame 
marking 

G-l I G-2 I G-3 I G-4 1-2 to ~J ------. Same as 
, 20 -, sublrame 1 

I 0> 1 '"" Subframe 
-g ~rn 2 to 19 '" marking 

G-1 G-2 G-3 G-4 
Sync word I G-11 G-21 G-3 I G-41 

-
V1 -= \. 2.0 ............ ·Same as 

G-l I G-2 I G-3 I G-4 
G-1 I G-2 I G-3 I G-4 h 

f- Each frame is 180013533 sec-j "-" subframe 1 
"Sublrame 

marking 

G = geophone 
Sync = synchronous 

FIGURE lO-S.-The LSPE data format. Each data frame 
consists of three subframes of twenty 30-bit words each. 
Geophone data words are normally 7 bits long except for 
those in word 1, which are S-bit samples. 

and one 5-bit seismic data sample from each of the 
four seismic data channels. Words 2 to 20 of each 
sub frame are 7 -bit samples from each of the four 
seismic data channels. Engineering data are inter
leaved and subcommutated, using the remaining 2 
bits to form 30-bit words. 

In words 2 to 19, geophone samples are sampled 
on the bit preceding the word on which they are read 
out; the most significant bit is read out first. In the 
first word of each subframe, the timing of the data 
sampling is the same as that in words 2 to 19 except 
that the samples are stored and read out in the last20 
bits with Of1.e 5-bit word/channel. 

The time of the RF fire pulses must be accurately 
known. When the LSPE is commanded to the Hre 

Pull ring 1-----

Receiving antenna 
extends to 165 cm 

---- Pull ring 3 

Notes: (l) Pull ring 1- pulls one pin to start SAFE/ARM slide timer 

(2) Pull ring 2 - swing up ring; rotate 90° counterclockwise; 
pull pin to release SAFE/ARM plate 

(3) Pull ring 3 - pull s two pins to free firing pin and start 
thermal battery timer 

FIGURE lO-6.-Arming sequence for an LSPE explosive 
package. 

pulses "on" mode, 'a fire pulse set is transmitted cnce 
every 29.55 sec ai'1d is flagged in word 3 of sub frame 
1. This occurs once every 58 frames. 

A command system provides for 11 commands 
associated with the LSPE. Two commands tum the 
LSPE on and off; two commands control the bit rate; 
and two commands control down-link formatth.'lg. In 
addition, commands are used to control amplifier 
gain status, transmission of fire pulses, and calibration 
of the geophones. 

Explosive Package Description 
and Performance 

An LSPE explosive package is shown in figure 
10-6. The eight explosive packages are identical 
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except for the amount of high explosive and the 
preset runout time of the mechanical timers. An 
explosive package is activated by removing three pull 
pins (fig. 10-6). Removal of the first pull pin activates 
the SAFE/ARM slide timer, which is preset at 89.75, 
90.75, 91.75, or 92.75 hI. Removal of the second 
pull pin releases the SAFE/ARM slide from its 
constrained SAFE position. Removal of the third pull 
pin removes a constraint on the firing pin and 
activates the thermal battery timer. 

The LSPE transmitter, which is located within the 
ALSEP central station, transmits a repetitive pulsed 
carrier signal. A series of three pulses properly spaced 
in time is required to elicit a FIRE signal from the 
signal processor within the explosive package and to 
detonate the explosives train. The thermal battery, 
activated by the timer, has a minimum life of 2 min. 
This 2 min provides a time window long enough to 
ensure that at least one fire pulse set is received while 
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the explosive package is energized electrically. Be
cause the seismic data subsequently collected must be 
accurately referenced to the instant of detonation, it 
is necessary to establish which specific set of pulses is 
effective. This is done by comparing known times of 
pulse-set transmission with the time of arrival at the 
geophones of the initial seismic data. Pulse sets are 
spaced at 29.55-sec intervals to make such identifi
cation possible without ambiguity. 

No difficulty was experienced in the deployment 
of the explosive packages during the periods of 
extravehicular activity (EVA) (fig. 10-7). The 454-g 
explosive package (EP-6) was deployed at station 1, 
and the 227-g explosive package (EP-7) was posi
tioned on the return to the LM. from station 1. 
Explosive packages 4,1, and 8 were armed and placed 
on the lunar surface during the second EVA. During 
the third EVA, explosive packages 3, 5, and 2 were 
deployed. It was necessary to place the 1361-g 

North Massif 
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FIGURE 10-7 .-Extravehicular activity traverses showing positions of deployed explosive pac1<l\ges at 
the Apollo 17 landing site. 
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Geophone 1 148 m 0.53 sec 

FIGURE 10-9.-Seismic signals recorded by the LSPE geophones from the lift-off of thl' Apollo 17 
LM ascent stage (Dec. 14). Arrows point to onset of the lust seismic arrival. 

TABLE 10·IV.-Parameters of Apollo 17 LM Impact 

Parameter 

Day, G.m.t. .................. . 
Range time,a G.m.t., hr:min:sec .... . 
Real time, G.m.t., hr:min:sec ...... . 
Velocity, km/sec .............. . 
Mass, kg ...........•......... 
Kinetic energy, J .............. . 
Heading, deg ................. . 

Value 

Dec. 15, 1972 
06:50:20.84 
06:50:19.60 

1.67 
2260 

3.15 X 109 

283 

aRange time is the time the signal of the event was ob
served on Earth. 

scale is shown in figure 10·11. The arrival time of the 
first compressional wave (p~wave) is marked at 
06:50:25.35 G.m.t., giving a traveltime of 5.75 sec. 

The amplitude of the impact signal is of interest 
when compared with the P-wave amplitudes for 
previous LM and SIVB impact signals. Comparison of 
previous LM impact and SIVB impact signal ampli
tudes demonstrated that the LM impact data had to 
be adjusted upward by a factor of 17.4 to allow for 
the lower kinetic energy and a shallower angle of 
impact. Extrapolating the earlier LM impact data to a 
distance of 8.7 km leads to a predicted peak-to-peak 
amplitude of 26 nm. The Apollo 17 LM impact signal 
is centered at 4 Hz and has a measured peak~to-peak 
amplitude of 400 nm. This amplitude. was caused by 

CJ~ 

Begins at 06:50:14.027 G.m.t. 

T 
0.04 V 
..L 

FIGURE 10-10.-Compressed time.scale record of the seismic 
signal received from the Apollo 17 LM impact (Dec. IS). 
Arrows point to measured first and second seismic 
arrivals. 

the Apollo 17 LM ascent stage striking [he side of the 
mountainous South Massif rather than grazing the 
lunar surface. In other words, if the predicted 
amplitude of 26 nm is multiplied by the factor 17.4, 
the resulting figure is 452 nm, which agrees well with 
the observed amplitude of 400 nm. The LM impact 
traveltime data are discuss.ed in the subsection entit
led "Shallow Lunar Structure." 
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FIGURE IO-l3.-Seismic arrivals from the detonation of the explosive charges plotted on a 
traveltime/distance graph. 

to-receiver distance. However, it is probable that the 
regolith is significantly thinner than 25 m, inasmuch 
as the 2S0-m/sec velocity curve extrapolates to a zero 
intercept time. 

The faster seismic arrival with a velocity of 1200 
m/sec was observed beginning at a distance of 612 m, 
indicating that the thickness of the 2S0-m/sec mater
ial was 248 m. Considering uncertainties in the charge 
distances and in the inferred seismic velocities, the 
depth estimates are considered accurate to 10 per
cent. The 1200-m/sec velocity Was observed to a 
distance of approximately 2.5 km. At this distance, 
the observed traveltimes for EP-1 were offset by 
approximately 0.5 sec with respect to the 1200-m/sec 
line. 

Examination of the path between EP-l and the 
LSPE geophone array revealed that the seismic path 
was affected by the presence of the 600-m-diameter 
crater Camelot. The obserVed time delay on the 
seismic path can be explained. by postulating that 
low-velocity material extends to a greater depth 
beneath the crater Camelot than along the remainder 
of the traveltime path. A simple model approxima
tion for Camelot Crater that explains the observed 
traveltime delay is shown in figure 10-14. 

The traveltime data from the LSPE explosive 
charges can be combined with the observed traveltime 

. for the LM impact to provide information about the 

Camelot /EP-l Z = 128 ~ 
E 1000+-----,---", .//-

LSPE 
array 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Vo = 250 m sec ',,~ ......-~ 

£300~~~~~ZZ~~--j--~F~~ g -Nl = 1200 m/sec 
°500~~~~--~~--~~--~~~~~~. o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 

Distance, m 

~ t = traveltime difference 

FIGURE IO-14.-Model approximation for seismic ray path 
from EP-I to LSPE array that crosses Camelot Crater. 
Observed time delay is produced by presence of low
velocity material (of thickness Z) beneath crater. 

seismic velocity to a depth of several kilometers. 
Traveltime data from the seismic signals produced by 
the LM impact and the explosive charges are shown in 
figure 10-15. A line with an apparent velocity of 4 
km/sec can be fitted through the LM impact data 
point to intersect close to the corrected traveltime 
data point for EP-l. Because of obvious uncertainties 
in allowing for the time delay through the crater 
Camelot, there is no a priori reason to force a specific 
apparent-velocity line through the EP-1 data point. 
The first-order conclusion is that high-velocity mater
ial (~ km/sec) must lie beneath the 1200-m/sec 
material. 
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FIGURE 1O-15.-Seismic traveltimes from LM impact and 
LSPE explosive charges. Traveltime for EP-l has been 
corrected for Camelot Crater delay, and LM impact 
traveltime has been corrected for 1.2-km elcvaUon dif
ference between the impact point and the LSPE array. 
These corrections shift the position of the 4-km/sec 
apparent velocity slightly downward as shown. 

Inasmuch as the LM impacted at an elevation of 
1.2 km (fig. 10-1) above the valley floor at the Apollo 
17 landing site, the LM impact traveltime can be 
adjusted to the same reference elevation as the LSPE 
geophone array. The 1.2-1. Uldifference in elevation 
contributes an additional delay time equal to the 
ratio of the elevation difference to the seismic 
velocity of the material traversed multiplied by the 
cosine of the angle of incidence at which the 
particular seismic arrival under consideration de
parted the source (impact point). Inserting the 
appropriate values in this case leads to a time 
correction of 0.18 sec. This correction will shift the 
position of the 4-krn/sec apparent-velocity line down
ward as shown in figure 10-15 such that its zero 
distance time intercept is decreased. The end result is 
a decrease in the derived thickness of the nOO-m/sec 
material from 1020 to 927 m. 

It is possible that a dipping interface exists 
beneath the 1200-m/sec material that might result in 
a high apparent velocity, Ot that the particular seismic 
ray passed tluough a· high-velocity heterogeneity 
somewhere along its path. Some of the uncertainty 
may be resolvec1 by subsequent digital velocity 
fIltering (beam steering) of the 1M impact signal on 
the LSPE array. 
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FIGURE 10-16.-Inferred compressional-wave Velocity pro
files for· the Moon and velocities of lunar and terrestrial 
rocks measured in the laboratory as a function of 
pressure. Lunar rocks are identified by sample number. 
Lunar models 1 and 2 are based on results available 
through Apollo 16.· Apollo 17 results revea:! a marked 
stepwise increase in .seisrnic velocity in the upper 2 km of 
the Moon. 

Before the Apollo 17 mission, the be~testimates 
of the seismic velocity variation in the upper 20 km 
of the Moon were as depicted by lunar model 1 or 2 
in figure 10-16. The seismic velocity was known to 
increase very rapidly from values of 100 to 300 m/sec 
in approximately the upper 100 m to a value of ~ 
km/sec at a depth of 5 km. Even thOUgll the seismic 
velocity variation was depicted as a smooth increase 
with depth, it was surmised (ref. 10-5) that such a 
rapid increase of velocity (~2 km/sec/kill) could not 
be explained solely by the pressure effent on dry 
rocks with macrocracks and microcracks nOr by the 
self-compression of any rock powder. 

Laboratory velocity measurements on returned 
lunar soils (refs. 10-6 to 10-10) and recent measure-
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ments under hydrostatic pressure conditions ort ter
restrial sands and basaltic ash have indicated velocity
depth gradients of 0.4 to 0.8 km/sec/km, but such 
gradients occur only to pressures of ~50 X lOS N/m2 

(a lunar depth of ~1 krn). The measurements on 
unconsolidated sands and rock powders also have 
demonstrated that no unique relation exists between 
seismic velocity and porosity in granular material. An 
examination of these experimental data led to the 
inference that compositional or textural changes must 
be important in the upper 5 km of the Moon (ref. 
10-5). 

The LSPE tesuIts have shown that, at least beneath 
the Taurus-Littrow site, the seismic velocity increases 
in a stepwise manner in the upper several kilometers. 
It is of interest to examine the in situ velocity 
information with reference to the surface geological 
investigations at the Apollo 17 site, the laboratory 
velocity measurements from returned lunar samples, 
and the seismic velocity measurements on terrestrial 
lunar analogs. 

Premission analyses indicated that much of the 
Apollo 17 landing site area is covered by a dark 
mantling material, possibly volcanic ash (ref. 10-11). 
Crew observations of the lunar surface revealed that 
there was no readily discernible boundary between 
the overlying thin regolith and the dark mantling 
material. The thickness of the dark mantling material 
was estimated to be between 5 and 10m (ref. 10-3). 
As pointed out earlier, whether the dark mantling 
material/subfloor interface represents a sharp seismic 
discontinuity or is gradationalr.:annot be determined 
because the shortest explosive-cnarge-to-receiver dis
tance was approximately 100 m. 

The dominant rock type observed underlying the 
dark mantling material is a medium-grained vesicular 
basalt believed to be primarily mare-type basalt. Crew 
observations of the crater walls revealed textural 
variations that suggest the involvement of individual 
flow units. Seismic observations have indicated 248 m 
of 250-m/sec material overlying 927 m of 1200-m/sec 
material. 

The abrupt change in seismic velocity from 250 to 
1200 m/sec and, by inference, in other physical 
properties suggests a major change in the nature of 
the evolution or deposition of the Apollo 17subfloor 
basalts. However, a similar range of seismic velocities 
has been observed with refraction surveys on terres
trial lava .flows. Some insight can be gained by 
considering specific lava flows that have been exam-

ined in some detail as possible lunar analogs: the 
Southern Coulee, the SP flow, and the Kana-a flow 
(refs. 10-12 and 10-13). 

The Southern Coulee is a recent lava flow near the 
Mono Craters in eastern California. Seismic velocities 
range from 160 m/sec at the surface to 2000 m/sec at 
depth. The higher velocities are found in more 
competent, denser lava that underlies higher porosity, 
lower density surface material. The SP flow is a 
blocky basalt flow located in the northern part of the 
San Francisco volcanic field near Flagstaff, Arizona. 
Vesicularity ranges from 5 to 50 percent, and in situ 
seismic velocities range from 700 to 1100 m/sec. The 
Kana-a flow, also located near Flagstaff, is an olivine 
basalt flow intermingled with ash; seismic velocities 
range from 700 to 1200 m/sec. 

Observed velocities on terrestrial lava flows 
bracket the velocities measured at the Apollo 17 site 
and therefore support the presence of lava flows in 
the Taurus·Littrow valley. Whether the 250-m/sec 
velocity is representative of a separate flow or is 
merely the manifestation of shattered near-surface 
basalts mixed with pyroclastic materials cannot be 
resolved from the seismic data. Nevertheless, a surface 
layer of fractured, loose, blocky material merging 
into more welded .flows is a common occurrence on 
Earth. Photographs of the walls of Hadley Rille (ref. 
10-14) also attest to the blocky nature of the 
near-surface mare basalts. Because of the similarity in 
structure and the analogous seismic velocities on the 
Earth and the Moon, the sum of the 248 m of 
250-m/sec material and 927 m of 1200-m/sec mater
ial, 1175 m, is designated as representing the full 
thickness of the subfloor basalts at the Apollo 17 site. 

The material underlying the basalts with a seismic 
velocity of R4 km/sec is difficult to classify by rock 
type. Based on the geological evidence, it seems likely 
that the highland massif material that rings the 
narrow, grabenlike valley at the Apollo 17 site 
underlies the basalt flow or flows. Several rock types 
were recognized in the North and South Massifs, but 
the dominant rock type is apparently a coherent 
breccia believed to be similar to the breccias sampled 
at the Apennine Front (Apollo 15) and at Descartes 
(Apollo 16). 

Laboratory velocity measurements have been re
ported for two Apollo 15 breCCias, 15418 and 15015 
(teL 10-15). Sample 15418 is described as a dark-gray 
breccia of chemical composition similar to that of 
anorthite-rich gabbro. Sample 15015 is a more friable 
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breccia of unknown composition. The in situ value of 
~ km/sec is close to the seismic velocities measured 
in the laboratory for sample 15015 and shown in 
figure 10-16. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Before the Apollo 17 misSion, the question of how 
the P-wave velocity increased from 100 to 300 m/sec 
near the surface (refs. 10-16 to 10-19) to l'::I6 km/sec 
at a depth of 15 to 20 km (ref. 10-2) was unex
plained. The main reason for the uncertainty was the 
gap in traveltime data between the range of a few 
hundred meters (previous active seismic experiments) 
and 67 km (Apollo 14 1M impact as recorded by the 
Apollo 14 passive seismic experiment). The Apollo 17 
lunar seismic profiling results have demonstrated that 
the seismic velocity increases in a sharp stepwise 
manner in the upper 2.5 km. A surface layer with a 
seismic velocity of 250 m/sec overlies a layer with a 
velocity of 1200 m/sec. Beneath the 1200-m/sec 
layer, the seismic velocity increases sharply to 4000 
m/sec, The velocities of 250 and 1200 m/sec agree 
with those observed for basaltic lava flows, indicating 
a total thickness of approximately 1200 m for the 
infilling mare basalts at Taurus-Littrow. When the 
Apollo 17 results are combined with earlier traveltime 
data for direct and surface-reflected seismic arrivals 
from LM and SIVB impacts (ref. 10-2,\, it will be 
possible to construct a velocity model for the upper 
lunar crust believed to be representative for a mare 
basin. Such work is now underway. 
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Apollo 17 Seismic Profiling: Probing the Lunar Crust 

Abstract. Apollo 17 seismic data are interpreted to determine the struclllre 0/ 
tlte lunar crust to a depth of several kilometerS. Seismic velocity increases in a 
marked stepwise manlier beneath the Taurus-LittI'Dw region at the Apollo 17 
site. A thickness of about 1200 meters is indicated for the infilling //lare basalts 
at Taurus-Littrow. The apparent velocity is high (about 4 kilometers per second) 
in the material immediately underlying the basalts. 

The successful installation of a geo
physical station at the Taurus-Littrow 
landing site of the Apollo 17 mission 
marked the culmination of an exciting 
period of manned lunar exploration and 
vastly improved our knowledge of the 
lunar interior. Before the Apollo 17 
mission there was a surprising gap in 
our knowledge concerning the nature 
of the upper 10 km of the lunar crust 
because of the absence of pertinent 
seismic travel time data at distances 
closer than 30 km. Travel times of seis
mic waves are inverted to determine 
the seismic velocity structure and pro
vide the direct means of probing the 
lunar interior. 

The seismic velocity in the moon was 
known to increase rapidly from values 
of 100 to 300m/sec in the upper 100 
m to a value of about 6 km/ sec at a 
depth of 15 to 20 km. Even though the 
seismic velocity variation was believed 
to be a smooth increase With depth it 
was surmised (1) that such a rapid in
crease' of velocity (approximately 2 
kmlsec per kilometer) could not be 
explflined solely by the effect of in
creasing pressure on dry rocks with 
macroscl)pic and microscopic cracks or 

0. Corrected for Camelot 
delay 

b. Corrected (or elevation 
delay 
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Fig. 1. Travel times of seismic P-wave 
pulses -as a function of distance for Apollo 
17 explosive. charges 'and the LM impact. 
The data points defining the 250-m/sec 
line are omitted for brevity. Th~ .travel 
time for explosive package 1 (EPI) was 
corrected for propagation delay tbrougha 
large crater, Camelot, and the LM impact 
travel time was corrected for an elevation 
effect. 

by the self-compression of any granular 
rock powder. 

Laboratory velocity measurements on 
returned lunar soils and on terrestrial 
sands and basaltic ash (2) have indi
cated verocity-depth gradients of 0.4 to 
0.8 km/sec, per kilometer, but such 
gradients occur only to pr.essures of 
about SO bars (corresponding to a lunar 
depth of about 1 km). An examination 
of these. experimental data led to the 
inference that compositional or textural 
changes must be important in ~he upper 
S km of the moon (1). 

The purpose of the Apollo 17 lunar 
seismic profiling experiment was to re
cord on a triangular array of four 
seismometers the vibrations of the lunar 
surface as induced by explosive charges, 
the thrust of the lUnar module (LM) 
?scent engine, and the crash of the L >yf 

ascent stage. 
Strong seismic signals were recorded 

from -the detonation of eight explosive 
charges, which were armed and placed 
on the lUnar surface by the Apollo 17 
crew at various points along the tra
verses. The weights of the explosive 
charges ranged from 0.06 to 2.7 kg. 
Recording of these' signals generated 
seismic travel time data in the distance 
range from 0.1 to 2.7 km. 

One of the more significant events 
of the Apollo 17 mission was the re
cording of the seismic signal from the 
LM ascent stage, which struck the lunar 
surface 8.7 km southwest oUhe landing 
site in the highlands of the South Mas
sif. The seismic signals from this impact 
were observed at a greater depth of 
penetration than could be achieved 
solely with the use of small explosive 
charges. The impact signal was similar 
in character to previous impact signals, 
having an emergent beginning and a 
long duration (3, 4). 

The observed travel ,times for the 
detonation of the explosive chargesC\ln 
be combined with the observed tra:vel 
time for· the LM impact to. provide in
formatiol1 about the seismic velocity· to 
a. depth. of several kilometers beneath 
the Apollo 17 landing site. Since the 
LM impacted at an elevation of 1.2 

km above the recording seismometer 
array the LM travel time has been ad
justed to the same reference elevation 
as the geophone array. The correction 
is small. and decreases the observed 
time of 5.75 seconds by 0.18 second. 
Travel time; data from the LM impact 
and the explosive charges are plotted 
against distance in Fig. L Three P-wave 
(compressional wave) velocities are 
represented in the travel time data; Z50, 
1200, and 4000 m/sec, There is some 
uncertainty in the apparent velocity of 
4000 ml sec determined primarily by 
the LM impact data point at a distance 
of 8.7 km, but the important fact is 
that high-velocity material (~4000 m/ 
sec) must lie beneath the 1200-m/sec 
material. The 1200-m/sec material is 
925 m thick and it is overlain by a 
layer with a thickness of 248 m and a 
velocity of 250' m/sec. 

Our results have shown that, at least 
beneath the Taurus-Liltrow site, the 
seismic velocity increases in a stepwise 
manner in the upper several kilometers. 
It is of interest to examine our in situ 
velocity information in the light of the 
surface geological investigations at the 
Apollo 17 site, laboratory velocity mea
surements from returned lunar samples, 
and seismic velocity measurements On 

terrestrial lunar analogs. 
Premission analyses have shown that 
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Fig. 2. Velocity model from the Apollo 17 
results compared to earlier lunar models 
[models 1 and 2 (4) 1 and to velocities for 
lunar rocks and terrestrial sands measured 
in the laboratory as a function of pressure. 
Lunar rocks are identified by sample 
numbers. 



much of the Apollo 17 landing site 
area is covered by a dark mantling 
material. Observations by the Apollo 17 
crew on the lunar surface revealed that 
any boundary between an overlying 
thin regolith and the dark mantling 
material was not readily discernible. 
Because our closest distance between 
an explosive charge and the receiver 
was about 100 m we could not resolve 
the properties of the upper 20 m or 
so, and cannot determine whether the 
interface between the dark mantling 
material and the subfloor represents a 
sharp seismic discontinuity or is grada
tional. However, our data indicate that 
any horizon, if present, would be less 
than 20 111 from the lUnar surface. 

Underlying the dark mantling ma
terial the dominant rock type observed 
by the Apollo 17 crew is a medium
grained vesicular basalt believed to be 
primarily mare-type basalt. Observa
tions in crater walls revealed textural 
variations, suggesting that individual 
flow units are involved. Our seismic 
observations have indicated 248 m of 
250-m/sec material overlying 925 m of 
1200-ml seC material. 

The abrupt change in seismic velocity 
(and, by inference, in other physical 
properties) from 250 to 1200 mlsec is 
suggestive of a major change in the 
nature of the evolution or deposition of 
the Apollo 17 subfloor basalts. How
ever, a similar range of seismic veloci
ties is observed with refraction surveys 
in lava flows on the earth (5). 

The velocities observed in terrestrial 
lava flows bracket the velocities mea
sured at the Apollo 17 site and there
fore support the presence of lava flows 
in the Taurus-Littrow valley. Whether 
the velocity of 250 m/ sec is representa-

tive of c. separate flow or several flows 
separated by lower-velocity layers of 
ash or ejecta cannot be resolved from 
(he seismic data, Individual flows may 
be fractured or brecciated, which could 
further decrease their seismic velocities. 
Surface layers of fractured loose blocky 
material nierging into more welded 
flows are CoI11p-'lon occurrences on the 
earth. We belie.ye that the lOl.al thick
ness of the mate'ri~ls with seis~lic veloci
ties of 250 and 1200 m/sec (I 173 m) 
represents the full thickness of the sub
fioor basalts at the Apollo 17 site (6). 

The na.ture of the 4000-m/sec ma
terial underlying the basalts is diffkult 
to unambiguously assign to any particu
lar rock type. It seems likely, based on 
the geological evidence, that the high
land massif material which rings the 
narrow graben-like valley at the Apollo 
17 site underlies the basalt flow or 
flows. Several rock types were recog
nized in North Massif and South Massif 
but the dominant rock type is apparently 
a coherent breccia believed to be sim
ilar to breccias sampled at the Apennine 
front (Apollo 15) and Descartes (Apollo 
16) . 

Laboratory velocity measurements 
have been reported for two Apollo 15 
breccias, 15418 and 15015 (7). Sam
ple 15418 is described as a dark grey 
breccia of chemical composition similar 
to anorthite-rich gabbro. Sample 15015 
is a more friable breccia of unknown 
composition. The in situ value of ap
proximately 4000 ml sec is close to the 
values measured in the laboratory for 
sample 15015. 

Before tile Apollo 17 mission the 
question of how the P-wave velocity 
increased from 100 to 300 m/sec near 
the surface to about 6 km/ sec at a 

depth of 15 to :!O km wa~ mO~1 un· 
certain. The Apollo 17 lunar seismic 
profiling results (Fig. 2) have demon
strated that the seismic velocity in
creases in a sharp stepwise manner in 
the upper 2.5 km. When our Apollo 17 
results are combined with earlier travel 
time data for direct and surface-reflected 
arrivals from earlier L;\1 and Saturn 
(S-IV B) impacts it will be possible to 
construct a velocity model for the upper 
lunar crust representative for a lunar 
mare basin. 
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Seismic investigation of the lunar regolith* 
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Ahstrad-Seismic investigation of the lunar regolith shows that the regolith consists of a layer with an 
average velocity (;f 105 m/scc. Seismically determiped regolith thicknesses in the highlands average 
10 m, about twice the thickness deduced from astronaut observations and photographs from the marfa. 
The difference in thickness is thought to be due to a depositional rate nbout onc order of magnitude 
greater during the intcrval between formation of the circular maria and the extrusion of mare basalts 
than during the post-extrusion interval. 

Seismic velocities observed in the regolith indicate that the regolith consists primarily of ilT'pact 
derived ejecta. The regolith aLthe Apollo 17 site is anomalously thick, probably because the site is in 
the midst of a crater field and because of irregularities in the surface of the underlying subfioor basalt. 
The Apollo 17 seismkdata do not support the compacted powder model of the lunar near ~urface but 
show that the lUnar crust to a depth of over 1 km consists of horizontal or sUbhorizontal strata 
comprised of breccia, lava nows, and rock. 

INTRODUCTION 

SEISMIC DATA pertaining to the lunar regolith were obtained at all but the Apollo 11 
site. On missions 12, 14, and 15, the Passive Seismic Experiment (PSE) provided 
seismic data from the regolith; on missions 14 and 16 the Active Seismic Experi
ment (AS E) provided the seismic data, and on mission 17, the Lunar Seismic 
Profiling Experiment (LSPE) provided the data. 

The ASE included a low energy source of seismic energy designed primarily to 
obtain seismic data from the regolith. The other experiments gleaned data inciden
tally in the course of their primary missions of collecting seismic data from rocks 
beneath the regolith. 

Data analyzed to date consist entirely of P-wave travel times. From these data 
it has been possible to deduce velocities of P-waves traversing the regolith and/or 
regolith thicknesses at each site except the Apollo 17 site. At this siteit was 
possible only to obtain a maximum thickness. 

The seismic data have been interpreted in terms of rock properties and rock 
structure. The interpretation is based on properties of similar terrestrial rocks 
(e.g., ba:saltic lavas, fragmental rocks and breccias at Meteor Crater; Arizona), 
theoretical models, and geological evidence. In this paper, we review seismic data 
obtained during the Apollo missions, discuss the model of the regolith which we 
feel best explains the data, and discuss some of the implications of the data. 

*Earth Hod Planetary Sciences. Division, Marine Billmedjcal Institute. Contribution No. IS, 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Astronauts deployed the PSE on Apollo missions 12, 14, 15, and 16. On 
missions 12, 14, unci 15, the PSE short period vertical (SPZ) seismometer recorded 
the LM ast:ent. In each instance, a regolith arrival was observed (Latham et aI., 
1970, 1971, 1972). Rt::gulith P-wave velocities were 108 m/sec, 104 m/sec, and 
92 J1)/~ec. Sine(! each a~cent was recorded by only one instrument, it was not 
po~sible to deduce the thickness of the regolith. 

On Apollo 14 and 10, astronauts deployed the ASE, an experiment which de
pends on explosives for seismic energy. The ASE consists of a thumper, a mortar 
package assembly (MPA) , a linear array of 3 geophones, and associated elec
tronics (Kovach, 1967; McAllister et aI., 1969; Watkins et ai., 1969). The thumper, 
which was designed to investigate the regolith, is an astronaut-activated staff con
taining 21 small explosives in its base. Firing of an explosive produces seismic 
energy by driving the base plate into the regolith or "thumping" the regolith sur
face. A pressure transducer in the base detects the instant of detonqtion. The 
geophones detect seismic waves radiating away from the thump via the regolith 
and subjacent strata. ASE electronics compress the geophone data and transmit it 
to the earth in real time. 

Mortar launches provide additional data on the seismic properties of the re
golith. Although the MP A was designed to provide seismic data from rocks below 
the regolith, mortar launches generate a detectible signal which travels through 
the regolith and immediately subjacent rocks. These signals were used in analysis 
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of Apollo 16 data (Kovach et at., 1973a). LM ascent data were recorded by the 
ASE at the Apollo 16 site (Kovach et ai., 1973a) and used in the interpretation. 
ASE data from Apollo 14 and 16 sites yielded regolith velocities of 104 and 
114 m/sec, respectively, and regolith thicknesses of 8.5 and 12.2 m, respectively. 

The LSPE consisted of 4 geophones deployed in a triangular array, eight 
explosive packages (EP), and associated electronics. All EPs were deployed too 
far from the array to obtain first arrivals of the regolith P-wave. It is possible 
that examination of second arrivals will yield the velocity of the regolith in the 
vicinity of the LSPE array but examination of second arrivals to date has been 
cursory and inconclusive. 

The first arrivals from explosives detonated near the Apollo 17 LSPE array at 
Taurus-Littrow are shown in Fig. 1. The pattern of arrivals differs in two impor
tant respects from the pattern of arrivals recorded by the ASE at the Apollo 14 
and 16 sites. " .• ' 

The first important dIfference is that velr,dties calculated from waves travers
ing the array are significa'ntly higher than the velocities calculated from arrivals at 
more distant EPs (850 i'nls'ec vs. 280 m/sec). This phenomenon we attribute to the 
"thin-layer" effect. When a layer has a velocity higher than that of layers above 
and below, arrivals from the layer will mask arrivals from lower layers. The extent 
of masking depends on velo,cities and thicknesses of the layers. If the high veloc
ity is thin (less than a wave length thick) energy will leak from the bottom of the 
layer at a relatively high rate. As a result, the amplitude of the refracted wave will 
attenuate more rapidly with distance than it normally would. The refracted wave 
will quickly die out and disappear into the background noise (Press and Dobrin, 
1956). At this point, the refracted arrival from a previously masked lower layer 
becomes the first arrival. Terrestrial examples of this phenomenon have been re
ported by Press and Dobrin (1956), Domzalski (19.56), and Watkins and Spieker 
(1972) among others. 

The thin-layer phenomenon is not unexpected in mare basalts. Stratigraphy in 
some terrestrial basalts indicates that thin-layer attenuation should occur. For 
example, cores from the Kana-a basalt flow near Flagstaff, Arizona (Watkins et 
at., 1964), revealed a stratigraphy consisting about 2 m of cinders (velocity 
300 m/sec) overlying 8 m of basalt and more cinders. The upper 5 m of basalt had a 
velocity of 900 m/sec while the lower 3 m had a velocity of 2700 m/sec. The 
difference in velocity is probably due to increased fracturing and vesicularity in 
the upper 5 m. The cinders had a velocity of 300 m/sec. Another core hole in the 
same flow successively penetrated 1 m of cinders (350 m/sec),5 m of basalt 
(1-350 m/sec; 3-900 m/sec; 1-730 m/sec) and 6 m of cinders (730 m/sec). Only high 
frequency energy could propagate in these flows because of their small 
thicknesses. 

Stratigraphy observed in Hadley Rille during Apollo 15 would lead to thin 
layer attenuation. Photographs of Hadley Rille showed 3 sequences of outcrop
ping rocks in the upper 50 m of the riIJe wall (Swann et aI., 1972). These outcrops 
consisted of a sequence of massive units sandwiched between discontinuous ex
posures of less massive units. The massive sequence is about 25 m thick. The 
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velocity of mare basalt at the Apollo 17 site is in excess of 800 m/sec and the 
dominant frequency kss than 20 Hz. These values would require 40 m or more in 
thickness in order to efficiently transmit the seismic energy, or almost twice the 
thickness of the Hadley Rille sequence. Actually, the effective thickness of the 
massive interval in Hadley Rille may be significantly less than the total thickness 
if fracturing and vesicularity decrease the seismic velocity in the upper few 
meters. We suggest that a similar stratigraphy at Tnurus-Liurow causes the 
anomalously high velocities ob~erved in data from EP -2, -3, -4, and -8. 

In a companion paper devoted to a discussion of deeper structure (Kovach and 
Watkins, 1973c) it was necessary to estimate an average velocity for the zone 
containing the thin, high-velocity layers because seismic refraction theory does 
not permit unique inversion of data where high-velocity layers are intercalated 
with low-velocity layers. Average shot point-array travel times for EPs -2, -3, -4, 
-8, the LM ascent, and the travel time to the geophone nearest EP-7 indicate that 
the average velocity in this zone is about 280 m/sec. 

The second important difference derives from the fact that the EPs were deto
nated over a dipping subsurface layer. The dipping refractor causes arrivals from 
EPs detonated on the updip (western) side to be earlier th.1n arrivals from EPs 
detonated at comparable distances on the downdip side. The earlier arrivals result 
from a smaller thickness of low-velocity regolith traversed by waves generated on 
the updip side. A dipping refractor coupled with the arraY-EP configuration causes 
the "shingle" effect (an echelon pattern) of arrival times shown in Fig. J. The 
shingle effect does not occur unless the refracting layer dips. The analysis of these 
data differs slightly from analysis of conventional data. Analysis procedures are 
discussed below. 

Analysis of the data in Fig. 1 is complicated by noise originating in the ALSEP 
electronics (probably in the LSPE firing-pulse transmitter) and picked up by 
LSPE detectors and/or cables. The noise makes it difficult to precisely pick the 
first arrivals from all EPs. Picks were especially difficult in EP-2 and -3 data. 
Therefore, EP-2 and -3 data are treated with less confidence than data from EP-4 
and -8 where first arrivals are more distinct. Analysis of the noise suggests that 
some of it can be removed. Therefore, it may be possible to improve on the 
following interpretation at a later date. 

In spite of tL~ scatter in the first arrivals it is clear that for given distance' D.rri
vals from EPs detonated east of the array are later than arrivals from EPs deto
nated west of the array. As previously mentioned, this difference in arrival times 
suggests that the refractor is tilted to the east causing refracted waves from EP-2, 
-3 and the LM ascent to traverse a thicker low velocity layer (probably the 
regolith) than waves from EP-4 and -8. The dipping refractor suggestion is further 
supported by the obvious shingling of arrivals from EP-4 and -8. The shingling of 
EP-2, -3 and LM arrivals is less obvious but still apparent. 

The shingling effect is explained in terms of the travel time equations for a two 
layer case with dipping refractor: 

t = to+mx [lll} 
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t = travel time; to = shot-intercept time as shown in Fig. J; m = siope; and x = 
distance from shot point to detctor, where, 

to 2z cos () cos ~ 
VI 

and m 
sin (8 ± cP) 

V2 

z = depth of refractor beneath the EP; 1)., V2 = velocity in surface layer and under
lying refractor,respectively; 8 = sin-1 (V./V2); and cP = dip of the refractor; the sign 
in the expression (8 ± cP) is negative when shooting updip and positive when 
shooting downdip. All updip data have the same slope and all downdip data have 
the same slope. The downdip slope is aLvays greater than the updip slope. The 
shingling effect derives from the fact that changes in z alone affect the to terms 
since cP, VI, and 8 are all constant for a given model. 

If arrivals from EP-2, -3 and the LM were better, the travel time data could be 
uniquely inverted to give the depth of the refractor and its dip. However, values 
from EPs east of the array were not considered sufficiently well established for 
inversion, so depths and dip were calculated by the approximate method dis
cussed below. 

If v2;;.600m/sec, VI"" 105m/sec, and the cP <50, then cosO coscP =O.99±0.01. 
It has previously been shown that the regolith velocity VI is relatively constant 
105 m/sec. Analysis indicates that Vo ~ 600 m/sec and cP < 5°. Thus, z can be accu
rately estimated for EPs-4 and ~8 from the to term alone. Esti,mates of z were not 
made for EP -2, -3 and LM ascent arrivals. 

A least squares fit of the EP-4 data (which had the least scatter of all data) 
yielded an apparent velocity v~ of 560 m/sec and an intercept time (to) of 0.115 sec 
or a depth (z) of 6.2 m. Projecting a line with a slope of 1/560 through the mean 
position of EP-8 data points results in to = 0.220 sec and z = 11.8 m. The distance 
from EPs -4 and -8 to the center of the array (geophone 3) were 215 and 122 m, 
respectively. Hence the dip is about 3.4°, Use of 3.4° in the "m" term yields a true 
velocity for the refractor of 910 m/sec which is well within the range of velocities 
observed in terrestrial basalts and close to the velocity observed in the next 
deeper refractor (1130 m/sec) at T::-.Jrus-Littrow (Kovach and Watkins, 1973c). 
The agreement of velocities support our interpretation of the layer as a basalt 
flow. Use of the above values to calculate arrival time from EP-2, -3, and LM 
ascent yielded approximately correct values. Hetter agreement (that shown in Fig. 
1) was obtained by reducing the average dip to 3° which changed the average vel
ocity of the refractor to 850 m/sec. The recalculated depth of the refractor be
neath the center of the array (geophone 3) is 17.4 m. 

Electrical properties of lunar near-surface rocks at the Apollo 17 site are 
consistent with at least two different model interpretations (Simmons et al., 1973). 
One model bears nO resemblance to the seismic model of the regolith and subja
cent layering, but the other model cQnsist~ of an eastward dipping layer about 
20 m below the ALSEP, a second interface about 300 m below the surface and no 
other interfaces up to depths of 1.5 km or more. This model closely resembles the 
Apollo 17 seismic model. 

No craters penetrate the regolith within the area encompassing the geophone 
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array and EPs -2, -3, -4, and -8, therefore we have no direct geological evidence of 
regolith thickness from the area of where seismic data were obtained. Outside the 
area, however, astronaut observations suggest that the regolith varies in depth 
from 5-20 m (ALGIT, 1973). For example, rims of craters less than 30 m in 
diameter or near LRV -1 (west of the array) were block free except for one crater 
10-15 m in diameter whose rim included blocks with diameters up to 1 m (ALGIT, 
] 973). Data reported by Baldwin (1949) and Short (1970) indicate that small craters 
excavate to depths equal to 0.25-0.35 of their diameters. Therefore, regolith is 
probably 3-10 m thick in the LRV-l area, a range of depths consistent with LSPE 
data. East of the array, 15-20 m of surficial fragmental material were exposed in 
the walls of Van Serg Crater. These data agree qualitatively with our interpreta
tion of the seismic data to the extent that the regolith is shallower west of the 
array than it is east of the array. The dip of the refractor indicated by the seismic 
data is somewhat greater than the dip of the subfloor basalt indicated from crater 
data, however. 

We believ~ that the anSwer to these apparently conflicting dip data derive from 
the constricted, sloping nature of the Taurus-Littrow valley floor coupled with an 
anomalously high density of medium-sized craters surrounding the array. The 
valley of Taurus-Littrow slopes from an elevation of about 4800 m in the north
west to an elevation of about 4220 m in the southeastern corner. Lee scarp. a 
prominent feature in the western part of the valley, slopes eastward at angles up to 
17°, which is much steeper than the 3° indicated by the LSPE data. The undulating, 
dipping surface suggests that a local increase in slope may be responsible for the 
change in depth of the refractor beneath the LSPE. 

The anomaloqs average depth of the refractor is probably due to an anomalous 
regolith thickness. The LSPE array and the four closest explosives are within an 
area with an unusually high density of both young craters and old, subdued Cra
ters. The array is underlain by ejecta from Camelot, Horatio, Trident, Sherlock, 
and others. The ejecta fr:;m these craters and others near the array is probably re
sponsible for the anomalously large (17.4 m) regolith thickness observed by the 
astronauts and deduced from LSPE data. 

We conclude that the substrate is probably subfloor basalt and that it has an 
undulating surface. The LSPE array is located over a portion of the subfloor 
basalt where the dip is slightly oversteepened to the east. Ejecta from ('In anoma
lously large number of medium-sized craters in the vicinity of the array smoothed 
the topography and created an unusually thick regolith. 

DISCUSSION 

The regolith is a moonwide phenomenon. Photography from orbiting satellites 
reveals everywhere a smoothed, pockmarked lunar surface now associated with 
the mantling effect of the regolith. Bodies of rock larger than a few meters are 
exposed only in small areas or inside craters. Apollo seismic data suggest that the 
regolith observed in different lunar geological habitats is also remarkably uniform 
in its properties moonwide. 
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Low, uniform P-wave velocity 

The P-wave velocity of the regolith is very low and uniform. The average vel
ocity determined from Apollo data is 105 m/sec and the standard deviation is 
8 m/sec (Table 1). Velocities in terrestrial soils have much greater variability. For 
example, Watkins and Spieker (1972) found that unconsolidated surfacematel~als 
in the Miami River Valley of southwestern Ohio had velocities ranging from 
460 m/sec to over 1000 m/sec. Standard deviations in specific areas of more or less 
homogeneous surface material ranged from 9 to 34% of the mean velocity. In situ 
velocity measurements of terrestrial rock outcrops show similar variations. Wat
kins et al. (1972) re,"''Jrted standard deviations equal to 14% of the mean velocity 
in outcrops of the welded, rhyolitic Bishop Tuff in eastern California, 27% of the 
mean velocity in Navajo Sandstone outcrops in northern Arizona, and 22% of the 
mean velocity in Amboy basalt outcrops in the Mojave Desert, California. Figure 
2 shows scatter in lunar regolith and selected terrestrial rocks. 

Brecciation and high porosity are probably the major causes of the e{Ctremely 
low velocities observed in the lunar regolith. Watkins and Kovach (1972) com
pared velocity data from brecciated rock (Apollo 14 regolith, Apollo 11 returned 
samples and ejecta from Meteor Crater, Arizona) with velocity data from terres
trial rocks of comparable porosity (Fig. 3), They found that the lunar regolith and 
Meteor Crater ejecta had significantly lower velocities than common terrestrial 
rocks with comparable porosities, a relationship which they attributed to breccia
tion of the Apollo 14 regolith and Meteor Crater ejecta. 

Watkins et al. (1972) reported that only very fine, extremely porous (60%) ter
restrial materials had velocities as low as 100 m/sec. The velocity in basaltic cin
ders was 300 m/sec, a value significantly greater than that of the lunar regolith. 
The low regolith velocities thus indicate that the regolith probably contains no 
significant amounts of volcanic ash at Apollo 12, 14, 15, and 16 sites. The regolith 
velocity was not established at the Apollo 17 site but absence of asb in returned 
samples from the Apollo 17 site (ALGIT, 1973) seems to preclude its existence 
there, too. . 
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Table 1. P-wave velocit,f and th1Cklless of the regolith at the Apollo siles. 
Although mare basalt underlies the Apollo!7 site, the site is in a small valley 
surrounded by highlands and is located within a local craterfield which prob-

ably accounts for the unusual range of regolith thickness values. 

Velocity (m/sec) Thickness (meters) 
Geologic 

Mission PSE ASE Craters Seismic Setling 

11 3-6 Mare 
12 108 2-4 Mare 
14 104 104 8.5 Highlands 
15 92 5 Mflre 
!6 114 1:2.2 Highlands 
17 3-20 6.2-36.9 Restricted Mare 
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Fig. 2. Velocity-Q product as a function of velocity (a) for the lunar regolith and 
selected unsaturated ill situ terrestrial rocks. Note the small scatter in the lunar regolith 
velocities relative to the scatter observed in the terrestrial rocks. A high Q is characteris
tic of lunar crustal rocks. (Q of the lunar regolith was provided by Y. Nakamura, per-

sonal communication, 1973.) 

Regolith thickness 

Variation in the thickness of the regolith is small. At the Apollo 11 site the 
regolith is estimated to be 3-6 m thick (LSPET, 1970); at the Apollo 12 site it is 
estimated to be 2-4 m thick (LSPET, 1970); at the Apollo 15 site measurements 
from photographs indicate that it is 5 m thick; ASE data indicate it is 8.5 m thick at 
the Apollo 14 site and 12.2 m thick at the Apollo 16 site; and anomalous Apolio 17 
seismic data indicate an average depth of 10-15 m (see Table 1). The range of 
thickness is thus less than one order of magnitude. When maria and highland 
thicknesses are considered separately, the ranges in thickness are even less; the 
maria determinations differing by no more than a factor of 3 and the two highland 
determinations differing by a few tens of percent. 
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depth to "hard rock" (4 km/sec) determined from LSPE data. Hu (1971) de
veloped an empiricai model of the variation of ejecta thickness as a function of 
crater size and distancl! from the center of the crater. His estimates of total ejecta 
thicknesses from post-Imbrian impacts near Apollo 11, 12, and 14 sites agreed 
closely with observed thicknesses and support a post-Imbrian age for the regolith 
at these locations. Hu's calculated thicknesses and stratigraphic sequences agreed 
well with observed thicknesses and stratigraphic sequence in the Apollo 12 drive 
sample. This close agreement indicates that mixing of ejecta is not as effective as 
some investigators have suggested. 

Age of the regolith 

Since the oldest portion of the regolith overlies mare basalts ranging in ages 
from 3.1 to 3.7 billion years (Tera et al., 1973), mare regolith ranges in age from 
0-3.7 billion years. The regolith in the highlands appears to include slightly older 
ejecta. . 

Radiometric ages of soil from the Apollo 16 site fall mainly in a narrow range 
of ages between 3.9 and 4.2 billion years (Tera et ai., 1973; Hussain and Schaeffer, 
1973). The soil from which these ages were determined probably consists mainly 
of ejecta from the 250 m/sec layer immediately subjacent to the regolith. Although 
we cannot calculate the exact thickness of the 250 m/sec layer, the fact that it 
transmits seismic energy peaking at 8 Hz indicates thRt it is at least 30 m thick. 
Since most nearby craters bottom at lesser depths, we can conclude that the 
250 m/sec layer is the source of most of the surface fragments. 

At the Apollo 14 site, the Fra Mauro Formation is thought to be 3.9 billion 
years (Alexander et al., 1973). Thus the maximum age of overlying regolith ejecta 
is very nearly the same as that at the Apollo 16 site. 

The greater thickness of the lunar regolith on the highlands relative to the 
younger regolith in the maria regions suggests that the rate of deposition of 
regolith was almost in order of magnitude greater during the period between the 
great cataclysm about 4 billion years ago (Tera et aI., 1973) and the middle of the 
period of maria formation (about 3.4 billion years ago) than during the subsequent 
time interval. 

Compacted powder model 

Unusual seismic properties of the lunar regolith and underlying crustal brec
cias led Gold and Soter (1970) and Gangi (1972) to suggest that the lunar near
surface consists of a deep layer of powder. Their powder model is gravitationally 
self-compresseo in such a way as to provide a linear velocity increase with depth 
(Gold and Soter, 1970) or a velocity which increases as the sixth root of the depth 
(Gangi, 1972). 

ASE and LSPE data do not support this model. Figure 4 shows velodt.y-depth 
models deduced from Apollo 14, 16, arid 17 data. Depth is plotted on a logarithmic 
scale so that a power law velocity-depth function appears as straight line. From 
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Fig. 4. Velocity-depth models deduced from Apollo 14, 16, and 17 data. Depth is plotted 
on a logarithmic scale in order to show power I~,w velocity-depth functions as straight 
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this figure it is clear that if one attempts to fit a sixth root velocity-depth function 
to the regolith and immediately subjacent rocks and breccia, the curve is badly in 
error at greater depths. Conversely, a sixth root function fitted in the 1130 and 
4000 m/sec region is badly in error in the 100-300 m/sec region. It is possible to fit 
a power law velocity-depth function (v ;= kzO.7) over much of the range of the lunar 
crust but this is probably coincidental. A linear increase of velocity with depth fits 
the data worse than the sixth root curve. 

A major reason for the recurrence of the compacted dust hypothesis is the 
extremely low seismic velocity of near-surface rocks. Although seismic velocities 
in lunar near-surface rocks are low by terrestrial standards, comparable velocities 
have been observed in terrestrial rocks with extremely high porosities (Fig. 3). 

Brecciation tends to enhance the decrease in velocity accompanying an in
crease in porosity. Todd et al. (1973) have observed anomalously low seismic 
velocities in shocked rock samples from the Ries impact crater and from lunar 
samples, and Watkins et al. (1972) observed similar results during in situ measure
ments of velocities in shocked rocks near Meteor Crater. 

In Fig. 3, velocities reported by Kanamori et al. (1970) proportionately average 
only slightly less than velocities observed in unshocked terrestrial rocks of com
parable porosity; Meteor Crater rock velocities average about 50% of comparable 
unshocked rock; and the lunar regolith velocities average about 20% of compara
ble unshocked rock. These data indicate th::lt the relative decrease in velocity due 
to brecciation increases in magnitude with increasing porosity. 

Interpolation of Meteor Crater and Apollo regolith data suggests that un
shocked rock comparable to the 299 m/sec and 250m/sec layers observed at 
ApoUo 14 and 16 sites would have velocities between 500 and 800 m/sec. These 
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velocities are comparable to velocities observed in unsaturated terrestrial soils. A 
layer of very porous soil overlying a layer of normal soil would thus constitute a 
good velocity analog of unshocked lunar regolith and unshocked subjacent brec
cia at the Apollo 14 and 16 sites. Without the reduction in velocity due to 
brecciation, the velocities of the lunar regolith and substrate at the Apollo 14 and 
16 sites are within the normal range of velocities observed in terrestrial soils. 

We conclude that the anomalously low in situ velocities observed in the lunar 
regolith and in lunar breccias result primarily from shock induced microcracks 
and high porosity. Without microcracks, velocities in these rocks would be com
parable to velocities in terrestrial soils. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Synthesis of seismic, geological, and crater ejecta c;;.iculations .''iuggest the 
following conclusions. 

1. The regolith consists primarily of impact ejecta having an average compres
sional wave velocity of 105 m/sec. Pyroclastics do not appear to comprise a 
significant portion of the ejecta in the areas investigated. 

2. In the maria areas the regolith averages between four and five meters in 
thickness and represents the sum of the post-maria ejecta blankets. The regolith 
was deposited during the interval of 0 to 3.7 billion years ago. 

3. In the highlands the regolith thickness averages about 10 m. The highland 
regolith represents the sum of post-cataclysm ejecta blankets and was formed 
during the interval betweenO and 4 billion years ago. Differences in thicknesses of 
highland and maria suggest that the regolith deposition rate was approximately an 
order of magnitude greater in the period between 3.5 and 4 billion years ago than 
during the period 3.5 billion years ago to present. 

4. The regolith in the valley of Taurus-Littrow (Apollo 17) is anomalously 
thick, ranging from 6.2 to 36.9 m in the area of investigation. The anomalous thick
ness is attributed to the combined effects of an unusually high concentration of 
medium-sized craters and irregularities in the surface of underlying mare basalts. 

5. Apollo seismic data do not support the compacted power model of the lunar 
crust but indicate that lunar near-surface regolith, breccia, and crust consist of 
discrete layers. Anomalously low seismic velocities observed in the regolith and 
subjacent breccia are due to impact fracturing. 
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Ahstract-A seismic profiling experiment was successfully executed on the lunar surface during the 
Apollo 17 mission allowing a determination of the structure of the lunar crust to a depth of several 
kilometers. The most outstanding feature of the seismic velocity variation, in the Taurus-Littrow re
gion, is the stepwise increase with depth. A total thickness of about 1200 meters for the infilling mare 
basalts at the 17 landing site is also indicated from the seismic results. The apparent velocity is high 
(about 4 km/sec for P waves) in the material below the basalts. 

INTRODUCTION 

WITH THE successful installation of a geophysical station at the Taurus-Littrow 
landing site of the Apollo 17 mission an exciting period of manned lunar explora
tion was brought to an end. Prior to the Apollo 17 mission there was a surprising 
gap in our knowledge concerning the nature of the properties of the upper 10 km 
of the lunar crust; because of the absence of pertinent seismic travel time data at 
distances (tl) closer than 30 km. Travel thnes of seismic waves are inverted in a 
classical fashion to determine seismic velocity structure and as a result provide 
the direct means of probing the lunar interior. 

On the Apollo 17 mission aLunar Seismic Profiling Experiment (LSPE) was 
successfully executed. Eight explosive charges were armed and placed on the 
lunar surface by the Apollo 17 astronauts at various points along the geological 
traverses. In addition, the impact of the Lunar Module (LM) ascent stage, at a 
distance of 8.7 km from the 17 landing site, was recorded on an array of miniature 
seismometers. In this paper we describe the seismic data, the velocity structure in 
the lunar crust beneath the Taurus-Littrow area and the implications for lunar 
history. The interpretation is more expansive than in previous reports (Kovach et 
ai., 1973; Kovach and Watkins, 1973a). post-mission analyses of the Apollo 17 
lunar surface photography has necessitated some adjustments in the absolute pos
itions of the deployed explosive charges. 
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SEISMIC DATA 

The LSPE recorded the LM ascent stage impact on December 15, 1972. The 
location of the impact was at 19.91 degrees north latitude and 30.51 degrees east 
longitude, at a distance 8.7 km southwest of the Apollo 17 landing site. Pertinent 
parameters for the LM impact are shown in Table 1. 

A portion of the seismic signal from the Apollo 17 LM impact is shown in Fig. 
1. The impact signal is similar in character to previous impact signals, possessing 
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Table 1. Parameters of Apollo 17 LM impact. 

Impact parameters 

Day, G.m.t. 
Range time.* a.m.t. 

hr:min:sec 
Real time, G.m.t. 

hr:min:sec 
Velocity, km/sec 
Mass, kg 
Kinetic energy, ergs 
Heading, deg 

LM 

December 15, 1972 

06:50:10.84 

06:50: 19.60 
1.67 
2260 

3.15 xlOf6 

283 

*Range time is the time that the signal of the 
event was observed on Earth. 

R-17 LM IMPRCT· DRY 350 

T 
.o4V 
L 

Fig. 1. Compressed time scale record of the seismic signal received from the LM impact 
of the Apollo 17 mission. Arrows point to the onset of first and second arrivals. The.first 

arrow indicates a travel time of 5.75 seconds. 
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an emergent beginning and a long duration. The travel-time of the first P wave 
is 5.75 sec. A prominent second arrival with a travel time of 10 sec can also be 
identified on the seismograms. Whether this arrival represents a shear wave 
arrival or a later P wave arrival cannot be resolved from only a vertical compo
nent seismogram. 

The observed amplitude of the impact signal is of interest when compared with 
the P wave amplitudes for previous impact signals. Comparison of previous LM 
impact signal amplitudes of SIVB impacts (Latham et al., 1972) demonstrated that 
the LM impact amplitude data had to be adjusted upwards by a factor of 17.4 to be 
directly compared to the amplitudes observed for SIVB impacts. Extrapolating 
the observed amplitudes of the earlier LM impacts to a distance of S.7 km leads to 
a predicted peak to peak amplitude of 26 nm. The Apo1)o 17 LM impact signal is 
centered at 4 Hz and has a measured peak to peak amplitude of 400 nm. It is 
interesting that, if we multiply the predicted amplitude of 26 nm by the scale 
factor 17.4 we obtain 452nm which is in good agreement with the observed am
plitude of 400 nm. 

Analyses of previous lunar seismic impact signals (Latham et ai., 1973) have 
demonstrated that many of their characteristics (signal rise time, duration of 
signal, and lack of coherence between horizontal and vertical components of 
motion) can be explained by scattering. Seismic energy is considered to spread 
with a diffusivity g. The larger the value of diffusivity the sma1)er the amount of 
scattering. For a surf a\.._ ':''11pact one can show that the signal rise time (the time 
from signal onset to its maximum value) is given by R2j g where R is the range. 

The Apollo 17 LM impact seismic signal has a rise time of 56 seconds leading 
to a diffllsivity of 1.35 km~/sec, a larger value than that inferred at the Apollo 15 
and 16 sites from analysis of the seismic signals generated by the lUnar roving 
vehicle out to distances of about 4 km (Latham et ai., 1973). The implication is that 
the Apollo 17 site is more homogeneous (for dimensions on the order of the 
wavelengths of seismic waves considered, i.e., approximately 25 m) than either 
the Apollo 15 or 161anding areas. A difference in the near-surface properties of 
these landing sites may be due to differing ages for the areas and the effects of 
varying amounts of comminution and gardening by meteoroid impacts. 

Figure 2 shows the seismogram recorded on the LSPE geophone array from 
the detonation of one of the explosive charges placed on the lunar surface at the 
17 landing site. The arrows point to the onset of the first .seismic arrival. 

The locations of the explosive packages with respect to the geophone array are 
shown on the map in Fig. 3. Explosive charge weights ranged from 1/8 to 6lbs. 
The one-pound explosive package (EP-6) was deployed on the outgoing traverse 
to the south and the one-half pound charge (EP-7) was positioned on the return leg 
to the lunar module. EP-4 (l/Slb) and Ep,:S (lj41b) were placed west of the 
geophone array. EP-2 (1/41b) and Ep':3 (1/Slb) Were positioned east of the 
geophone array. EP-1 (6Ibs) was placed at a distance of 3 km NW from the LM 
and EP-5 (3Ibs) at a distance of 2.1 km NE of the LM. 

The observed travel times from EP;s 4 and S tathe west of the geophone array 
and EP's 2 and 3 to the east are shOWn in Fig. 1 of Watkins and Kovach (1973). 
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Fig. 2. Seismic signals produced by the detonation of explosive package 6 on the lunar 
surface as recorded on Apollo 17 geophone array. Arrows point to the onset of the 

seismic arrival. 

These data yield a partially reversed profile and are discussed in detail in Watkins 
and Kovach (1973). 

It is useful at this point to restate the assumptions (Ewing et al.. 1939) underly
ing the method of interpreting a seismic refraction profile: (1) the top and bottom 
of any layer is planar and propagates seismic waves with constant velocity; (2) at a 
layer interface the path of a seismic wave is governed by Snell's law; (3) a seismic 
wave propagating in a layer with a velocity V, which is incident on the surface of 
the layer at an angle a with the normal, travels with an apparent velocity V/sin a 
along the surface; (4) travel time is the same if the shot point and recording posi
tion are interchanged. Departures from these stated assumptions are revealed by 
the departure of the observed travel time data from straight lines drawn on the 
travel time graph. 

Figure 4 shows the travel time data obtained from the detonation of the eight 
explosive packages. The digital samp!in!! interval for the seismic data is 
0.0085 sec. Using expanded scale time plots the onset of the seismic first arrivals 
could be picked to an accuracy of ±0.05 sec. Subsequent array processing 
techniques on the digital data may contribute some additional information on 
apparent velocities, but it is not believed that subsequent processing will have any 
major effect on the travel time data discussed here. Inasmuch as complete rever
sal information was not obtained we shall interpret the travel time data on the 
assumption of zero dip of all interfaces. When treated in toto the close in shot 
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Fig. 3. Planimetric map of the Apollo 17 landing site showing location of geophone array 
and positions of explosive packages. 
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Fig. 4. Travel time distance graph for P wave pulses recorded from detonation of 
explosive packages and thrust of LM ascent engine. 
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pO. __ LS (EP's 2, 3, 4, and 8) define an average velocity arrival of 280 m/sec. Travel 
times from EP's 7, 6, and 5 define an apparent velocity of 1130 m/sec. The calcu
lated thickness of the 280 m/sec layer is 264 m. 

One can note that the travel time data for EP 1 are offset by about 0.3 sec 
with respect to the 1130 m/sec line. Examination of the path between EP 1 and the 
LSPE geophone array reveals that the seismic path is affected by the presence of 
the 600 m diameter crater Camelot. We can explain the observed time delay by 
postulating that the low-velocity 280 m/sec material extends to a greater depth be
neath the crater Camelot than along the remainder of the travel time path. Figure 5 
shows diagrammatically a simple model approximation for Camelot crater which 
can be constructed to explain the observed travel time delay. Subsequent digital 
velocity filtering (beam steering) of the seismic signals from EP 1 should allow 
more detailed models to be considered. 

The travel time data from the explosive charges can be combined with the 
observed travel time for the LM impact to provide information about the seismic 
velocity to a depth of several km. Travel time data from the seismic si'gnals pro
duced by the LM impact and the explosive charges are shown in Fig. 6. A line with 
an apparent velocity of 4 km/sec can be fit through the LM impact data point to 
intersect very close to the corrected travel time data points for EP 1. 

Inasmuch as the LM impacted at an elevation of 1.2 km above the valley floor 
at the 17 landing site the LM impact travel time should be adjusted to the same 
reference elevation as the LSPE geophone array. The effect of a difference in 
elevations is to contribute an additional delay time equal to the ratio of the 
elevation difference to the seismic velocity of the material traversed times the 
cosine of the angle of incidence that the particular seismic arrival under consider
ation departed the source (impact point). We shall assume that the underlying 
4000 m/sec material in the Taurus-Littrow valley extends to the surface beneath 
the LM impact point in the South Massif. If we further assume that at a distance 
of 8.7 km (LM impact point) on the travel time graph the seismic velocity in
creases to 4500 m/sec (say) the angle of incidence for a refraction at this depth and 
the related angle of incidence at the source can be straightforwardly calculated. 

EPl 
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I 
DEPTH, 
meters 

~------~------~------~~------~------~~eoo o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 

DI STANCE, meters 

Fig. 5. Model approximation for seismic ray path from explosive package 1 to geophone 
array. Ray path Grosses Camelot crater and observed time delay is produced by presence 

of low-velocity material beneath crater. 
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shift position of 4 km/sec apparent velocity line slightly downward as shown. 
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Inserting appropriate values for our c&se leads to a delay time correction of 
0.14 sec. This correction will shift the position of the 4 km/sec apparent velocity 
line downward as shown in Fig. 6 such that its zero distance time intercept is 
dl;!creased. There are obvious uncertainties in correcting for the eievatif'U deJay 
but the important first order consideration is that high velocity material 
(- 4km/sec) must lie beneath the 1130 m/sec material. The end effect of the 
elevation correction is to decrease the derived thickness of the 1130 m/sec mater
ial from 1006 m to 923 in. 

Various power laws for the variation of seismic velocity with depth in the 
moon have been proposed (Gold and Soter, 1970; Gangi, 1972). Among these are 
that the seismic velocity increases as either the fourth or sixth power of the depth. 
It is of interest to compare the ApolIo 17 observed travel times with some of these 
proposed velocity-depth variations. 

The fourth power model with velocity variation of the form v = vo(Z/zoY/4 
gives a travel time relationship 

. t 2'1Tzo [2 /3 ]J/4 =-- . X 1TZo , 
Vo 

where Vo is the assigned velocity at a depth of Zoo Normal practice is to choose Vo 
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such that the observed travel time agrees with that observed at a distance x. We 
shall select Zo = I km and the observed travel time of 4.2 sec at a distance x of 
2:75 km. In this case Vo = 0.998 km/sec. Using these parameters a travel time curve 
has been calculated and is shown as the curved marked TI/4 in Fig. 6. It is seen that 
the fourth root velocity variation predicts travel times that are too slow at 
distances greater than 3 km, implying that the velocities are too low at depth. 

We can also examine a uniform increase of velocity with depth. In this case 
v = Vo + Kz, where VI) = velocity at surface, K = rate of increase with depth and 

t - 2 . h-' (KX) --SIn -. 
K 2vo 

Let us assume a surface velocity of 280 m/sec and a value for K ·of O.92/sec. This 
linear gradient model gives a travel time graph marked linear in Fig. 6. The 
agreement is quite good out to a distarl\::e of about 1 km but at greater distances the 
predicted velocity is again too slow. Nevertheless, jt is to be emphasized'that both 
the fourth-power and linear gradient models cannot satisfy the well defined linear 
segments of the observed travel times. 

DISCUSSION 

Prior to the Apollo 17 mission our best estimates vi the seismic velocity varia
tion in the upper 20 km of the moon were; as depicted by lunar models 1 or 2 
(Latham et ai., 1973; Toksoz et al., 1972) in Fig. 7. Thesei~mic velocity was known 
to increase very rapidly from values of 100-300 m/sec in the upper 100 m or so to a 
value of - 4 km/sec at a depth of 5 km. Even though the seismic velocity variation 
was taken to be a smooth increase with depth it was surmised (Kovach and 
Watkins, 1973b) that such a rapid increase of velocity (~2 km/sec/km) could not 
be solely explained by the pressure effect on dry rocks with macrocracks and 
microcracks nor by the self-compression of any rock pvwder. 

Laboratory velocity measurements on returned lunar soils (Kanamori et ai., 
1970, 1971; Anderson et ai., 1970; Mizutani et ai., 1972; Warren et ai., 1971) and 
recent measurements under hydrostatic pressure conditions on terrestrial sands 
and basaltic ash (Talwani et al., 1973) have indicated velocity-depth gradients of 
0.4 to 0.8 km/sec/km but such gradients occur only to pressures of 50 bars (lunar 
depth of -1 km). An examination of these experimental data led to the inference 
that compositional or textural changes must be important in the upper 5 km of the 
moon (Kovach and Watkins, 1973b). 

The lunar seismic profiling results have shown that, at least beneath the 
Taurus-Littrowsite; the seismic velocity increases with depth in a stepwise man
ner in the upper several km. It is of interest to examine our in situ velocity infor
mation in the light of the surface geological investigations at the 17 site, laboratory 
velocity measurements from returned lunar samples and seismic velocity mea
surements Olt terrestrial lunar analogs. 

Underlying the regolith at the 17 site the dominant rock type observed is a 
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medium grained vesicular basalt believed to be primarily a mare type basalt. Ob
servations by the crew in crater walls revealed textural variations suggesting that 
individual flow units are involved. Our seismic observations have indicated 264 m 
of material with an average velocity of 280 m/sec overlying 923 mof 1130 m/sec 
material. We suspect the 280 m/sec layer contains several higher velocity lava 

. flow units (Watkins and Kovach, 1973). 
The abrupt change in seismic velocity and, by inference in other physical prop

erties, from 280 m/sec to 1l30m/sec is suggestive of a major change in the nature 
of the evolution or deposition of the Apollo 17 subfloor basalts .. However, a 
similar range of seismic velocities is observed with refraction surveys on lava 
flows on earth. Some insight can be gained when we consider specific lava flows 
which have been examined in some detail as possible lunar analogs: the Southern 
Coulee, the SP flow and the Kana-a flow (Watkins, 1966; Watkins et aI., 1972). 
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The Southern Coulee is a recent lava flow near Mono Craters in eastern 
California. Seismic velocities range at the surface, from 160 m/sec to 2000 m/sec 
at depth. The higher velocities are found in more competent denser lava which 
underlies higher porosity, lower density surface material. The SP flow is a blocky 
basalt flow located in the northern part of the San Francisco volcanic field near 
Flagstaff, Arizona. Vesicularityranges from 5 to 50% and in situ seismic vel
ocities range from 700 to 1100 m/sec. The Kana-a flow, also located near Flagstaff, 
is an olivine basalt flow intermingled with ash; velocities range from 700 to 1200 
m/sec .. 

We see that observed velocities on terrestrial lava flows bracket the velocities 
measured at the 17 site and therefore are consistent with the presence of lava 
flows in the Taurus-Littrow valley. The 280 m/sec velocity is probably representa
tive of several flows separated by lower velocity layers of ash or ejecta. Individual 
flows may be fractured or brecciated which would further decrease their seismic 
velocities. Surface layers of fractured loose blocky material merging into more 
welded flows are common occurrences on earth. We therefore believe that the 
sum of the 280 m/sec and the 1130 m/sec materials (1187 m) represent the full 
thickness of the subfloor basalts at the Apollo 17 site. 

The nature of the material underlying the basalts with a seismic velocity of 
- 4 km/sec is difficult to assign unambiguously to any particular rock type. It 
seems likely, based on the geological evidence, that the highland massif material 
which rings the narrow graben-like valley at the 17 site underlies the basalt flow(s). 
Several rock types were recognized in the North and South Massifs but the 
dominant rock type is apparently a coherent breccia believed to be similar to 
breccias sampled at the Apennine Front (Apollo 15) and Descartes (Apollo 16); 

Laboratory velocity measurements have been reported for two Apollo 15 
breccias, 15418 and 15015 (Todd et al., 1972). Sample 15418 is described as a dark 
gray crystalline breccia of chemical composition similar to anorthite rich gabbro. 
Sample 15015 is a more friable breccia of unknown composition. The in situ 
value of -4 km/sec is close to the values measured in the laboratory for sample 
1'5015. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Prior to the Apollo 17 mission the questiQn of how the P-wave velocity in
creased from 100 to 300 m/sec near the surface to 6 km/sec at a depth of 15 to 
20 km was most uncertain. The main reason for this uncertainty was the gap in 
travel time data between the ranges of a few hundred meters (previous Active 
Seismic Experiments) and 67 km (Apollo 14 LM impact as recorded by the Apollo 
14 PSE). The Apollo 17 Lunar Seismic Profiling results have demonstrated that 
the seismic velocity increases in a sharp stepwise manner in the upper 2.5 km. A 
surface layerwith aseismic velocity of 280 m/sec overlies a layer with a velocity 
of 1130 m/sec. Beneath the 1130 m/sec layer the seismic velocity increases sharply 
to a velocity of 4000 m/sec. The velocities of 280 m/sec and 1130 m/sec are in 
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agreement with those observed for basaltic lava flows on earth and therefore 
suggest it total thickness of about 1200 m for the infilling mare basalts at 
Taurus-Littrow. When the Apollo 17 results are combined with earlier travel time 
data for direct and surface reflected arrivals from LM and SIVB impacts it will be 
possible to construct a velocity model for the upper lunar crust believed to be 
representative for a mare basin. 
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velocity profile 0(' the lunar near surface to be derived. Although the regolith is locally variable in 
thickness, it possesses surprisingly similar seismic characteristics. Ben<!ath the regolith at the Apollo 14 
Fra Mauro site and the Apollo 16 Descurtes site is material with a ~t:ismh: velocity or ~JOO 0115, believed 
to be brecciated material or impact-derived debris. Considerable delail is known about the velocity struc
lure at the Apollo 17 Taurus-Littrow sitc. Seismic velocities or 100,327.49:.,960. and 4700 m/s are 
observed. The depth to the top or the 4700-m/s nmterial is I JM:; m. compatible with gravity I!stimates for 
the thickness of marc basaltic fiows, which fill the Taurus-Llttrow v;.llley. The observed magnitude of the 
velocity change with depth and lhe implied steep velocity-depth gradielltor » 2 km/s/km arc much larger 
than have been observed on compaction experiments on granular muterials and precludesimplc cold com
paction of a fine-grained rock powder to thicknesses or the order of kilometers. The lurge velocity change 
from 960 to 4700 m/s is more indicative or a compositional change than a chunge of phy~ical properties 
alone. This high velocity is believed to be reprcsentutive or the material that rorms the lunar highlands. 

Seismic refraction experiments were executed on the lunar 
surface by Apollo astrl)llauts during missions 14, 16, and 17 as 
part of an integrated set of geophysical experiments called 
Alsep (Apollo lunar surface experiments package). For the 
study of the earth's crust, seismic refraction techniques arc 
orten used. The basic technique involves the recording of 
seismic waves produced by the detonations of explosive 
charges placcd at different distances from an array of 
seismometers (geophones). The travel times of the resulting 
seismic waves are analyzed in a straightforward fashion to 
determine the variation of seismic velocity with depth and as u 
result provide a direct method of probing the lunar interior. 

The results of these experiments when they are combined 
with the seismic signals from other man-made impacts from 
spent rocket stages have allOWed u model of the near-surface 
lunar structure to be constructed. Tn this paper we describe 
and analyze the seismic data pertinent to the near surface of 
the moon. 

SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION 

At the Apollo 14 and 16 sites the astronauts deployed a 11I-m 
linear array of three geophones, und sevcralseismic energy 
sources were used: an astronaut-activated thumper device with 
small explosive initiators, a mortar packuge containing earth
controlled rocket-launched grenades, and the impulse pro
duced by thc thrust of the lunar module (LM) ascent stage as it 
departed from the lunar surface. Technical details of these ex
periments can be found in McAllister et al. [1969], Kovach e/ 
al. [1971], and Kovach et ai, [1972}. 

The seismic refraction experiment on Apollo 17 differed in 
scalefrom the earlier experiments and offered an unusual op
portunity to study the properties of the lunar crust to a depth 
of several kilometers. Four geophones were positioned in a 
T-shaped array, and eight explosive packages were placed at 
distances ranging from 60 m to 3 km fmm the array during 
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traverses on the lunar surface by the astronauts (Figure I). The 
explosive charges were fired by command from earth after the 
astronauts had departed. In addition to the explosive packages 
the thrust of the LM ascent and the crash of the LM ascent 
stage back into the moon served as seismic sources for the 
array. Figure 2 is a view from behind explosive package 8 (EP 
8 in Figure I) looking eastward with the LM in the back-
ground. '" 

ANALYSIS OF LUNAR SEISMIC SIGNALS 

Apollo 14. The Apollo 14 astronauts landed on the moon 
in an area referred to as the Fra Mauro region (3°40'S latitude, 
17°27'W longitude). The region is underlain by the Fra Mauro 
formation, presumed to be the ejecta deposit produced by the 
large impact lllat lOrmed the Jmorium basin lSl/tlon et aI., 
1972]. Surface topography is characterized by a series of hum
mocks, ridges, and valleys trending radially from the Imbrium 
basin. At the landing site the astronauts placed three 
geophones in a southerly direction across the lunar surface and 
used the handheld thumper device to generate seismic signals 
at different positions along the geophone line. 

Figure 3 shows typical seismic signalS recorded at the 
Apollo 14 site. Thumper firings within 9 m of a geophone 
produced seismic signals with very impulsive beginnings, As 
the distance between the thumper firings and the geophones in
creuses, the seismic signals possess much more emergent begin
nings. The peak amplitude of the signals lypically decreases by 
a factor of 60 over a distance of 60 m. 

It is of some help at this point to recognize the common 
assumptions underlying the interpretation of a seismic refrac
tion profile [Ewing el al., 1939]; (I) layers are considered 
planar and propagate seismic waves with a constant velocity, 
(2) at a. layer boundary the path of a seismic wave is governed 
by Snell's law, (3) a seismic wave traveling in a layer at an 
angle a with the n01'm111 travels with an apparent velocity 
II/sin Ct along the surface, and (4) the travel time of a seismic 
wave is the same if the point of detonation of the explosive 
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Fig. I. Map of Apollo n landing site showing position of geophOne array (G-l to G-4) and locations of explosive charges 
(P,? 4 etc.) deployed during traverses. Location of lUnar module is shown as LM, 

charge (shot point) and recording point are interchanged. 
Departures from these assumptions are indicated by 
deviations of the observed seismic travel time data from linear 
segments drawn on a travel time versus distance graph. 

Two compressional wave (P wave) velocities were identified 
in the lunar near surface at the Apollo 14 site. The first seismic 
arrival was observed to travel with a velocity of 104m/s out to 
a distance of 22.7 m, where the first arrival then traveled with a 
velocity of 299 m/s. At the Apollo 14 location the near surface 
can be described as a surface layer with 104-m/s velocity 
material overlying material possessing a seismic velocity of299 
m/s. 

The rocket thrust produced by the ascent of the LM from 
the moon produced seismic s.ignals that were recorded by the 
Apollo 14 passive seismome,ter at a distance of 178 m. The 
travel time data of these signals are compared in Figure 4 with 
the extrapolated travel time distance curves measured from the 
astronaut thumper firings. As can be seen, the LM ascent 
travel times are in close agreement with the extrapolated travel 
times; however, the first arrival arrives somewhat earlier than 
that predicted from the 299-m/s horizon, this situation reveal
ing that material with a faster velocity lies beneath the 299-m/s 
material. If the critical distance for the arrival traveling 
through the underlying material is taken as the length of the 
geophone array (\00 m), a minimum velocity of 386 mls is in
ferred for. the underlying material (Figure 4). 

The thickness of the 104-m/s layer is 8.5 m. This low seismic 
velocity is suggestive of a porous or highly fractured and brec
ciated rock material and is believed to be representative of the 
lunar regolith, the veneer of unconsolidated and 'gardened' 
material that covers much of the lunar surface. Examination of 
the depth at which blocky floors can be seen in fresh craters 
has determined that the regolith at the Apollo 14 site ranges in 
thickness from 5 to 12 m [Offield, 1970]. 

The underlying velocity Of 299 mls is in agreement with 
velocities measured in the upper part of the terrestrial Meteor 
crater ejecta blanket and therefore is compatible with the idea 
that this velocity is indicative of ejecta material from the Im
brium basin (the .Fra Mauro formation). The Fra Mauro 
returned samples are almost entirely composed of comple)'. 
breccias [Su//ollel al .• 1972J, 

Apollo 16. The lunar central highlands Were the site of the 
Apollo 16 landing (8°59'29"S latitude, 15°30'52"E longitUde). 
The location of the LM and the traverses was on the Cayley 
formation, near the western edge of the Descartes Mountains. 
Premission photogeologic analysis had concluded that both of 
these features were the products of igneous activity; the Cayley 
formation was believed to be of volcanic origin, and lava 
domes (intrUSive or extrusive masses of very viscous. Java) 
made up the rounded topography of the Descartes Mountains .. 
Apollo 16 astronauts. however, found only breccia samples at. 
the landing site; no evidence of any local igneous activity was 
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Fig. 3. Seismic signals recorded at the Apollo 14 site at different distances. Note the strong signal allenuation with dis
tance and except for the thumper shot to receiver distance of 4.6 m the emergent onsets or the tirst seismic arrivals. 

layer may be estimated. Alternately, if we assume that the first 
(undetected) arrival at 445 m is still from the 2SD-m/s material, 
it must be at least 220 m thick [Kovach and Walkins. 1973a]. 

[Oberbeck. 1971] by crater counting. The base of the regolith 
was not unambiguously observed in any of the craters in
vestigated by the astronauts. The underlying material with a 
2SD-m/s velocity is thought to be representative of the Cayley 
formation. Returned lunar samples indicate that the formation 

The uppermost layer (114 m/s) may be identified with the 
lunar regolith. The 12.2-m thickness is within limits estimated 
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is a breccia. The 70- to 220-m thickness estimates of the Cayley 
formation are representative of the depths to the associated 
Descarte material that is part of the lunar highlands [Hodges et 
al., 1973]. 

Apollo 17. The Apollo 17 mission landed in the Taurus 
Mountains at the southeastern edge of Mare Serenitatis 
(200 IO'N latitude, 30 0 46'E !ongitude). This site provided 
access to both the .highland material, which makes up the 
massifs of the Taurus Mountains, and the mare basalts, which 
fill the Taurus-Littrow valley, where the LM landed. Located 
near the center of the valley, the four-geophone array recorded 
seismic signals from eight explosive sources, the thrust of the 
LM asce'nt engines on the valley floor, and also the crash of the 
LM impact on the adjacent highlands (Figure 1). 

Typical signals are shown in Figures 9-11 for EP 3,5, alid 6. 
In each case the center four traces show the seismic data as 
they were' received from the moon. For all but the closest ex
plosive sources the first arrival has an emergent onsel con
taminated by periodic noise generated by the transmitter used 
to send fire commands to the explosive charges, Prediction 
filteringwasappIied in two slightly different ways to separate 
the noise and the signal. In the first approach a filter was 
designed that could predict the pattern of the noise, given a 
sufficient length of noise with lio seismic signal. Starting be
fore the onset of the signal, the. noise was predicted well into 
the future, and this predicted time series of noise was sub
tracted from the observed data, The result of this process is 
shown in the top four traces of Figures 9-11 and labeled 
'prediction filtering.' 

The second approach utilized the same predictive filter as 
the first but applied it in a different manner. Instead of s(art
ing the filter before the arrival of the signal the filter was con
volved with the entire record of data. In other words,instead 

. of predicting well into the future, only the next point beyond 
the filter is predicted. The error between this prediction and 

the next actual data point is the output of a prediction error 
filter shown in the bottom four traces of Figures 9-11. 

A failing of the first method is that its predictive accuracy 
diminishes markedly as it looks farther and farther ahead. The 
second method maintains a uniform accuracy of prediction 
but may alter the character of the seismic signal as it is con
volved with it. Specifically, the prediction error filter may 'ac
cidentally' begin to predict part of the signal as well as the 
noise, this behavior thus removing some of the information 
that we seek along with the noise. Comparisons of the two anal
yses were made, and arrival times of the signals were chosen 
to be consistent with both techniques. Both of these more 
sophisticated approaches detected the onset of the seismic ar
rivals significantly earlier than they could be observed in the 
raw data (Figures 9-11). 

The arrangement of EP 2, 3, 4, and 8 (EP 2 etc.) and the LM 
approximates a straight E-W line through thegeophone array. 
Such geometry may be used to gain information about the in
clination of the layers beneath the surface [Ewing et al., i 939]. 
The times of arrival of the first signal received at each 
geophone and of later impulses recorded there are shown in 
Figv,re 12, plotted against the distance of the source from the 
various geophones. 

The P wave velocities of :;)0 mis, 327 mis, and 750 mls can 
be seen on both the east and the west side of the array. It can 
be seen that the 750-m/s arrival takes longer to travel to the 
array on the east side than it does on the west. Such .a delay 
would be expected over an eastward-dipping bed with an ap
proximate velocity of 750 mls at a depth of about 65 m 
beneath geophone 3. These data indicate an eastward apparent 
dip of about 3°in agreement with photographic observations 
made on the regional tilting of the lUnar .surface. 

The signals from EP 2, arrive at the array slightly earlier than 
the signals from the closer EP 3, If the EP 3 data are indeed 
first arrivals, this delay most likely represents relief of the 
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order of 6 m on the surface of the 750-m/s layer. Relief of this 
magnitude could be produced by the fracturing and crushing 
due to impacting meteorites after emplacement and solidifica
tion of the lunar material. 

data may be incorporated into the analysis of lunar crustal 
structure. A model derived under this assumption, however, 
will only be a regional gverage. [n Figures 13 and 14 the arrival 
times of first and later signals are plotted against distance from 
the geophone array for all the sbismic sources. Five different If it is assumed that all the layers are horizontal, all of the 
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apparent signal velocities are observed as possible first 
arrivals; 100 mis, 327 mis, 495 mis, 960 mis, and 4700 m/s. If 
the layers are horizorital, t~ese velocities equal the P wave 
velocity in the subsurface layers. The depths to the tops of 
these five velocity layers may easily be computed and are 

found to be 0 m, 4 m, 32 m, 390 m, and 1385 m. A schematic 
Cross section 01. the Taurus-Littrow valley, showing seismic 
velocity structure, is given in Figure 15. All velocities arid 
depths have approximately a 10% error. 

To reach this interpretation, it has been necessary to make 
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some corrections to the data. The LM impacted on the lunar 
highlands S.7 km from the array at an elevation 1.2 km higher. 
[t is estimated that it takes 0.14 s to traverse this additional dis
tance [Kovach and Watkins. 1973b]. In addition, the seismic 
signal from EP I is almost certainly delayed when it passes 
through or beneath the rubble underlying the crater Camelot. 
This delay has been estimated at 0.3 s. 

The topmost 4 m, with the very low velocity of 100 mis, is 
taken to be the lunar regolith. Beneath this to a depth of 32 m 
is another slow (327-m/s) layer. This low-velocity material is 
probably indicative of rubble and broken rock, perh~ps par
tially consolidated by later impacts. At a depth of 32 m the 
velocity rises to 495 m/s. This is interpreted to be the fractured 
or vesicular top of the basalt layers that are assumed to fill the 
Taurus-Littrow valley. This interpretation is in agreement with 
the geologic observations that basalt boulders are excavated 
from craters reaching to a depth of 20 m or more below the 
valley floor [Muehlberger et al.. 1973]. At a depth of 390 m 
below the surface the velocity increases to 960 m/s. An in
crease in v.elocity is to be expected beneath the surfaceoflunar 
basalts, since the surface velocity will be very low owing to the 
intense fracturing induced by numerous meteorite impacts. 
The deepest and fastest (4.7-km/s) layer revealed bX the 
seismic data is at a depth of 1.4 km. Such a large jump in 
velocity is more indicative of a compositional change than a 
change of physical properties alone. This high-velocity ma
terial is believed to be the anorthositic breccia of the high
lands, probably very similar to the samples collected from the 
massifs surrounding the site. 

Regolith thickness determined by seismic methods may 
differ from measurements based on crater morphology, 
boulder distribution, etc., since these techniques measure 
different properties of the lunar surface material. The 4 m of 
100-m/s material is very unconsolidated and may correspond 
to only younger' regolith (above the central cluster ejecta) 
[Muehlberger et al .• 1973]. The 327-m/s layer could then be 
older regolith, I!xtremely fractured bedrock, or a mixture of 
both. The 4-m thickness may apply only to the LM region, 
which is on top of the relatively young central cluster ejecta. 
An alternate, less detailed regional-model omits the 32'7-m/s 
layer and has 7-12 m of SO- to 120-m/s material above the 494-
mls layer. 

A velocity of 4.7 kmls is in very good agreement with the P 
wave velocities of small breccia samples measured in lab
oratories. This agreement can be seen in Figure 16, where the 
density of various terrestrial and lunar breccia samples is 
plotted against P wave velocity. The in situ lunar mea
surements of the velocity of the inferred basaltic layer, 
however, are significantly lower than the laboratory mea
surements of lunar basalt samples. Figure 17 shows velocity
density data for basalts. This discrepancy may be explained by 
noting that terrestrial field measurements of basalt velocities 
also are markedly lower than laboratory-measured velocities. 
The large-scale fracturing and jointing and thick vesicular 
layers, major factors in lowering in situ seismic velocities, 
would not be present in small laboratory samples, very likely 
chosen for their coherence. ThIS same mechanism does not 
affect the lunar breccia because the higher pressures to which it 
is SUbjected (at a depth of 1.4 km) probably inhibit larger-scale 
fracturing and jointing [Johnson. 1970]. 

In addition to the first arrivals discussed above there appear 
to be arrivals that never appear first at any distance from the 
array (Figure 13), specifically' the arrivals with apparent 
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Fig. 16. Plot of density versus P-wave velocity for terrestrial and 

lunar breccias. Data include both laboratory and in situ 
measurements. The horizontal line with arrows indicates the velocity 
and density postulated for (he highland breccia presumed to underlie 
the Taurus-Littrow valley, The shaded area I represents field 
measurements on tuffs, impact breccias, and volcanic ashes. Shaded 
area II represents laboratory measurements on terrestrial impact brec
cias. Shaded area III represents laboratory measurements on lunar 
breccias, shown lighter where they are uncertain. Data are compiled 
from Anderson et al. [1970], Chung [1973], Clark [1966], Kanamori et 
J/. [1970, 1971], Mizutani et al. [1972]; Mizu(ani and Newbigging 
[1973], Tillman et al. [1972], Todd [1973J, Todd et al. [1972]. Wang et 
al. [1971], Warren el al. [1971, 1972J. Watkins et al. [1965], and 
Walkins [1966a, b]. 

velocities of SO mls and ISO m/s. The ISO-m/s signal can be 
explained as a shear (S) wave traveling on the highly fractured 
basalt below 32 m. The 80-m/s arrival does not correspond to 
an S wave in the surface layer or to multiple reflections of 
either P or S waves in any of the shallow layers; it may repre
sent surface waves ill the upper layers. 

Internal consistency of all data with the proposed model 
should be one of the first tests. But in the two interpretations 
offered on the, Apollo 17 data a paradox appears. The regional 
profile, 'incorporating data from all the seismic sources, implies 
a fairly low velocity (327 mls) to a depth of 34 m, where the 
velocity increases to roughly 500 m/s. This layer appears to ex
tend to 390-m depth. But in the end-to-end profile with the 
utilization of only EP 2, 3, 4, and S and the LM ascent as 
seismic sources, the 327-m/s layer continues to 65 m, where the 
velocity increases to something distinctly grel!t"r than 500 m/s. 
(The data do not accurately define this velocity. It is taken as 
750 mls in Figure 12.) No data are available for greater 
depthS. The data do not preclude the existence of a thin 495-
mls layer, but why has the higher-Speed layer disappeared in 
the regional velocity model? 

On the assumption that the limited data of Figure 12 do in
dicate an arrival with a velocity of about 750 mis, the absence 
of this arrival in the regional model may be explained by two 
possibilities. First, terrestrial basalt flows are quite commonly 
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Fig. 17. Plot of density versus P wave velocity for terrestrial and 

lunar basalts. Shaded area I represents field measurements on 
terrestrial basalts, shown lighter where they are uncertain. Shaded area 
" represents laboratory measurements on terrestrial basalts. Shaded 
area III represents laboratory measurements on lunar basalts, shown 
lighter where they are uncertain. The numbers refer to laboratory and 
field measurements on the same basalt unit: number I is sop basalt, 
numbe.r 2 is Amboy basalt, and number 3 is Kana-a basalt. The arrows 
labeled 1-3 represent laboratory and in situ measurements on the same 
basalt unit emphasizing the importance of in situ fractures and cracks 
in larger-scale experiments. The horizontal line with arrows indicates 
the velocity and density postulated for the basalts filling the Taurus
Littrow valley. Data are compiled from same sources given in caption 
to Figure 16. 

thinly layered, and thinly layered units have been observed at 
th.e Apollo 15 landing site [Swann el al., 1972]. The resulting 
'thin layer' effect [Watkins and Kovach, 1973] causes the 
energy traveling as a head wave in any thin strata to gradually 
'leak' out the bottom of the unit. Thus an easily detectable first 
arrival from a thin bed will at greater distances give way to 
later arrivals from deeper layers, even though the thin bed may 
still be present. This situation could account for the dis
appearance of the 750-m/s arrival (observed to 420 m) at dis
tances of 800 m (EP 7), 1200 m (EP 6), and 2300 m (EP 5). 
Alternately, of course, the higher-speed layer may not extend 
to the shot points of EP 5,6, or 7. Such discontinuities could 
be caused by either original flow characteristics or subsequent 
impact brecciation. As the energy passes downward out of this 
thin layer of basalt, it will encounter various flow boundaries, 

. vesicular layers, massive jointing, and perhaps breccia lenses. 
All of these wiIl tend to decrease the average velocity. As was 
mentioned earlier, the observed average velocity, 495 mis, is 
not unreasonable for in situ velocity measurements on basalts 
(Figure 17). 

Second, the higher velocity. tends to disappear in the 
regional model because arrivals from different depths are be
ing averaged. If the first arrivals from EP 2, 3, 4, and 8 and the 
LM ascent (Figure 12) were plotted together, a single 750-m/s 
line would not fit as weIl asa line representing a lower velocity 

with a smaIler intercept time. Thus the 750-m/s arrival is ab
sent at great distances oWing'to the 'thin layer' effect (or dis
continuity of the layer) and is hidden in the regional travel 
time curve because of the averaging effects of the eastward dip. 

DISCUSSION 

Stratigraphy. Velocity models of near crustal structure are 
now available at three widely spaced locations on the lunar 
surface. Can any generalizations be made about lunar struc
ture from this limited set of data? 

At each site the shallowest layer had a velocity between 100 
and 114 m/s. At the Apollo 14 site this layer was 8.5 m thick; 
at the Apollo 16 site it had a thickness of 12.2 m. Only 4 m of 
this material was found at the Apollo 17 site. From the low 
velocity it was expected that this material would correspond to 
the lunar regolith. Earlier estimates of regolith thickness based 
on crater density had postulated a relatively thin regolith at the 
Apollo 17 site [Muehlberger et pl., 1972]. Drill cores at the 
Apoiio 17 site encountered more resistant material at a depth 
of 2-3 m [Muehlberger et al., 1973]. It would thus appear that 
the loose and powdery lunar regolith has Jl characteristic P 
velocity very close to 100-110 m/s but has varying thickness 
over the lunar surface. The process of fragmentation by 
meteoroid impacts has produced a moonwide surface layer of 
very 8imilar acoustic properties. . 

Underlying the regolith at the Apollo 14 site was material 
with a 299-m/s velocity, presumed to be thl: Fra Mauro forma
tion. Its thickness is not well determined but must lie between 
17 and 88 m. At the Apollo 16 site at least 70 m of 250-m/s 
material underlies the regolith, and it may be as thick as 220 m. 
This is the material that is thought to represent the Cayley for
mation. Both the Cayley formation and the Fra Mauro forma
tion are impact-derived breccias thought to. be generated by 
the Imbrium impact. At least 30 m, and perhaps as much as 
62 m, of 327-m/s material underlies the regolith at the Apollo 
17 site, High-velocity material, presumed to be basalt, is first 
detected 65 m belo'" the gcophone array. Betwecn 32 and 65 m 
the velocity structure is uncertain. It is likely that 327-m/s 
material that grades into faster material with depth is present. 
Samples of brecCia have been found near the Van Serg crater 
in the Taurus-Littrow valley, which is thought to overlie the 
basalt in this region. In addition to the breccia, sourCes of large 
boulders of basalt must be present below 20-30 m, since basalt 
ejecta are commonly found around craters excavating to this 
depth. 

All lunar landing sites show the presence of material with a 
velocity of 300 mls (±50 m/s), poorly controlled estimates of 
thicknesses ranging between 17 and 220 m. The somewhat 
belter controlled estimate at Taurus-Littrow, 30-60 m, fits well 
into the range of the other data. As was menti')ned earlier. 300 
m/s is similar to velocities observed in ejecta at Meteor crater, 
Arizona. At both Apollo 14 and Apollo 16 sites this material 
was identified with the breccia generated by large basin
forming impacts. It cannot be resolved if the similar material 
at the Apollo 17 site is derived from a similar larger impact, 
from brecciation due to more 10caJ smaller impacts, or from 
partial pulverization of bedrock basalt. 

The breccia layer was the deepest unit seen at both the 
Apollo 14 and the Apollo 16 landing site. As was discussed 
above, the deeper layers filling the valley at the Apollo 17 site 
include a 495-m15 layer and a 960-m/s layer believed to repre
sent fractured and relatively intact mare-type iJasalt, respec
tively. 

L 
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Grauity. A traverse gravim«:!ter obtained data about the 
relative changes in the moon's gravity at the Apollo 17 landing 
site. Such data provide additional constraints on the local 
structure. 

Preliminary analysis of the data (G. Thompson. personal 
communication, 1974) indicates a dense valley fill with a 
Bouguer anomaly of 32 J: 5 mGal between the edge of the 
south massif and the center of the valley. The seismic refrac
tion data indicate a sharp increase in velocity (to 4.7 km/s) at 
1400-m depth. When the valley is modeled as slab 1400 m thick 
with sloping sides, a density contrast of 0.5-0.7 g/cm" between 
the infill and the surrounding highlands and basement is re
quired to explain the gravity anomaly. Are the materials, 
basalt and anorthositic breccia. that are postulated for the 
valley fill and its surroundings consistent with this constraint? 

Figure 16 shows the P velocities and densities of various 
breccias, both lunar and terrestrial, measured both in the field 
and in the laboratory. The horizontal line indicates the 
velocity measured at the Apollo 17 site. A density of 2.5-2.9 
g/cm" would be expected with a 4.7-km/s breccia. Thus to 
meet the above constraint, the basalt would have to show a 
density between 3.0 and 3.5 g/cm" at a velocity of 960 m/s. 
Basalt P velocities and densities, shown in Figure 17, indicate 
that a reasonable density for basalt showing such a low veloc
ity would be 3.2 g/cm 3

• Near-surface field measurements of 
seismic velocity yield much lower velocities than laboratory 
measurements on comparable samples. The heavy black lines 
connecting the numerals I, 2, and 3 show typical differences 
between laboratory and field measurements. With the cor
roboration by the gravity data, basalt and anorthositic breccia 
remain the most likely candidates to compose the structure in 
the Taurus-Littrow valley. 

Compacted powders. The standard methods of seismic in
terpretation, as described above, assume the propagation 
medium to be composed of distinct layers, each with a unique 
velocity. The velocity models derived in this way areshown in 
heavy lines in Figures 18 and 19. These were derived from the 
travel time data given in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. 
Within each layer, velocity may increase slightly with depth 
without violating the assumptions behind the interpretation, 
but the first arrivals observed on the surface must have 
traveled as head waves, waves critically refracted along the top 
of each layer. Thus each layer generates one straight !.ine seg
ment in the travel time curve (Figures 13 and 14). 

If theP wave velocity in the medium does not increase in a 
stepwise fashion with depth, i.e., if V(z) = azb

, where z is 
depth, the travel time data will plot as a smooth continuous 
curve. Such a velocity function might be expected in any 
material whose composition or physical properties gradually 
change with depth. 

Motivated by the long duration of the seismic signals 
observed after impacts, various authors [Gold and Soter, 1970; 
Gangi, 1972] have suggested that the topmost layers of the 
moon consist of compacted powders. Can the lunar .seismic 
data be represented satisfactorily by smooth functions, and are 
the implied velocity-depth relationships consistent with our 
knowledge of compacted powders? To investigate these ques
tions, Apollo 17 data will be used, since a deeper velocity 
structure is available here than at the other sites. 

The data points in Figuresl3 and 14 certainly by themselves 
do not preclude the possibility of a smooth functional rela
tionship describing the travel time observations. Power laws of 
the form V(z) = azb have been used to describe the velocity-
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Fig. 18. Plot of velocity as a function of depth at the Apollo 17 
site. Heavy solid line shows the layered velocity model. The thin solid 
line and dashed lines show best-fitting linear and power law velocity 
models. Note that linear and power law models cannot account for the 
4.7-km/s velocity. 

depth relationship in powders [Gangi, 1972]. The values taken 
for bare 1/4 and 1/6. Gold and Soter [1970] used a linear 
velocity-depth model. 

In Figures 13 and 14 the travel time curves that would result 
from these velocity-depth functions are plotted. They are 'best 
fits' in the sense that they are least squares fits to evenly spaced 
samples along the standard segmented travel time curve. This 
precaution was taken to avoid biasing our results by the con
centration of data obtained within 400 m of the array. 

The velocity functions determined by the travel time data 
are shown in Figures 18 and 19 for comparison with the stan
dard refraction velocity model. 
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layered velocity model. The thin solid line and dashed lines show besl
fitting linear and power law models. 
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Figure 13, showing all the seismic data out to a distance of 
8.7 km and hence reflecting velocities to a depth of 1.4 km, in
dicates that a power law model (b = 1/4; very little difference 
was observed for b = 1/6) gives a very poor fit to the data. 
Better agreement can be obtained by '1 linear velocity model 
V(z) = 0.258 + 1.32z. This is very close to the model V(z) = 
0.150 + l.35z taken by Gold and Soter. However, this linear 
velocity gradient model is unable to account for the sharp 
velocity increase that causes the small difference in travel time 
between the LM impact and EP 1. This model predicts that the 
signal for EP 1 should arrive 0.4 s before it actually does. 

Travel time data from only the explosive charges (excluding 
the LM impact) are shown in Figure 14. Various power law 
velocity models can be made to fit the observed data, and a 
particularly good agreement can be obtained with a linear 
velocity gr,ldienl model. (This situation is not too surprising, 
since the linear model has two adjustable parameters.) 
However, the linear velocity model has a velocity-depth 
gradient of 1.32 km/s/km. Data on compacted lunar and 
terrestrial rock powders [Warren et al. 1971; Talwani et aI., 
1973] haveindicated that such high gradients are possible but 
only at very shallow pressures. Simple cold compaction of a 
fine-grained rock powder might be important in the upper tens 
of meters of the lunar near surface, but the seismic data 
preclude thicknesses of the order of kilometers. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Seismic velocities of 104, 108, 92, 114, and 100 mls were 
measured for the lunar regolith at the Apollo 12, 14, IS, 16, 
and 17 landing sites, respectively [Kovach and Watkins, 1973a, b; 
Watkins and Kovach, 1973]. These seismic data indicate that 
the process of fragmentation and comminution by meteoroid 
impacts has produced a layer of remarkably uniform seismic 
properties moonwide. Brecciation and high porosity are be
lieved to be the major causes of the extremely low velocities 
observed in the lunar regolith [Watkins and Kovach, 1973]. 

The Apollo 17 seismic data have revealed that the seismic 
velocity increases very rapidly with depth in the near-lunar 
surface, at least at this particular site. Velocities of 100 mls are 
observed at the surface increasing to 4.7 km/s at a depth of 1A 
km. These data are not compatible with the premise that a 
rock powder layer extends to a depth of 1 km or so in the 
moon. The observed magnitude of the velocity change and the 
implied steep velocity-depth gradient of >2 km/s/km are 
much larger than have been observed on compaction ex~ 
periments on granular materials [Tafwani et at., 1973]. Such a 
large velocity change is indicative of compositional and tex
tural changes and in view of the geOlogic observations at the 
Apollo 17 site is. compatible with the proposed model of 
basalticfiows (fractured near the surface) overlying the 
presumably anorthositic breccias that form the lunar high
lands. 
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Energy, frequency, and distance of moon quakes at 
the Apollo 17 site 

MICHAEL R. COOPER and ROBERT L. KOVACH 

Department of Geophysics, Stanforrl University, Stanford, California 94305 

Abstract-UThermal" moonquakes have been detected at the Apollo 17 site. A typical event releases 
about 106_107 ergs of energy. The annual seismic energy release for the evenh observed in the 
Taurus-Littrow Valley is estimated at 10" ergs. Such small events would not cause impossibly rapid 
erosion on either the North Massif or within the craters of the Central Cluster. Seismic events become 
increasingly frequent after sunrise and reach a maximum at sunset. The largest events, however, occur 
most commonly near lunar noon. Rise times of the seismic signals, after being calibrated by the 
well-located Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment (LSPE) seismic sources, were used to estimate 
distances to the seismic events. Most seismic events (-90%) appear to occur within 2.5 km of the 
seismometer array. 

INTRODUCTION 

SHORT-PERIOD SEISMIC INSTRUMENTS were successfully deployed on Apollos 14, 
15, 16, and 17. The short-period seismic signals detected on the first three missions 
have been analyzed by Duennebier and Sutton (1974a). Seismic activity at these 
three stations showed generally similar characteristics; activity was concentrated 
in daylight hours, natural events were observed to recur identically at about the 
same time each lunar day, and the events were all very small (by terrestrial 
standards). These characteristics led to the suggestion that the most likely source 
mechanism for these moonquakes was downslope movement of materia1. 

The similarity of the observations on Apollos 14, 15, and 16 suggested that 
seismicity at the Apono 17 landing site would not be markedly different. At the 
Apollo 17 landing site four geophones are arranged in a T-shaped array. 
Characteristics of the seismic instrumentation are given in Kovach et al. (1973). 
These devices were part of the Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment (LSPE), 
which invl,)lved the detonation of eight explosives to investigate the. structure of 
the Taurus-Ljttrow Valley (Cooper et aI., 1974). In the ensuing months, the 
experiment was activated periodically in a listening mode to detect seismic 
signals. In this paper we discuss the seismicity at the Apollo 17 site and its 
differences with seismicity at other sites. The explosive packages of the LSPE 
serve as controlled sources at known locations and origin times. The amplitudes 
of these' records enable us to estimate the energies of moonquakes. The envelope 
of the explosion seismograms was found to vary systematically with source 
distance, in agreement with scattering theory. One aspect of the envelope, the rise 
time, increases with source distance and, foHowing calibration by the explosion 
packages, may be used to estimate the distance to natural seismic sources. 

2863 
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ENERGY OF MOONQUAKES 

To estimate the source energy of seismic events, the relationship between 
source energy and ground displacement (or some other observed quantity) must 
be determined. The most direct method is to compare the observed maximum 
ground displacements with the known source energies of the LSPE artificial 
sources (Dunnebier and Sutton, 1974a; Criswell and Lindsay, 1974). Figure 1 
shows the overall system sensitivity to ground motion for the Apollo 17 seismic 
system. 

We us~.; the empirical relation: 

(1) 

where A is the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude (nm), r is the source distance 
(km), and E is the source energy (ergs). k is the coupling factor to be determined, 
and is proportional to the square root of seismic efficiency. The coupling 
coefficient has been determined for total amplitudes and for amplitudes at specific 
frequencies. Power density at particular frequencies and times was determined by 
maximum entropy spectral analysis 0. P. Burg, personal communication, 1974; 
Ulrych, 1972; Ulrych et al., 1973). Amplitude of ground motion was then 
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Fig. I. Sensitivity of Apollo 16 and 17 seismic instrumentation to ground displacement 
(zero-to-peak). The values were computed from shake table tests on the seismic system. 
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computed at intervals of 0.47 Hz between 3 and 20 Hz, after correcting for 
instrument response. Total ground displacement was estimated by 

~o 1/2 

UTOT = (~[U(f)]2) =V2 URMS (2) 

The maximum amplitudes (zero-peak) determined in this way are listed in Table 1'. 
Also included are the energies of the LSPE artificial sources and the distances 
from these sources to each of the four geophones. 

The coupling factor has been computed from Eq. (1) and values averaged for 
each source are plotted in Fig. 2. The k computed from the maximum UTOT 

(labeled "RMS," in Fig. 2) maintains a reasonably constant value as distance 
increases. But at any individual frequency, corresponding to measurements on 
band-pass-filtered seismograms, the coupling factor changes markedly between 
the near and the distant sources. This is due to changes in the spectral 
characteristics of the seismograms of more distant sources. For nearbY,sources, 
the dominant frequency component is 7 Hz with a strong second peak at 
10-11 Hz. As source distances increased, the peak frequencies decreased, the 
second peak became weaker and eventually disappeared at distances beyond 
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Table 1. 

o-p Max. displacement, nanometers 
Geophone Dist. Mass expl., g 

EP# no. (m) (energy, ergs) UTOT 5Hz 9Hz 12Hz 

8 I 179 113 508 105 86 74 
2 to1 (4.25 X to") 854 95 132 142 
3 122 543 1I0 143 78 
4 112 559 82 121 101 

4 269 57 179 28 47 17 
2 172 (2.1 x to'>') 290 43 95 33 
3 215 noise noise 56· 44 
4 220 187 42 34 40 

3 1 242 57 206 30 45 29 
2 341 (2.1 X 1012

) 102 16 31 16 
3 28S 173 23 54 28 
4 287 165 26 44 21 

2 327 113 171 31 42 16 
2 425 (4.25 X 1012

) 120 50 27 14 
3 371 168 30 44 19 
4 366 139 26 42 19 

7 1 800 227 108 44 15 3 
2 865 (8.5 X 1012

) 76 34 12 2 
3 810 88 36 14 2 
4 672 74 34 14 3 

6 1 1195 454 74 31 8 
2 1240 (19x 1012

) 67 23 9 1 
3 1195 84 42 10 2 
4 1095 68 40 8 2 

5 1 2230 1361 51 35 2 
2 2330 (57X 10") 72 13 2 <I 
3 2290 62 34 3 1 
4 2320 52 29 2 

I 2855 2722 71 10 1.5 0.2 
2 2758 (\lOx 10'2) 60 10 1.0 0.1 
3 2818 75 16 1.5 0.4 
4 2870 57 16 1.5 0.2 

LM impact I 8700 212 50 5 1.3 
2 8700 (3.15 x 10'6) 161 64 6 1.6 
3 8700 199 60 6 1.5 
4 8700 159 38 6 1.5 

Background noise <0.4 <0.2 <0.1 

1.2 km. A spectrogram computed on the seismogram of the lunar module (Llt1;) 
impact has a single, relatively narrow peak at 4 Hz. This change in character is 
influenced by at least two factors: more rapid attenuation of the higherfrequen-
cies and different source characteristics as explosion sizes were increased to 
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compensate for greater source distances. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that any 
estimate of moonquake source energy must use either total power or some low 
frequency that ill excited uniformly for all sources. The use of any higher 
frequency would require information about both source distance (to choose the 
appropriate value of the coupling factor) and the moonquake source mechanism. 
Since the source spectrum of moonquakes is unknown, the coupling coefficient 
for total power will be used for all moonquake energy estimates. 

It is generally assumed that moonquakes are more efficient than surface 
explosions, since it is Ilnlikely that moonquakes excavate craters or toss up much 
regolith. Following Duennebier and Sutton (1974a) we alIo.v k",q to be 32-100 
times larger to compensate for this difference. This corresponds to moonquakes 
being 103_104 times more efficient. Choosing 3 X 10-.5 nm km erg-1/Z as a represen
tative k.p , we can determine kmq to be in the range 9.6 x 10-4 to 30 X 10-4

• Typical 
moonquake amplitudes are about 1 nm (peak-to-peak). Assuming a typical source 
distance to be 2 km, an average moonquake releases 0.4-4.3 x 106 ergs. If the 
events are as distant as 5 km, the source energy is 0.3-2.7 x 107 ergs. Pu'rely for 
purposes of comparison, assume the empirical relationship between source 
energy and magnitude (Richter, 1958): 

log E = 11.4 + 1.5ML 

the "magnitude" uf a large moonquake would be -2.0 to -2.6. Similar assump
tions about the relationships between magnitude, seismic moment and fault length 
(Wyss and Brune, 1968), imply a fault area of about 10 m2 and 6-cm slip for a large 
event. We do not necessarily expect these empirical, terrestrial relationships to be 
valid for lunar seismic events; we merely want to illustrate that these short-period 
moonquakes are very small compared to earthquakes. The annual release of 
seismic energy detected at the Apollo 17 site may be crudely estimated at about 
1 Qll ergs, based on the number of "average moonquakes." Duennebier and Sutton 
(1974a) suggested that these moonquakes were possibly the result of gravitational 
slumping on lunar slopes. Erosion rates may be calculated from these seismic 
energies, if it is assumed that all the energy released originated as gravitational 
potential energy. Using a simple geometrical model of a planar slope, a 10 change 
in 5iope in a small (150 m deep) crater could occur over as short a time as 4 m.y. 
(Duennebier and Sutton, 1974a). Our estimates of energy release imply that such 
slope degradation would occur over 750 m.y. 

Both estimates are based on 100 "typical" events within the crater; the energy 
of a "typical" moonquake (1-nm peak-to-peak, 2 km away), based on our kmq was 
taken to be 4 x 105 ergs. Duennebier and Sutton (1974a) using a much smaller kmq 

of about 7 x 10-7 nm km erg- 1J
\ employed a typical moonquake of 7 x 107 ergs. 

Their k.,> was derived from near-source Apollo 16 grenade and thumper data 
filtered around 5 Hz; a comparison of their data (Duennebier and Sutton, 1974b) 
with the values in Table 1 (e.g. EP 2, geophone 2; EP 4, geophone 2) suggest that 
they may have been given incorrect maximum displacement values. If their 
displacement values are correct, the 5-Hz seismic efficiency of the thumper and 
grenade shots at the Apollo 16 site would have to be at least 200 times smaller than 
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the efficiency at the Apollo 17 site, even though the material properties at the two 
sites seemed to be generally similar (Cooper et al., 1974). Criswell and Lindsay 
(1974) looked at lunar surface exposure ages and concluded that the earlier 
computed erosion rates were impossibly high. Their suggested mechanism, 
booming sand dunes, had such small source energies due to their high efficiencies 
(1-5%) that they would induce only very slight erosion. Our results show that 
gravitational slumping can account for the moonquakes without requiring massive 
erosion of all lunar slopes. Landslides, with our energy estimates, would cause a 
given amount of erosion in 20-80% of the time suggested for booming sand dunes. 

SEISMICITY 

Following the detonation of the LSPE explosions, the seismic array was 
activated for numerous short (usually 30 min) listening periods. Since the short
period seismicity on earlier ApolIo missions showed very similar properties over 
numerous lunations, it was decided to accumUlate data that would' cover the 
moon's orbit by eight short (4 earth-day) listening modes during variOlHl hmations. 
The times of the seven completed listening modes .are given in Table 2, and the 
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Fig.;3, Earth-moon diagram showing position of moon during each of the seven Apollo 
17 listening modes. Small numbers in hatchured blocks represent the chronological order 
of listening periods (Table 2). The moon's position at sunrise, noon, etc. at Taurus
Littrow is indicated. Histograms outside of moon's orbit show average number of 
seismic events (;;.4 mm on compressed seismogram, - ;;'O.2-nm zero-to-peak ground 

displacement) per hour. 
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No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Table 2. Apollo 17 LSPE listening modes. 

Date No. events Cutoff amp. (mOl) 

July 13-17, 1973 (194-198) 121 801m 
March 3-6, 1974 (62-65) 114 801m 
August 12-16, 1974 (224-228) 261 301m 
September 6-10, 1974 (249-253) 234 70101 
October 22-25, 1974 (295-298) 106 70101 
November 1-5, 1974 (305-309) 365 7mm 
December 12;-16, 1974 (346-350) 54 7mm 

position of the moon relative to the earth-sun line during these modes is shown in 
Fig. 3. 

Compressed seismograms (Fig. 4) of all the listening periods were obtained. 
These were used for all subsequent measurements on the moonquakes: 

CD 
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Fig. 4. Compressed seismogram from July 1973 listening period (Day 195: 
1600-1708 hr). Time between the short vertical lines .is 10 min. Geophones are numbered 
at the left. The largest event (labeled MQ) had an amplitude of 25 0101. (Original photo 
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Plotted around the moon's orbit in Fig. 3 are histograms depicting the average 
number of moonquakes per hour for each earth-day of all the listening periods. 
This activity includes all events with amplitudes greater than 4 mm on the 
compressed seismograms (zero-peak ground motion greater than about 0.2 nm). 
These events comprise natural moonquakes, impacts, and noises generated in the 
abandoned Apollo equipment. The consistency of seismic activity between 
adjacent listening modes in Fig. 3 which were separated in timt' indicates that the 
seismic activity probably changes little from one lunation to the next. Activity 
increases slowly after sunrise, reaches a maximum of about 10 events/hour at 
sunset, then slowly decreases to a nighttime value of about 0.5 events/hour. Over 
60 short (30 mip) listening periods between April 1973 and July 1974 were 
analyzed, and showed levels of activity almost identical to those in Fig. 3. 

Seismic activity at the Apollo 14 site showed a "boxcar-like" distribution 
(Duennebier and Sutton, 1974a) over a lunation beginning shortly after sunrise and 
ending just after sunset. The Apollo 17 activity is distinctly differe~t, showing 
much more gradual changes in activity. The reason for this difference is not clear. 
It may be related to the steep-walled graben in which the Apollo 17 landing site 
lies. The various slope angles in the valley may "smooth out" the otherwise 
sudden terminator crossing and concomitant thermal effects. The sharp changes in 
seismicity detected on the earlier missions could also be partially explained if the 
thermal noises from thy insulating shroud that covered the seismometer (Latham 
et al., 1971, 1972) were not completely removed. 
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Fig, 5. Frequency-amplitude plots of the seven listening periods, in the order of their 
occurrence in the lunar day (cf. Table 2; Fig. 3). Black dots represent all events, open 
triangles represent events with rise times greater than 20 sec. Straight lines shown have 

been fit by eye. 
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Frequency-amplitude plots have been made for each period and compared to 
the relation log N = a + b log A in Fig. 5. In this relation A is amplitude (nm) on 
the compressed seismograms and N is the number of events with amplitude equal 
to or greater than A (I sacks and Oliver, 1964). The steeper the slope (b) in such a 
diagram, the more extensivelY small events dominate the seismic activity. Each 
plot shows two data sets; (1) all events on the compressed seismograms with 
amplitudes greater than a cutoff amplitude (generally 7 mm; see Table 2), and (2) 
the subset of the above with rise times greater than 20 sec. Rise time, the time the 
seismic wave envelope takes to reach a maximum, depends on properties of the 
lunar crust and source distance (Latham, et al., 1972). Events that originate within 
the abandoned Apollo equipment or the remaining ALSEP experiments show 
very short rise times-l 0 sec or less. A 20-sec minimum rise time was chosen for 
the second set to insure that no artificial events are included in the second data set. 
Although it has been suggested that it is possible to differentiate moonquakes 
from impacts in short-period, full-scale seismograms, they cannot be separated in 
the compressed seismograms used for this study. High-frequency events' (signifi
cant energy at frequencies above 5 Hz) were taken to be meteor impacts by 
Duennebier and Sutton (l974b). Using their frequency-amplitude relation for 
impacts detected by the Apollo 14 short-period instrument (after converting to the 
scale used on the compressed seismograms), 51 impact events larger than 4 mm 
and 7 impacts larger than 30 mm could be expected per year. In the four-daY-long 
listening periods, 0.55 events larger than 4 mm, and 0.05 events larger than 30 mm 
would be likely to be high-frequency events; i.e. caused by impacts. Thus the 
inclusion of these few impact events will not affect the results we present here. 

Straight lines have been drawn by eye through the distant subset of the data 
(Fig. 5) and the slopes are recorded in Table 3. The nighttime listening mode is 
characterized by a steep slope of -3 or -4. As seismic activity increases during 
sunlit periods, the b values drop sharply to -2.0 and slowly rise during the day 
and following night. 

The b values are so large that, contrary to terrestrial experience, more of the 
total source energy is released by the more common small events. For example, in 

Time 

October 1974 
March 1974 
July 1973 
November 1974 
September 1974 
August 1974 
December 1974 

Table 3. 

b 

-4.25 
-:2.25 
-2.14 
-2.47 
-2.40 
-2.90 
-2.99 

Maximum 
likelihood b 

-6.80 
-2.89 
-3.86 
-4.34 
-4.80 
-4.79 
-3.30 

(-5.30)* 

A (mm) 

9.26 
11.30 
10.37 
10.07 
9.86 
9.86 

10.83 

*Obtained using all events with A '?-7 mm, tR ",,21 sec. 
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the September 1974 ibtening period (b = -2.40; distant events only), the seventy
three 7-9-mm events imply almost three times the energy of the three 15-16-mm 
events. This may be seen by considering the frequency-amplitude relationship for 
the number of events with amplitude between A and A + dA (Isacks and Oliver, 
1964), where A is maximum trace amplitude (mm) on the compressed seismo
grams: 

It (A) = kA -(b+l). 

(N ote the difference between this and the frequency-magnitude relationship 
It(M) = k lO-bM.) Fix r in Eq. (1). The energy of each of the n(A) events may then 
be calculated (after correcting for the response of the compressed seismogram). 
The frequency-amplitude formula will yield the ratio of the numbers of events, 
I!~AI) and n(A 2 ), with amplitudes AI and Az (assume AI < A 2 ), and Eq. (1) will 
give the ratio of the energies: EIIEz = (AI1Azf. Thus the ratio of source energy of 
each of the sets will be 

n(AI). EI = (Az)b-:I 
n(Az) Ez AI . 

Since A2 > A t, more eneqgy will be released by the small events whenever b > 1. 
Although we have assumed a fixed source distance, the inclusion of this parameter 
would increase the amount of energy in small events, since random large events 
would probably have been detected from distant regions where a small event 
would generate a seismogram too small to notice. This unusual energy relationship 
casts doubt on the accuracy of the energy estimate obtained earlier. Clearly, 
significant energy is being released by events below the amplitude cutoff of our 
investigation. The frequency-amplitude plots (Fig. 5) may be leveling off at 
6-7 mm (as they eventually must); Whether this reflects an actual reduced 
frequency of small events-or is only an observational limitation-cannot be 
determined. It should be remembered that the energy release figures are minimal 
estimates based on the sequences of events with amplitudes between (roughly) 7 
and 70mm. 

Utsu (1966), has devised a maximum likelihood estimate of b values, com
puted by 

b = ~OglO e 
M-M. 

where M. is the smallest magnitude in the set of s earthquakes, e is the base of 
natural logarithms, and M = lIs 2: Mi. We have applied this to the distant data, 
using 8 mm as the lowest amplitude, and defining M = 10glO A. These b values are 
also listed in Table 3, as is the mean amplitude. Ten millimeters on the compressed 
seismograms are generated by a ground motion of approximately I-nm peak-to
peak. A change in amplitude of 1 mm would correspond to about 0.08-nm 
peak-to-peak in actual ground displacement. The same systematic change is seen 
in the maximum likelihood b values, and therefore is reflected in the trends of the 
mean amplitudes. The actual values of the mean amplitudes, of course, reflect the 
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arbitrary cutoff amplitudes: the means refer to the means of particular sets of 
events. Largest events seem to be most predominant after sunrise, decreasing in 
importance throughout the remainder of the thermal cycle. The December 1974 
listening period detected very few events; its b values and M were extremely 
sensitive to choice of M •. Until more events can be obtained with the moon in this 
position, the values should be taken as approximations of questionable signifi
cance. 

Thus the b values indicate that the increase in activity during the day does not 
seem to be reflected in large and small sources equally. One explanation of this is 
that there may be two populations of sources, for example, slumps in unconsoli
dated material, and thermal creaking in rocks, which react differently to the lunar 
heating cycle. 

RISE-TIME ANALYSIS 

Lunar seismograms of natural or artificial events appear quite different from 
terrestrial seismograms. Lunar records are emergent, lack or show only poorly 
developed phases, and continue ringing much longer than expected. These 
properties have been explained (Latham et aI., 1972) by scattering in the 
near-surface layers. Arrival energy is then determined using the two dimensional 
diffusion equation (assuming an instantaneous point source): 

Eo [r2. wt] 
E(t)=7Tgt exp -gt'-(f 

where E (t) = seismic energy density observed at a time t after origin 
Eo = source energy 

r = source distance 
g= diffusivity 

w = angular frequency 
1/ Q = dissipation constant. 

This equation determines the "shape" of the moonquakes in Fig. 4. Rise time, the 
time between origin and maximum of the signal, may be determined by differentia
tion: 

Q [I 4wR2 ] 
t, = 2w 'Y 1 + gQ - 1 . 

This should increase monotonically with increasing r, assuming the material 
properties g and Q remain constant. Thus, knowledge of the rise time of an event 
will yield an estimate of its distance. The rise times of the eight LSPE explosions 
and the LM impact were measured for total power and at 5, 9, and 12 Hz. The 
averaged rise times are plotted in Fig. 6. Poorly defined maxima on the more 
distant shots limited resolution of these rise times to a 10-sec window. The 
P -travel time from the most distant sources was less than 6 sec, so errors caused 
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by differences between total rise time, and rise time after signal onset will be 
slight. 

The observed rise times in Fig. 6 deviate from theoretical predictions beyond 
1 km, the deviation being most apparent at higher frequencies. One possible 
explanation of this discrepancy is variable material properties along the deeper 
ray paths. Rise times at higher frequencies are clearly of little value in estimating 
source distance. A 35-sec rise time at 9 Hz could come from 0.7, 2, or 3-7 km. 
Similar ambiguities probably affect total power and 5-Hz rise times at distances 
greater than 3 km (tr = 95 sec). Rise times of total power of 1255 events in the 
seven listening periods were measured from the compressed seismograms, and 
are plotted as frequency histograms in Fig. 7. The tT versus distance relationship 
observed in Fig. 6 for total power is plotted at the top. Both the explosion and 
moon quake seismograms carry most of their energies at low frequencies. The 
"spectral peaks" of moonquakes range between 3 and 9 Hz, and average about 
4-6 Hz. As mentioned earlier, high-frequency events would be relatively rare, if 
they occurred as often as at the Apollo 14 site. Thus, moonquakes should exhibit a 
dependence of total power rise time on distance that is similar to that of the 
explosion packages. Two peaks-at 10 sec and at 40 sec-are apparent. The first 
peak represents very local events, many of which are probably "LM burps" and 
other artificial signals. These appear to be most numerous near sunrise and sunset 
(in October, November, and September). The second peak corresponds to events 
at a distance of about 1.5 km. The source distance to any of the rare 10-20-Hz 
events would, however, be significantly underestimated by this technique. Moon
quakes exhibit very emergent beginnings, so the rise times may be systematically 
low lf a Jow-amplitude early arrival were missed. The measurements were 
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Fig. 7. Histograms, showing the frequency of occurrence of different rise times (5-sec 
blocks) in each of the seven listening periods. The distance scale at the top is adopted 

from the rise time-distance relationship for total power in Fig. 6. 

180 

consistent with similar measurements made on over 50 detailed seismograms, and 
repeatable within 5 sec, and it is unlikely that our measurements of rise times 
consistently missed any detectable onset by more than 10 sec. But, if the first 
arrivals were undetectable; i.e. below the detection level of the instrument, the 
resulting bias would lead to measured rise times that were consistently short. To 
estimate the size of this error, rise times were measured from the explosion 
package spectrograms, but much higher noise levels were added. Measurements 
were made by assuming the background noise level was 4, 10,20, and 30 db below 
the signal's maximum. At any fixed source distance, the relative error .in 
detectable rise time stayed approximately constant. With a signal only 4 db above 
noise level, only 62% of the true rise time was seen; for 10 db, 70%, for 20 db, 
82%, and for a signal 30 db above noise level, 92% of the rise time would be 
observed. Thus a 40-sec rise time measured on a signal 10 db above background 
noise may actually be closer to a 57-sec rise time. Most events seem to be 15-20 db 
above noise level, so that a typical bias would be on the order of 25%. Due to the 
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elementary nature of this error estimate, we have presented the data in Fig. 7 
without any correction. The reader is warned that any distance estimates from 
these histograms are minimal, but are probably not incorrect by more than a factor 
of two. 

EVen assuming that the total power rise times are always low by a 6-sec error, 
90% of the events occur within 2.5 km of the array. However, distance estimates 
based on the rate of signal decay appear to be somewhat greater (F. Duennebier, 
personal communication, 1975). 

DISCUSSION 

The central question concerning short-period moonquakes still remains
What causes them? The various studies of short-period moonquakes have pointed 
out phenomena which will bear on the source mechanisms. The waveforms of 
short-period moonquakes have been observed to repeat themselves exactly 
(Latham et aI., 1972). Two events which generate identical seismogtams must 
have the same source function and must occur in the same place (to within one 
wavelength). The correlation with the 3000 K diurnal temperature variation implies 
that moonquakes must at least be initiated in regions that have a significant 
temperature variation. Langseth et al. (1973) reported that the diurnal temperature 
variation was attenuated to 0.3°K only 57 cm beneath the surface. If the values of 
kmq , derived from data generated by surface explosions, are applicable, the 1-3-nm 
displacements are indicative of very small source energies. Whatever the source 
energy of the L''1ents may be, however. the sources cannot have significant erosive 
power; the persistence of lunar slopes o\'~r billions of years and the great 
exposure ages measured on returned lunar s~mples preclude significant erosive 
ability. Any source mechanism must then satisfy the following constraints: (1) a 
nearly repeatable source time function; (2) correlation with the 29-day lunar 
thermal cycle-hence source depths very close to the surface; (3) small source 
energy; and (4) implied low erosive power. 

Since the first observation of these events, a number of explanations have 
been suggested-tectonic events, slumping or landsliding (Latham et aI., 1970), 
thermal noises from basalt or breccia blocks (Latham et al., 1971) and booming 
sand dunes (Criswell and Lindsay, 1974). The marked correlation of activity with 
the thermal cycle would appear to eliminate tectonic fault movements as the 
source for most moon quakes. It is also unlikely that the same motion w01.lld recur 
over the same slip region, a phenomenon that is required by the occurrence of 
duplicate events. It is not clear that thermal stresses in boulders can build up as 
high as 106 ergs .. Booming sand dunes (Criswell and Lindsay, 1974) or gravitational 
slumping (Duennebier and Sutton, 1974a) appear as the most likely source 
mechanisms. Both of these sources depend on gravitational potential energy-in 
the former case to accelerate sand grains to the point of seismic emission, and in 
the latter to provide the force for downward motion. The simplest "device" for 
this energy change is a sloping surface. 

Our estimates of source energy do not rule out either of these mechanisms. 
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Landslides releasing sufficient energy are relatively small and do not cause undue 
erosion. Little is known about the mechanism or efficiency of booming sand, but 
104-erg booming events have been suggested (Criswell and Lindsay, 1974) as being 
sufficient to account for the moonquakes. 

If the changes in b value reflect changes in applied stress (Scholz, 1968), 
stresses inthe source must be low just after sunrise and rise "rapidly" reaching a 
maximum near lunar noon. The stresses remain roughly constant or decrease 
gradually through the lunar afternoon and night. No change in b value, and, by 
implication, in applied stress is observed at sunset. It is expected that b slopes in 
the period preceding sunrise would show the steady increase seen since noon 
(excepting the small sample obtained in the December 1974 period). This stress 
history is consistent with thermoelastic stresses induced by heating, but an 
aseismic stress release mechanism is then required to release stresses generated 
during cooling. Such a "one-way" mechanism is in agreement with the observa
tion that the repeating seismic events never repeat with reversed polarity 
(Duennebier and Sutton, 1974a). Warren and Latham (1970) reported 'thermal 
cracks generated by the heating and cooling of laboratory samples. These events 
also showed high b values, in the range -1 to -3. They suggested that high b 
values are indicative of all thermally induced events. They mention that 
"activity ... starts rather abruptly, increases rapidly to a maximum, and decays 
slowly." Such a mechanism might explain the lunar activity-activity starts 
suddenly at dawn, but only in a thin surface layer. Total activity increases as the 
thermal wave penetrates deeper into the regolith, with new, deeper activity adding 
to the "slowly decaying" shallower events. The larger events in the experiment 
occurred predominantly in the first half of each activity episode. These results 
would predict a repetition of daytime activity after sunset as the "cooling wave" 
penetrated the regolith. Such effects are not observed. Finally, no activity was 
observed in the laboratory specimens after repeated (15-20 times) thermal 
cycting. Although these events could explain some of the characteristics of lUnar 
seismicity, the absence of a post-sunset increase and the mere presence of events 
after millions of diurnal thermal cycles on the moon suggest that thermal cracking 
is not the source of moonquakes, or, at best, is modified and constrained by other 
phenomena. 

If rise times can be accurately measured and the explosion-derived relation
ship between rise time and distance is valid, most events must occur within 2 km 
of the array. The fresh-appearing Lee-Lincoln scarp is never closer than 5.4 km 
from the seismic array. The edge of North Massif is almost 3 km away. Since 
distance estimates based on rise time are minimal estimates, we cannot conclude 
that the North Massif is too far away to account for the seismic sources. While the 
scarp to the west could provide a possibly active fault, it seems too distant to 
account for the events. Such a source would imply a total power rise time of 
100 sec or greater, and thus observational errors On the order of 60 sec. The array 
lies on the north edge of the Central Cluster of craters which range up to a 
diameter of about 650 m. A 2-km circle around the array would include many of 
the larger craters. The crater Camelot may be crudely modeled by a 200 planar 
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slope, 100 m high (to allow for a gentler slope near bottom), and 2 km long 
(Camelot's circumference). A 1° degradation of this slope releases 7.9 X 1017 ergs. 
If all this energy is transformed into typical seismic events (5 x 106 ergs), it would 
account for 1.6 X 1011 events. Assuming that the Central Cluster is equivalent to 10 
Camelots, the 1.6 X 1012 events would take approximately 100 m.y. The energy 
detected at the Apollo 17 array could come from moon quakes occurring within the 
Central Cluster craters, but yet not causing excessh/.,::!V rapid erosion of the crater 
walls. 

If slumping of local crater walls, rather than slumping on the North Massif, 
were the cause of moonquakes, the seismic signals would originate closer and 
arrive generally from the south. Present distance estimates do not unequivocally 
differentiate between these hypotheses. The determination of the azimuths 
toward the sources has been complicated by the emergent nature of the 
moonquake signals and the lack of distinct phases. Brief time windows have been 
fcund in the explosion package seismograms and possibly in some moonquake 
records that show the Rayleigh-wave dispersion expected for the structure in the 
Taurus-Littrow Valley. A dispersive character would imply direct, not scattered, 
Rayleigh waves, which could in turn be investigated in a beam steering study to 
determine their direction of approach. Such a study, now in progress, may shed 
light on the location of the moonquake sources. 

Although many of the local (short rise time) events have unusual spectral 
characteristics indicative of thermally generated equipment noises, some of these 
local events appear to be natural moonquakes (F. Duennebier, personal communi
cation, 1975) within 400 m of the array. No large craters arb this close to the array, 
and slopes near the landing site are typically no more than 5°_10° CW. R. 
Muehlberger, personal communication, 1975). It is difficult to see how a process 
involving the release of gravitational energy could operate in such a fiat region. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The source mechanism of "thermal" moonquakes still remains an enigma, but 
further constraints may now be placed on it. A typical I-nm (peak-to-peak) 
moonquake releases 106_107 ergs; the annual seismic energy release detected at 
the Taurus-Littrow Valley is aboutJ011 ergs. Landslides on the massifs and crater 
walls, previously believed to cause impossiblY rapid erosion, can be the source of 
moonquakes without degrading all lunar slopes. Seismic activity reaches a distinct 
peak near sunset, in contrast to the seismicity observed on earlier Apollo 
missions. The variation in b values during the lunar day may be interpreted to 
indicate stress buildup in the source near lunar noon. This is consistent with a 
mechanism that releases stresses seismically during heating, but aseismically 
during cooling. Finally, rise times indicate that the sources arc very close, within 
2.5 km of the array. The cr~.:er walls in the Central Cluster may be the source 
location of landslide-induced moon quakes. Surface wave studies, now in prog
ress, may determine the azimuth to moonquake sources, and differentiate between 
a North Massif source and a Central Cluster source. 
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